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On the cover, Joanne Frye, Associate Professor o f E ng
lish, leads a discussion o f Virginia Woolf’s fiction.
Above, James Bernhardt, Assistant Professor of Rus
sian, waits fo r an answer. These photographs and the
one on the inside back cover were taken in three of the
eight classrooms our guest photographer, M ike Schenk
73, visited recently. For “Graphically Speaking,’’ he
covered the campus more widely.
Taking pictures in a class in progress is no easy
matter, fo r either photographer or teacher. Hewrewith
our thanks to all the teachers and students who suffered
gracefully through our preparation of this issue.
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o the Editor:
Rarely does a magazine
change for the better, virtually
overnight, as Wooster has. I don’t
know whether to praise more the bright,
attractive cover and the bright, attractive
look inside, or the truly interesting and mean
ingful content. You and your associates have
given alumni and friends of the College some
thing enticing and valuable to read. I will now
look forward to the Magazine as I never have
in the past. Congratulations.

T

Jerrold K. Footlick ’56
New York, New York

Promotional Reporting
While I was in Wooster with my
mother-in-law for the Easter weekend, I
chanced to read the enclosed story in The
Daily Record [about a petition signed by 92%
of the College’s faculty asking the Reagan
administration to halt a “systematic assault
on the dissemination of information],
I write this to you because I sense that
many alumni who do not live in close proxim
ity to the College are not likely to know of
some of the significant events that go on at
Wooster. The alumni Magazine is more
oriented toward noncontroversial promotional
reporting that would make a Chamber of
Commerce blush.
I hope that I am wrong in my assess
ment. But I have come to this conclusion over
many years of making sojourns back to
Wooster to visit with my in-laws. Perhaps
you can prove me wrong by giving more than
a cursory report in the next issue of Wooster
to the petition drive. That is in a fine tradi
tion. You may or may not know that Dr.
Lowry was outspoken in his attack on
McCarthyism in the 1950s.
Lee H. Lybarger ’56
Trenton, New Jersey
The faculty's petition and subsequent lobbying
efforts in Washington are reported in the next
issue of Wooster Reports.
The Magazine aims to convey the rich
texture of life on campus and its connections
with the lives of the larger Wooster family. We
see a distinct difference between sharing our
pride in Wooster’s and its graduates ’achieve
ments and “promotional reporting. ” Our posi
tion on controversy appears in the “At Issue’
department on p. 28 of the Winter issue.

A Subtle Form of Discrimination
It is obvious how much hard work
went into the new format. I am certain it will
be well received by most of the people who
read it. Unfortunately, I won’t be one of themYou see, I am visually impaired. The
new coated stock creates glare which makes
it difficult to see compared to the old matte
stock. In addition, the type appears to be con
densed and used with less leading than previ
ously. The overall effect, for me, is an
unreadable product.

LETTERS
I realize these factors which exclude
me, and other alumni who have similar prob
lems with low vision, from reading the Maga
zine were unintentional. Nevertheless, as an
advocate for disabled persons and senior citi
zens, I felt it important to bring this subtle
form of discrimination to your attention. I
have always looked forward to receiving
issues of the alumni Magazine and I shall
miss reading, however haltingly, the old
friend who kept me in touch with Wooster.
Robin Leach ’62
San Diego, California
It would be relatively easy to produce a “largeprint edition " of the Magazine's text using one
of Wooster’s laserprinters, connected by WoosterNet to the various computers into which the text
is written. I f enough of our readers are inter
ested, we will investigate the project’s economic
feasibility.

Congratulations
Congratulations! The new Magazine is
outstanding — splendid content excitingly
assembled! I like the idea of focussing on one
theme — good idea to deal with specifics'. —
makes for strong writing in my opinion.
And bravo, too, on the format — pho
tos et. al.—combined with the substance. A
capital job!
Jean Hudson ’42
Shaker Heights, Ohio

I was sorry to take note of several
omissions, however. I feel that they should be
pointed out, for the full story.
. . . No mention whatever was made of
Emerson Miller and Delbert Lean H’5I, whose
entire Wooster careers were spent in Taylor
Hall. At least two members of the Math
Department, Lyman C. Knight and Owen
Williamson, also were housed there. Scant
notice was given to Bill Craig ’29, under
whose leadership both Taylor Hall and
Wishart Hall flourished.
Frances Lean Ferris ’35
Wooster, Ohio
In the Editor’s opinion, it is impossible both to
include everyone who deserves it in a discussion
of any Wooster topic and to produce readable,
unified articles. There are just too many worthy
persons who have taught, studied, and worked
at the College during its 120 years.
It is our hope that, over a period of years,
we will be able to mention a high percentage of
them. For example, if one combines Estella
Goodhart King’s (’25) “A Model of Conven
ience & Beauty’’ in the Summer, 1982, issue
with “Inside Taylor Hall’’and “After Majoring
in Physics or Math’’ this Winter, one can find
most of the names. And when we do an issue on
theater and speech, we ’ll get most of the rest.
But note that despairing “most." Letters like
yours will continue to be a vital part of “the full
story. ”

A Spring Breeze

'fremendous Pride

For what it may or may not be worth, I
consider the Winter Issue of the Wooster
Alumni Magazine as refreshing as these
spring breezes now prevailing in Wayne
County, Ohio.
I did not receive your “preferences
questionnaire,” but it really doesn’t matter.
You have satisfied most of my “preferences”
anyway.
Therefore, please accept my congratu
lations to you, your staff, the contributors,
and those “behind the new look.”
Ed Arn ’31
Wooster, Ohio

I like it!
I feel tremendous pride in having had
Wooster as my college. The publishing of a
high-quality alumni magazine is one activity
(of many) that the College continues to do
exceedingly well.

Several Omissions
What a beautiful magazine was deliv
ered to our door a few weeks ago. Lots of
color, lots of pictures, lots of fine articles, lots
of news of current College activities, lots of
easily readable class notes. A magazine for all
of you and all of us to be very proud of.

Helen K. Chase ’69
Shokan, New York

Really Handsome
I couldn’t believe my eyes when the
new alumni Magazine was delivered to me.
It’s really handsome. I haven’t read the whole
thing but like what I’ve devoured so far.
Congratulations.
Roberta Gibson Woodall ’32
Leetonia, Ohio

Rob Muir’s Photography
I like the new design and, in fact, your
whole concept for Wooster. It’s a more inviting
magazine. I especially liked Rob Muir’s cover
and his photo on the inside back cover which
struck me as a beautiful visual expression of
Wooster’s motto “Ex Uno Fonte.”
Two minor quibbles: I don’t like to
jump over pictures or display quotes when
I’m reading text. Consider clustering pictures
or using halfcolumns with type wrapped
around them.

Second, don’t let captions stray too far
from the pictures they relate to. All good
designs serve the reader above all.
Bill Palmer ’68
Beijing, China

Kudos
Please accept my heartiest congratula
tions for the new Wooster Magazine. Kudos to
Executive Director of Alumni and College
Relations Marjorie Kramer, Editor Havholm
and Editor Zimmerman for a remarkable
improvement in form and content.
I am sure this new news production
will do much to acquaint the alumni with the
changes in the school and keep us all up with
other alumni.
Mark G. Herbst, M.D. ’35
Hartville, Ohio

First Rate
The new Wooster Alumni Magazine is
first rate. Congratulations!
Dennis Barnes ’58
Charlottesville, Virginia

Beautiful
The new Wooster Alumni Magazine is
beautiful! The pictures do add much.
Gretchen Shafer ’49
Rochester, New York

A Good Grade
The Magazine required more time than
I have previously allotted to it, but I read all
of it except class notes for the few eras I do
not know. I give you an A, reserving the plus
to encourage you in future issues.
W. Dean Hopkins ’30
Lakewood, Ohio

_
“

eachers who have graduated from
The College of Wooster are a diverse
group, indeed. We have labored in
classrooms across the country and
around the world instructing persons of all
ages and classes, of different talents and
handicaps, by widely different means, and in
a number of settings. We are bound together
not only by our alma mater but (in William
Blake’s words offered by Dale Hoak ’63) in
our common endeavor to teach “souls to fly.”
At Wooster we received a liberal arts
undergraduate education from instructors,
some of whom we honor today as role models.
The Wooster community also called us, as
Richard Graham ’56 avers, to “address both
issues of fact and of value,” to recognize the
social and moral implications of knowledge.
For education as for other things, James Bates
’68 reminds us, “the height of the pinnacle is
determined by the breadth of the base.”
Responses from the 80 teachers who
answered a recent Magazine questionnaire
indicated that most of us are proud of our
instructional efforts and committed to stay
ing the course. We are, however, unsure of
our success with students, for pedagogical
effectiveness is difficult to assess. We know
by the salaries allotted to us and by the
meager support provided for public education
that we are underappreciated by American
society. But most of us have long since come
to accept the limits to our professional lives
and the equivocal societal commitment to our
mission.
Although Wooster had no program for
elementary school certification until 1969, we
have been finding our ways into primary
school classrooms since well before then.
Thelma Coleman Peterle ’48, who had by age
nine already forsaken the lure of an elevator
operator’s career for that of the teacher, a
James Bates and his wife who were “called”
after a two-year stint in the Teacher Corps, or
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That Souls May Fly
by Jam es Cooper '56

We have labored in classrooms across
the country and around the world instructing
persons of all ages and classes, of different
talents and handicaps, by widely different
means, and in a number of settings.

Jon R. Waltz ’51 teaches at Northwestern University
School of Law.
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Most of us are committed to staying
the course.
many Wooster women who wanted to inter
twine the raising of a family with a teaching
career.
As elementary-school teachers, we
Wooster alumni place high value on encourag
ing a strong sense of self and self-worth in
pupils. We recognize the importance of praise,
personal attention, caring, courtesy, and
humor. Some of us carefully build guaranteed
success into assigned projects. Heather Selby
Smith 79 adds that “touching, hugs, and
occasionally kisses are important to develop a
special working relationship between teacher
and student.”
A number of us also encourage social
awareness and outreach in elementary stu
dents. James Bates has students talk through
disagreements until resolved, emphasizes the
likenesses among persons, and stresses the
responsibilities as well as the rights of indi
viduals. The students of Ethel Toth McGhee
’53, in turn, adopt “a grandparent at a local

nursing home. We visit them once a month.
Developing conversational skills is a by
product of caring shared with the elderly.”
For many of us the road to secondaryschool teaching started before college and was
directly supported by Wooster’s programs.
For women the road was often straight
because teaching was a profession readily
open to them, for which role models existed,
and that could pragmatically be combined
with raising a family. The fewer Wooster men
who became secondary school teachers more
often made the occupational decision in grad
uate school or after alternate service.

The educational goals of Wooster’s
secondary teachers link well with those of
their elementary colleagues, particularly
when it comes to the encouragement of con
structive learning processes. Tate Hudson ’66
states the matter clearly:.. students must
confront information and process it in their
minds before it becomes knowledge for them.
“In other words, each of us constructs
the knowledge we ‘know’ from what we expe
rience and reflect upon.... I try to challenge
or tempt my students with information and
then suggest activities in which they will
become acquainted with the objects of our
study in such a way that they will make the
information their own.”

7 try to challenge or tempt my
students with information. ”

Caroline Gill 7 6 teaches fourth grade in Orrville,
Ohio. “I hope to build the self-esteem o f my students.
I've seen too many children whose self esteem has been
destroyed by parents, teachers, or peers. No child
should feel like a failure at the age o f 10!"

To foster their students’ appetite for
learning and to help them develop the skills
required for problem-solving, Tate and others
design a host of assignments which relate
current materials or questions to previous
ones and set the stage for speculation about
the future. They have students work together
in small groups, encourage a good deal of
writing, and provide time for reading.
Similarly, the development of student
self-esteem remains important for Wooster’s
secondary teachers. To this end, Patricia
Ziemke Foreman 71, among others, has
experimented with mastery learning, a strat
egy where students do not move on to new
material until the previous task is at least
80% understood. Almost all the secondary
teachers who wrote mentioned their concern
with ways to reinforce learning.
While elementary educators among us
George Hillocks, Jr. '56
teaches in the departments
o f English and Education
at the University of
Chicago.

- Thelma Coleman Peterle ’48 teaches kindergarten in
Delaware, Ohio.

find teaching learning processes as important
as enhancing self-worth, as secondary
teachers we make learning processes part of a
larger objective which might be labelled intel
lectual development. We are concerned that
students learn to organize, make logical
deductions, and engage in critical analysis in
order to solve problems or, more generically,
to think. Arthur Torell ’61 relies on “guided
discovery. I ask a lot of questions to get stu
dents to see patterns and relationships. Their
responses lead to further questions, and more
responses. There is a lot of give-and-take.”
Tim Wright ’69 holds a lot of “issues
discussions” and assigns “reaction papers to
class experiments and/or readings.” Andy
Cline 73 encourages his math students to
guess the answer before doing a problem: “In
order to make a reasonable guess the students
must think about the problem and what is
being asked for before they start writing down
numbers and letters they’re not sure what to
do with. This can give them some insight into
solving the problem and frequently enables
them to recognize when they have made an
error if the answer they get is nowhere near
their guess.”

‘Let the students DO. (Let them
make a few mistakes.)”
As secondary educators, we are quite
concerned to encourage independent explora
tion, to develop risk-taking, to unleash curios
ity, and to broaden horizons. Betty Dodds ’49
sometimes asks the students to prepare and
then to teach a major classroom unit. “It was
amazing what was done by the students.”
“Let the students DO. (Let them make a few
mistakes),” Linda Kiewlick Corbett 74
reminds us. It s not a mistakeproof world.”
Secondary educators are concerned
about a third, and for us previously unmen
tioned, objective: teaching a body of knowl
edge, achieving literacy (or functional

Jon R. Waltz ’51

knowledge) in an area. No one spoke about
this objective better than Claudia Robinson
Boatright ’64, who holds the Hostetler Chair
of Distinguished Teaching at Laurel School,
Shaker Heights, Ohio. Claudia’s discussion of
instruction is so intertwined with her subject
matter that it is not possible to separate her
professional identity as teacher from that of
historian.
Grateful to have been born American
and committed to her nation’s ideas, she is
nonetheless a “muckraker” when teaching
history: “In seeking to help my students
realize that the past was peopled by real men
and women, whose lives were multifaceted
and infused with comedy as well as tragedy,

mill girl, the immigrant, the factory worker,
the Philippine insurrectionary, the Vietnamese
nationalist, the Chicano migrant, the Central
American refugee, and the perennially poor
throughout our history.
Claudia designs oral history projects
and requires the preparation of position pa
pers. She assigns provocative reading, pre
sents tapes of controversial television shows,

In short, Claudia is one of our
many master teachers.

Edna B. and Ednyfed H. Williams
Professor of Law at Northwestern University
School of Law, Jon Waltz joined North
western’s law faculty in 1964. Before that, he
was a member of the litigation department of
the Cleveland law firm of Squire, Sanders &
Dempsey.
He draws upon that experience in his
teaching. “My classes are conducted as
though every student in the room were a
member of a law firm; problems are discussed
as though they were matters currently being
handled by the firm. Law students prefer this
approach to the typical putting of purely
hypothetical issues.”
The other side of that student pragma
tism, however, is that Waltz’s current stu
dents seem “interested only in landing the
most secure, highestpaying law firm position.
Many have little interest in moral issues. And
there just aren’t as many characters in my
classes as there were in the late ’60s and
early 70s.”
According to an article in the alumni
magazine of the Northwestern University
School of Law, The Northwestern Reporter,
“As a result of judicial acceptance of his
theories, Professor Waltz’s writings have
recast the law in a number of areas, especially
in the medical-legal fields of malpractice and
genetic screening and counseling.”
Waltz “attended a consolidated rural
high school in northwestern Ohio, where I
encountered two absolutely superb teachers. I
so admired them that I was determined to
become a teacher myself. And then I came to
Wooster and fell into the hands of the magnifi
cent Mary Z. Johnson, Chair of the Political
Science Department. My fate was sealed.
“She was selfless in her devotion to
teaching and to students. It was she who
encouraged me to go on to law school, to
practice for a time, and then teach. I followed
her advice.”

my approach is less that of hero worship than
of attempting to show that the heroes and
heroines had feet of clay. They were real peo
ple, subject to human error, often constrained
by the values and prejudices of their day, cap
able of both good and bad actions and behav
ior, and the greatness which rendered them
worthy of study today lay, in part, in their
ability to transcend the pressures and con
straints of their own age.
" ... I am also at pains to help my stu
dents develop an understanding of the past
which encompasses not only those men and
women who ‘made’ history but, perhaps more
importantly in a democracy, those who ‘lived’
it. I want them to begin to see that the lofty
notion of a people who viewed themselves as
God’s chosen emissaries destined to populate
a continent and to impose their world view on
the Twentieth Century had a dark underside
in terms of what the so-called ‘American
Dream’ meant for the Indian, the slave, the

Scott Poethig 7 4 teaches biology at the University of
Pennsylvania.

invites a number of guest lecturers, and roleplays—all of which she expects the students
to analyze through discussion critically. In
short, Claudia is one of our many master
teachers.
Most of us who teach, certainly most
of the men among us, work in America’s col
leges and universities. In many cases we got
there because we went to graduate school,
and we went to graduate school because we
fell in love with some discipline, oftentimes at
Wooster. Once established in graduate school,
we found that teaching was a major and
probably agreeable vocational outlet. Scott
Poethig 74 is not alone in reporting that he

Most of us who teach work in
Am erica’s colleges and universities.

Claudia Robinson Boatright ’64 teaches history at the
Laurel School in Shaker Heights, Ohio.

“never decided to become a teacher. I decided
to become a biologist and realized that it is
more fun to be a biologist in an academic set
ting than in a research institute.”
Unlike our secondary and elementary
school colleagues, we are largely selfinstructed about teaching. We are certified
experts in a discipline but autodidacts as
instructors. Sometimes desperately and often
happily, we reach back (especially in our earn
years of teaching) to certaimof our Wooster
professors as role-models for our own class
room demeanor and borrow, sometimes
“shamelessly,” from the discussion topics,
paper assignments, examination questions,
and gimmicks tried on us as undergraduates-

James McGavran, Jr. ’63 describes two favor
ite and quite distinct role-models, Ray McCall
and Dorothy Mateer:
“Ray was always impeccably organized;
his method was lecture, and his lectures were
so perfectly arranged and worded that when
ever he stopped to ask if there were ques
tions, we hesitated to say anything because
nothing from our mouths could come up to
that high standard__ Miss Mateer
frequently, on the other hand, seemed to have
no method at all! Lurching dizzily into the
classroom, clutching an alarm clock which
she would set to go off five minutes before the
end of class so she could wrap things up (ha!
— the clock never even worked right), books
and notes would fly from her arms all over
the room, it seemed. Both regally beautiful
and chitchatilly down to earth, she got us to
talk — in desperation, perhaps, but it worked
— or at least to question what was going on
in the classroom and in the books we were
discussing. We soared, we swooped, we

A nne Mayer '57 teaches
music at Carleton College.

We are certified experts in a
discipline but autodidacts
as instructors.
mounted up and fell on the thorns; she would
cajole us, threaten us, embarrass us,
exhilarate us — but never bore us.”
We have, of course, thought a good bit
about teaching, and we have learned even
more from our experiences with instruction
over the years. Occasionally we cite self
esteem as something we would like to develop
in students. But when we consider affect, we
are most likely to talk about the excitement
or fun of discovering ideas. James McGavran
describes the passion for our discipline which

Laurie Warkentin Zaring ’76 teaches French language
and linguistics at Indiana University. " I ’ve seen so
many students (myself among them, originally) who
come out o f an introductory syntax class swearing
they’ll never touch the stu ff again. I f my students
d o n ’t have this feeling, I feel I ’ve at least partially
succeeded.”

each of us wants to communicate to our stu
dents: “I want to make people think, and feel,
and create—to bring them to life intellectu
ally and emotionally, to set their hearts on
fire as mine was, way back when, with a love
for language and reading and writing.”
We have found no easy ways to fan the
students’ passion for our subject matter. “It
takes a lot of listening, tolerance of silence or
struggling for ideas,” Donald Fluke ’47
reports, and sometimes “serendipity” as well.
“Show-and-tell” is not restricted to the pri
mary grades. Diane Ringer Uber 74 uses it in
undergraduate Spanish and Scott Poethig in
college biology to keep classes lively.
We are deeply committed to teaching
students how to think, and that means intel
lectual rigor, analysis, critical reading, and
logically organized speaking and writing. Like
Donald Schmidt ’63, many make “relentless
use of the questions ‘why’ and ‘how’ with
regard to the formation of opinions and
concepts.” Computer simulations help some
of us keep students actively engaged in the
classroom.
College and university professors want
to share their fascination with a subject area
with students. This objective gets stated in
different ways. Some speak of understanding
or appreciating a discipline, some of becoming
an expert, some of entering human discourse
intelligently, and some of developing a critical
sensibility. David LaBerge ’50, named by
Esquire in 1966 as one of the nation’s out-

David LaBerge 5 0 teaches psychology at the University
o f California at Irvine.

standing teachers, wants his students to
appreciate “the awesome nature of the
human mind.” For him such traditional
methods as well-structured lectures, apt and
developed metaphors, humor which emerges
from the context of the classroom, and an
abundance of illustration help to communi
cate the psychological concepts under
consideration.

Dorothy L. S.
Davis Martin ’67

Dorothy Martin earned her Ed. D.
from Nova University in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, in 1978. She is currently teaching
sociology and anthropology at Lorain County
Community College, along with an occasional
course in art appreciation.
“I began teaching while in graduate
school. It was a flexible way to earn some
money; teaching did not interfere with my
own class schedule. My education at Wooster,
grounded in research, was helpful: as a first
time teacher, I spent approximately five hours
of research for each hour in class!
“I have often wondered if a 9-5 job
would be better. Yet I loved being a student
(I’ve earned four degrees and am also fooling
around with the idea of a law/MBA degree
within the next few years). But my husband
[Orin J. Martin ’67] has pointed out how
expensive being a student can be. By teach
ing, I can get paid to be the perpetual student.
“I also love the flexibility of schedule. I
may never get the salary that someone with
my education could get in the business world,
but my hours are enviable. I still have to
write lectures and tests and make plans, but I
can do it at home.
“Last but not least, I can get all the
pleasure and joy that goes with the discovery
of watching someone grow, but I don’t have to
change diapers!
“The signs of success are cards and
letters, sometimes the occasional ‘drop-in’
who emphatically says ‘You made a differ
ence.’ I most enjoyed a student comment once:
‘You’re really a sneak! I find myself thinking
and speaking sociology when I’m not in
class!’”

However many teaching techniques
have been introduced in the last several
decades, the venerable lecture method still
dominates college and university instruction.
But while as professors we probably deliver
most of our instruction by lecture, few of us
appear to be as completely committed to lec
ture as our Wooster role-models were. We also
endorse the Socratic method, dialogue, and
discussion. Many who were graduated from
Wooster after 1960 speak a great deal about
active learning, relevant and applied activi
ties, and a participatory classroom style,
although several from earlier classes use dif
ferent words to suggest similar pedagogy.
Discussion about the relationship of
scholarship to teaching is rarely difficult to
generate in the academy. Few, however,
would doubt that a symbiotic relationship can
exist between the two academic roles. The
scholarship of a number of Wooster graduates
is, indeed, displayed on syllabi or assignment
sheets and lodged within the classroom activ
ities of instructors across America. George
Hillocks, Jr. ’56, for example, weaves teaching
and scholarship together. Having taught at
every level of the educational system, George
knows all the trenches. He is also a prolific
writer, having drafted or coauthored nearly a
dozen books or collections and over three
dozen articles, almost all of which have been
about the teaching of English and especially
of composition. Winner of a National Educa
tion Association Pacemaker Award in 1965,
George will in all likelihood continue to teach
teachers.
Never easy to measure, teaching suc
cess is often ephemeral, if not downright elu
sive. The elementary teachers among us iden
tify a number of pleasure-giving signs in their

George Siedel '67 teaches business law in the School of
Business Administration at the University of
Michigan. "Professor Ellsworth once made an off-hand
comment to the effect that people in business had to
keep their shoes shined. I never enjoyed shining my
shoes and decided at that moment to become a teacher.”

pupils: Pride in their work, excitement at dis
covering a new idea or connection, “a-ha”
experiences of recognition, requests for more
work, coming to school early, and hugging a
teacher spontaneously.
Secondary school teachers found suc
cess particularly difficult to assess. “One
really never succeeds,” concludes Ruth Lucas
’41. “A teacher just continues to teach.” As
good students themselves, teachers feel com
pelled to answer even what several see as a
“tough question.” Success comes when stu
dents “turn on,” when students ask more and
more penetrating questions, when test results
show greater than average improvement, or
when former students come back or send a
card of appreciation.
College and university professors
receive some tangible additional indicators of
success like teaching evaluations and awards
or the admission of their students to graduate
school. A music instructor, Anne Mayer ’57
appreciates “the technical whiz pianist who
discovered that learning to play Mozart well

Never easy to measure, teaching
success is often ephemeral, if not
downright elusive.
was more satisfying than technical exhibi
tionism” or “the Fundamentals student who,
when she finally understood the ‘grammar’ of
keys and rhythm said, ‘This class should
really be called Music Appreciation!’” Law, as
Jon Waltz ’51 notes, has its parallels. Success
is a student who suggests what is “not only
the legally ‘correct’ but [also] the morally jus
tifiable solution to a dispute.”
Elementary and secondary school
teachers generally felt unsupported by the
public at large, by all levels of government,
and by school administrators. Those of us
who are older are especially distressed by
changes over time in the American family, by
growing parental indifference to the schools,
and by declining pupil commitment to the
work ethic. All bemoan inadequate and over
crowded school buildings, the growth of paper
work and monitoring, a nurturance of medi
ocrity, and the absence of a clear educational
vision. Poor salaries are a problem for all. Col'
lege and university professors have not found
it easy or agreeable to adjust to the changing
interests and backgrounds of their students.
Several complain about poor reading and
writing skills which students bring to college
about how little they have read and about
how much they have watched without reflec"
tion, and about student disinterest in ideas
and obsession with vocation. One colleague >s
frustrated by those “students who think
there are ‘answers’ instead of problems.”
Higher education administrators, state
legislators, and the public also cause a share
of professional unhappiness. They are
accused of de facto reducing access for under
privileged students to attend college, of
increasing non-teaching duties without compensating support, and of providing inade-

quate salaries for instructors. Like their col
leagues who teach in elementary and
secondary school, today’s professors feel
overextended and underappreciated.
We are a distinct lot of teachers, since
we are all graduates of The College of Wooster.
But does that distinction really make us much
different from a random selection of
American teachers?
Those who responded to the Maga
zine’s survey are hardly a cross section of the
national whole. No one responded from an
urban school setting, from a school associated
with a reformatory, prison, or mental institu
tion, from a reservation, predominately Black,
or largely Hispanic school, or from an alterna
tive educational setting. We tend to be asso
ciated with the more mainline and main
stream institutions.
Our objectives, however, may be dif
ferently shaded, and that difference might
have significance. Within the boundaries of
where we have chosen or are able to teach, we
may be a somewhat more caring and con
cerned lot. We are likely to raise moral issues
and value questions more frequently. We
could be somewhat less enamored of expertise
and somewhat more interested in the connec
tions among disciplines. In short, I suspect
we at least want to believe that our liberal
arts education in a socially and morally con
cerned environment has made a difference.
We are all the better for that belief. S3

James McGavran, Jr. '63
teaches English at the
University o f North
Carolina at Charlotte.

J. Charles Templeton ’65
teaches chemistry at
W hitman College. "I know
fo r a fact that I was hired
over the other candidates
in large part because o f the
varied educational back
ground in chemistry Ted
Williams had
recommended, and in
particular because o f my
liberal arts education at
Wooster. Thank you, Ted!"

‘ remember when I first came to
Wooster,” says Dan Calhoun, “I
asked Miss Dunham, who headed
__ . my department, what kind of test
she expected me to give. She said, ‘Well, I used
to have something like a spelling bee except
that it was made of history questions. I had
the students line up, and I’d ask my history
questions. If they got it right, they could leave;
if they got it wrong, they could go to the rear
of the line and start all over again.’
“I said: ‘That sounds very odd. Did it
work?’ I remember her answering: ‘Every
thing works. Some things are more efficient
than other things.’
“Basically, you have the teacher on one
end, and you have the student at the other
end, and in between you have the subject and
the technology. And I tend to use simple tech
nology — the lecture — because it doesn’t
break. But other people use very complicated
technology very successfully. Miss Dunham
was right: everything works.

“Igive a high-stress performance, ’
says Calhoun.

Eight Classrooms
by Peter H avholm

“I said: ‘That sounds very odd. Did
it work?’ I remember Miss D u n h a m ’s
answering: ‘Everything works. Some
things are more efficient than other
things.’”

Daniel Calhoun, Professor of History, joined the faculty
in 1956. His The United Front: The TUC and the
Russians, 1923-1928, published by Cambridge Univer
sity Press in 1976, remains an important book in its
field. Calhoun is at work on a new book on "the events
o f 1956’’: the Hungarian revolution and the Suez
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“I give a high-stress performance,”
says Calhoun. “I try to make a million points;
my idea of a good class is that someone comes
out of there with fifteen pages of notes
they’ve scribbled away on a pad.”
In the lectures a visitor heard recently
in “Twentieth Century Russia,” Calhoun
snatched and held the attention of about 30
sun-logged students just back from Spring
Break, some barefoot, in an unseasonably
warm April. He was speaking of the great
purges of the ’30s, “the most shattering
domestic upheaval in Russian history.” One
could not get it all; these are notes.
“Stalin, at this point, seems blood
crazed. There was a quota for human sacri
fice just like the quota for steel.”
“Yezhov was an absolutely loathsome
barbarian — We call that, in the Social Sciem
ces, a value judgment.”
“Why did they confess to crimes they
did not — sometimes could not — have com
mitted? Torture, promises of amnesty, prom
ises that the execution would be faked, and,
finally, fatigue. Under merciless interroga
tion, a monster lie could grow out of a tiny
cell of truth as the will was shattered.”
Of course, he had strong stuff to work
with on that day. But a class before, he made
Soviet agriculture interesting:
“How well did the collectivizing of
agriculture work? The conventional wisdom^
is that it was a disaster, but I think it worke
reasonably well, all things considered.
“There were no more famines. The
concentration on the industrial sector
brought the country the wealth to buy from
American farmers during lean years. The
methods were revolting, the results not
remarkable, but, all things considered, it
didn’t work out too badly. In direct contrast
to the way things were before the change, Y

may not find exactly what you want to eat,
but you will survive.”
In among the carefully-worded judg
ments and characterizations are figures,
dates, names, illustrative quotations, telling
details, seven different kinds of evidence, and
— just as one lets go the pencil to shake out
the kinks in one’s fingers — two or three con
trary opinions, the arguments clearly
sketched, from other Soviet historians.
At the opposite end of the spectrum
from Calhoun’s style of teaching is Annetta
Jefferson’s in her playwriting workshop.
“Everyone who writes something feels
that if you say her poetry is terrible, then some
thing’s wrong with her soul,” says Jefferson.
“I say, ‘I don’t know your soul; I don’t want to
know your soul. When I criticize your work,
I’m criticizing your work. It doesn’t mean
you’re a bad person if you cannot write a play.’
But that is a hard thing to get across.
_______________________________________ PHOTO BY MIKE SCHENK 7 3
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In fact, they are not criticisms at all in the
usual sense; instead, everyone is trying to
help write. Hence, the feeling of the process is
not destructive but creative.
As actors, we gleefully plow through
some terrible typing, the limp leavings of
Wishart’s dying mimeograph machine, and
the occasional stage direction in which a good
half-hour of action is indicated in three
words. These are clearly first efforts; no one
in the class is an experienced playwright. And
Jefferson does not see the course as exclu
sively the cradle of works to be performed
publicly, though Steve Quandt ’85, Sarah
McGraw ’85, and Scot Painter ’84, among
many others, began works in this class that
ended up in Shoolroy or Freedlander.
“For most of the students in this
course over the years, the result has been a
better appreciation of theatre as an art,” says
Jefferson. “They know much more about
what makes a good play than they did before
they tried writing one themselves.”
It is Scovel 105 at 8:00 a.m. The table
down front is crammed with rocks, what look
like pieces of topographical maps, a book;
there are a couple of magazines in the chalk
trough under the blackboard. The board itself
is covered with the outline of the morning’s
lecture, on alpine glaciation.

“I want to take you to the
mountains, ” says Fred Cropp.
“I want to take you to the mountains,’
says Fred Cropp. “Alpine glaciation produces
some of the most beautiful landscapes in the
world. It roughens the topography, makes it
more beautiful. Continental glaciation
smooths out the land, fills in the valleys.
Some of you have seen the mighty Killbuck
roaring to the sea right here in Wayne
County. Well, that valley was filled up as a
result of continental glaciation.”
Faye M iller '89.

“So we have a very informal atmos
phere. They laugh at one another and them
selves. You should hear some of the dreadful
stuff that’s read; even the person who’s read
ing it says, ‘That’s terrible, isn’t it?’ I think a
lot of it has to do with trust.”
The trust is palpable in Jefferson’s
classroom, in which a dozen students sit in a
circle, each with a stack of manuscripts.
“Who wants to go first?” asks Jefferson.
“I do because I don’t think mine is any
good. I think it’s too short,” says Durene
Wheeler ’89.
Durene then casts members of the
class in Act I, scene i of her play Love for
Rent. The reading is spirited, and though the
dialogue is a little rough, there seems to a vis
itor to be a sophisticated understanding of
character behind some of it.
There follows a gentle rain of com
ments encouraged by Jefferson, and the key to
the trust in the class becomes clear. All are in
this thing together. The comments do not cut.

Professor o f Geology F. W. Cropp ’54 joined Wooster’s
faculty in 1964. Most recently, he has published
"Stream Anticlines: The Grand Canyon, A rizo n a "in

The Ohio Journal of Science.

And then, with the aid of quick chalk
sketches and the pictures in Arthur
Strahler’s (’38) textbook, we learn the mean
ings of “cirque,” “bergschrund,” “arete,”
“col,” “tarn,” “fjord,” “U-shaped valley,” and
four kinds of “moraine”; “end,” “lateral,”
“medial” and “ground.” And in learning those
meanings, we learn how an alpine glacier
changes the earth. It all slides down so easily,
one hardly realizes what has happened.
There are subliminal mnemonic devices:
ice begins flowing when it reaches a depth of
300 feet — “about the length of a football
field”; extrusion flow is “like pancake batter.”
Every term is illustrated with a map, a photo
graph, a diagram. And terms that the class is

Professor Theodore Wil
liams joined the Chemistry
Department in 1959. His
most recent publication is
“The Determination o f the
State and Content of Water
in H um an Normal and
Cataractous Lenses by
Differential Scanning
Calorimetry” in Opthalmic

able to recite on cue (“till,” “outwash”) from
their last meeting are incorporated into
today’s lecture.
But as anyone who has ever taken
geology with Fred Cropp knows, the course
involves more than slides, books, cartoons,
magazine articles, color pictures of glaciers
sent back by a travelling alumna, topo
graphical maps, and rocks. There are the
memos, the journals, the campus field trip,
the stories.

Research.

“The campus field trip used to start
outside Win Logan’s door.’’
“The campus field trip used to start
outside Win Logan’s door in Wishart,” says
Cropp, “where students were told to identify
the floor covering as if it were rock. He’d come
out and say, ‘It’s regolith; that’s what it is.’
“That was the one geology term I’m
sure Logan knew, because I once took my
class down into the foundation for Freedlander Theatre at 8:00 a.m. in winter quarter.
It was still dark, so we had flashlights, and
my car was parked in the hole to shine its
lights on the outcrop. I showed them the rego
lith, which is the loose, unconsolidated mate
rial on top of the bedrock. Of course, in the
hole, you could see the bedrock, too.
“Then I dismissed class and backed
my car out, but before I went home to take a
shower, I stopped by Logan’s office to leave a
note that said ‘You’ve got regolith in that
hole.’ By the time I got to my office, Logan
had left his note: ‘The hell I do; I’ve been
vaccinated.’”
Cropp says, “When he was Registrar,
Lee Culp [’41] used to say to students: ‘If you
take Geology 101, you get more than just

PHOTO BY SID HASTINGS 'I

Physical Geology; you also get Fred Cropp.’”
You still do.
In the fifty minutes of Jim Bernhardt’s
Russian 102 class, there is only one word of
English: “train.” Apparently, it has not yet
been learned, and, trying to set up a roleplaying situation in which two Soviet citizens
meet on one, Bernhardt is forced to translate.
For the rest, he offers a river of Russian,
spoken and written on the blackboard.
The subject of the day seems to be case
endings (there are about 140 in Russian). To
someone with no Russian at all, it seems

A nnetta Jefferson, Associate Professor of Theatre,
joined the faculty in 1974. She has received a Luce
Award fo r next year, when she plans to write a bio
graphy of her father, Bishop Joseph Gomez.

A nthony Love ’86.

incredible not that so much could be said
about case endings, but that it could be said I
with any hope of communication to students 1
who have had only about 20 weeks of the
language. The talk is constant. It slows a
J
little when a student answers a question, bu j|
the room seems filled always with the
gutturals and sibilants one remembers from
the evening news.
.|
“You develop something called the ‘d> I
in your head. You just begin to hear the way I
this stuff might sound,” says Bernhardt •—1
English — in an earlier conversation.
“After enough immersion in Russian J
and concentration on the endings, those en
ings start to float around in there, and may
you start attaching them to gibberish, but
that’s very important. It means the mind is j
starting to key in on the effects that those

endings have in terms of meaning. There is
no way to speak Russian effectively if you
have to work it out each time: ‘Now I’m going
to use the accusative, and the accusative fem
inine ending is the “y” and the right adjective
ending to go with that is...’ You’ll get a head
ache, and a native speaker will leave because
you’re taking too long.
“But once there’s a ‘din’ in your head,
you begin to sense the ‘y’ endings, and the
words start coming out of nowhere; the end
ings start coming out of nowhere.
“It takes a while for all of that to fall
into place, but it happens, and that’s why we
do it all in Russian. I explain grammar in
Russian, so it takes longer, but they get it,
and they have the important experience of
hearing all of that Russian.

Silence in the class doesn’t
threaten me.”
“If I’m asking a question and a student
is fishing for an answer, I can always wait.
Silence in the class doesn’t threaten me. I
focus my attention on the success that the
students have with the language rather than
their mistakes. The language mistakes cor
rect themselves. The only mistake that
doesn’t correct itself is when a student drops
the course. That’s a terminal mistake.”
An observer notes that all turn to the
same page at command, that, after a faltering
answer Bernhardt labels “blizko no net
tsigarki” (“close, but no cigar”), one student

This is Assistant Professor o f Political Science Karen
Beckwith's first year on the Wooster faculty. Her book,

American Women and Political Participation: The
Impacts of Work, Generation and Feminism, will be
published this year by the Greenwood Press.

offers a whispered explanation to another, and
that no one seems the least bit bored. They
recite on mysterious cue. The two passengers
on the “train,” at first silent, eventually
produce several sentences of conversation.
The class is with them; one can see sugges
tions being mouthed all over the room.
Karen Beckwith teaches “U.S.

On Wooster’s faculty since 1984, Assistant Professor of
Russian fam es B ernhardt’s most recent article is
"From Dosvidanya to Dostoevski " in The ADFL

Bulletin.
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Susanne Egli ’86.

is only one of the many things that modify
the simple notion that legislation just comes
up and gets voted on. That is not the way it
happens.”
The class ends with a diagram of the
winding path a bill takes on its way to becom
ing law. By this point, it is a diagram of an
obstacle course whose every obstacle is
understood. It would not have been possible
to leave that class without a set of questions
in one’s head about the appropriate balance of
the rights of minorities, the power of political
parties, and the policy-making power of
Congress.

“So they bring a basic curiosity to
the class.”

PHOTO BY RALPH YOUNGEN '86

Just down the hall, wearing a t-shirt
proclaiming “I Survived I.S.” under his sports
jacket, George Galster talks about the causes
of the spatial separation of urban ghettos.
The course is “Introduction to Urban
Studies.”
PHOTO BY RALPH YOUNGEN '86

A t Wooster since 1976, Associate Professor of English
Joanne Frye recently won the Hamilton Prize fo r her
book Living Stories, Telling Lives: Women and the

Novel in Contemporary Experience.

“People come out of the course in lots
of ways. For some, it’s 'I went in a Reagan
conservative, and now I know why: The Con
stitution is capitalistic; it was intended to be
so, and I stand with the founders on that.’ For
others, it’s ‘There’s an inherent contradiction
between achieving democracy and achieving
capitalism.’”
In class, the lecture quickly and clearly
sketches out the system of committees in
Congress', how their membership is chosen,
the role of party and seniority, the power of a
committee chair — each concept illuminated
by the relevant rules or several examples.

sit around for two months listening to all
these other guys talk,” and there is general
laughter.
“I want us to take this more
seriously,” says Beckwith, “though,
obviously, it can be funny. In 1953, Wayne
Morse pinned a rose to his lapel and promised
to talk until the petals wilted. [More
laughter.]
PHOTO BY SID HASTINGS '86

Katherine Daily ’86.

“What happens to
legislation m atters.”
Gradually, it becomes clear that the
system creates the potential for tension be
tween the protection of minority rights and
getting things done. It is extraordinary how
an issue surfaces from a straightforward de
scription of how things work, but this is
clearly a vital impetus in the course: Why is
the system the way it is? What are the polit
ical and economic consequences of its being
that way? Are those good? Bad? Why?
A small incident during a discussion of
the filibuster is telling. A student says, “I
can’t understand why all these guys would

Donald Dennis '86.

“But it’s not just funny because it is a
way that power is handled and used. What
happens to legislation matters. The filibuster

Opinion polls show that while blacks
would like a 50:50 ratio of white to black in
their neighborhoods, whites start to get
uncomfortable once the percentage of blacks
in their neighborhoods climbs above 20%.
“So ‘prejudice’ can explain segrega
tion. But if only prejudice is operating, would
you expect to see most blacks near
downtown?”
“No,” says a student. “It would be
more random.”
“So we see that neither the ‘class’
argument — that people of the same econoru,c
class prefer to live together — nor the ‘preju
dice’ argument can explain everything about
the urban ghetto.”
Galster offers an additional explana-

favorite words in Geology 101. In Chemistry
102, Ted Williams talks a lot about “what’s
important in the real world.” And in two
classes on cells (the kind that generate elec
tricity), he offers his students several batter
ies, some cut in half, and stories: about disas
trous failures in chemistry lab during his
youth that were the consequence of an
incomplete understanding of the chemistry of
cells, about starting car batteries, about cor
rosion in underground gasoline storage tanks.
“What I hope is that a student
becomes an active participant in the educa
tional process,” says Williams of his style of
teaching. “What I try to do is to get students
to think about things, to have some concep
tual sense of the processes at work, and then
to apply that to something useful. While the
material is absolutely crucial, of equal impor
tance is to understand what questions to ask
and the process by which we come to solve
problems in science.”

Marci Lefevre '89.

tory theory: that segregation is enforced by a
variety of illegal discriminatory tactics which
prevent blacks from moving into white areas
where they would otherwise be willing and
able to move.
“What tactics might whites use to do
this?”
A young woman replies: “When we
moved to Canton in 1975, the real estate
agents told us: ‘You don’t want a house in
that neighborhood; it’s 75% black. Your chil
dren will have to go to black schools.’”
But how do you gather data on such
practices which are, by design, secretive? One
way is to do a housing market audit. Send a
black and a white with stories designed to
make them similar in all but race to the same
landlord at different times. Then have them
compare notes.
Russ Miller ’86 did a housing audit of
the city of Wooster in his senior I.S. for
Galster. He found acts of racial discrimination
in 20% of his sample. In one case, the landlord
never showed up for the prospective black
tenant. In another, the landlord had two apart
ments, one falling apart and one beautiful.
The black prospective tenant saw only the
ugly one; the white prospect saw the other.
“You cannot understand the ghetto,”
says Galster, “unless you understand all
three forces: of socio-economic class, of preju
dice, and of illegal discrimination.”
Galster says of his students in this
course: “I think they have all had some kind
of experience in a big city. They’ve driven
through them, flown over them, gone to a
professional baseball game. They have a
sense that things aren’t the way they should
be, and it’s a very important set of human
concerns that they perceive. They can see
houses crumbling, people standing around,
unemployed, on the streets or huddled over
heat grates. They read about crime; they’ve
seen news reports — almost all the big news
comes out of the big cities. So they bring a

basic curiosity to the class. But because most
of them have never encountered the city as an
object of systematic investigation, they don’t
know what to make of things. I try to
acquaint them with a set of explanatory the
ories and the means to test them.”
And that is the way the class works:
data, explanatory hypothesis, hypothesis
testing, over and over again. There is no need
to mention scientific method; it is constantly
on display.
“Beautiful” is one of Fred Cropp’s

It is as if Williams has created a
separate society, a “doing
chemistry” culture.
Almost every time he refers to the
“real world” in the classroom, there is a
machinegun fire of questions directly related
to the chemistry he is discussing.
It is as if Williams has created a separ
ate society, a “doing chemistry” culture.
There are customs: an especially good ques
tion is rewarded with what looks like a quar
ter. Students are called on by name, whether

George Galster, Associate Professor o f Economics,
came to Wooster in 1974. His most recent published
articleis "Residential Segregation, Housing Discrimina
tion, and Interracial Economic Disparities" in The

Journal of Urban Economics.
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Marco Brighetti ’89.

or not any hands are up, and they tend to be
ready for it. As a complicated chemical equa
tion develops on the blackboard, five separate
voices from the room assist with its construc
tion. Before he hands back a test on which
many did poorly before the break (“Many of
you were already on break”), he reminds
them that, “in the old days,” he would have
burned it. “Let us set ourselves the task of
redeeming ourselves.”

“What I hope is that a student
becomes an active participant in
the educational process. ”
It is vital in this class that students
mark their progress with answers and ques
tions. There is no way to participate pas
sively. Even if he does not ask you a question,
he is liable to address a remark to you
directly: “You can’t have the electrons just
sitting there, Sherri!”
The value-system of the “doing chem
istry” culture is clear: You are expected to
have read the relevant portion of the text. You
are expected to interrupt with a question the
moment you do not understand. Success
depends upon being able to detect method and
implications not obvious in the immediate
point.
“For a long time, I hid from one of the
most important reasons for my studying
literature: my lifetime commitment to reading
(I. to r.) Stacey Stone ’88, Durene Wheeler ‘89, Peter
B urrus ’88, and Josephine Robinson '87.

as a way to understand living,” says Joanne
Frye. “I tried too much to make it only a
serious academic study. Now, we work not
only to understand the text but also to under
stand what the text does to our thinking
about living.”
The text today is To the Lighthouse,
and the question is whether one can detect an
idea of feminism underlying the novel. For
fifteen or twenty minutes, there is a detailed

discussion of the passage in the novel where
Mrs. Ramsay looks out the window at the
lighthouse and then, deeply and more deeply,
into herself.
John suggests that Mrs. Ramsay is
displaying here a kind of secret independence
that denies the stereotype of women as
utterly dependent.
Joanna calls the moment of contempla
tion “a survival strategy.”
Another student speaks of her own
mother, who, like Mrs. Ramsay, spends an
enormous amount of time and energy caring
for a large family. “Does my mother have to
look out the window at a street light to have
any experience for herself? I’m not sympa
thetic with that. I don’t see the passage as
showing a triumph.”

The movement of thought is
delicate, subtle, and collective.
The class is groping toward an under
standing of the thought underlying the nove
through trying to characterize that thoughts
relationship to their own ideas about femin
ism. How might we see in the novel a way
women to live fully—apart from the restrict- ,
ing bounds of the social system?
They turn to the character Lily. Yes,
she seems to have an independence that Mrs' ■;
Ramsay does not. But she has not broken
totally free from patriarchal assumptions.
She is not yet a fully-realized model for
women’s lives.
e|
“Do we throw away the novel becau
it lacks a role-model?” asks Frye.
{0
No, but the class is-at first reluctant
look elsewhere than at character. Lily does
resist all kinds of cultural limitations. She
“will not be put in a box.”
,
Frye presses them: “What is Woolf
committed to — if to anything?”
At first, the answers are negative.

There are no Truths in the novel. But the
comments gradually swing around to an
affirmative: Woolf is committed to the search.
She continues to look for a balance. Perhaps
she’s committed to having the strength to live
within society but always to go beyond its
limits? A patchwork of scenes and quotations,
the work of many minds, develops as evidence
for this conclusion.
Frye suggests that the narrative voice
speaks through form as well as through the
characters. “This is the only language we
have, just as this is the only society we have.
It is as if Woolf is saying, ‘Through my

John Compton ’49
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Susan Williams ’86,

innovative use of the language, I will break
through ideological patterns by departing
from conventional form just as Lily departs
from cultural bounds.’”
The movement of thought in this
classroom is delicate, subtle, and collective. It
is at once a deeply personal discussion and a
compelling intellectual mode of understand
ing a work of art.
Calhoun tells a great story so well that
it humanizes a whole people whom Americans
tend to write off as a faceless mass. Jefferson’s
writers test new art against life as they come
to understand dramatic form. Cropp finds
beauty for his students in the earth and its
changes. Bernhardt creates Russian life in
Kauke Hall while patiently waiting for the
“din” to build. Beckwith challenges her
students to see human political action in the
intricacies of a complex political system.
Galster invites his to make theoretical sense
of the flux of human motive and actions.
Williams creates a society in which the
greatest good is doing chemistry well. Frye’s
seminar thinks together toward a deeper
understanding of a novel.
Each of these eight classrooms has a
powerful, distinctive, humane character.
Without it, the subjects would be dust; with
it, they live, well beyond the rooms. Q

John J. Compton ’49 completed his
Ph.D. in philosophy at Yale University, and he
has taught philosophy at Vanderbilt Univer
sity since 1952. After a recent meeting of
Wooster’s Board of Trustees (Compton has
been on the Board since 1975), he answered
some questions about his teaching.
“The factors that led me by some kind
of chemistry to think I was interested in
teaching include that my father [Arthur H.
Compton ’13] was a teacher, as was my
grandfather [Elias Compton, class of 1881], It
was a part of my family history. Thanks to
my mother, I’m a people person; I really enjoy
interacting with people, learning what’s going
on in their heads. And I enjoy a bit of per
forming, now and then; my wife [Marjorie
Yaple Compton ’49] and I met in the theater
at Wooster.
“People have always wondered how
my father reacted to my interest in philo
sophy. His reaction was very straightforward:
‘My father,’ he said, ‘was a philosopher, as
was my grandfather, and I consider myself a
natural philosopher. It’s what physics used to
be, and I still do it that way. I’m delighted
you’re interested in philosophy.’
“What precipitated my interest in
teaching philosophy in particular was being
in Wooster right after World War II, having
myself, briefly, worked on the Manhattan
Project and having a father who had been
very important in it, seeing the military
impact of science. I became convinced that
human beings could be helped to deal with
very difficult issues through education. It
was basically value issues and ethical issues
that needed attention, and the philosophers,
so I supposed, were involved in thinking
about ethical and social and religious matters
and trying to put science and technology into
perspective.

“That meant, so I was told by Howard
Lowry, that I was interested in philosophy. I
said, ‘Howard, I don’t know what philosophy
is. And he said, ‘Believe me, you are inter
ested in philosophy, and you need to go to Yale
Graduate School and study it.’ I said, ‘I do?
And he said, ‘Yes, you do.’ And that’s almost
the way it happened, with some encourage
ment and understanding from my father.
“I used to teach enormous classes of 2to 300 in big amphitheaters, sometimes with
a microphone, and students tell me that I ran
up and down the aisles. I enjoyed those per
formances; to do it right and to feel that your
audience is there, responding, and that you’re
getting through—that’s exciting.
“More recently, the kind of teaching I
enjoy doing is in small classes and tutorials
where what you’re doing is not constrained
by the necessity of covering the material, the
demands of the theater, or worries about
whether half of the students are failing to
understand and the other half are bored.
Imagination and creativity, the philosophical
insights themselves, are the focus of what
you’re up to. We follow the ideas; the stu
dents get caught up in that enterprise and
teach you things; they tell you things you
never knew. You really have a discussion that
goes where none of the participants could
have anticipated.
“There is a third kind of teaching, and
I still enjoy it, too. That’s the fun freshman
course, full of discovering how young people
currently look at the world. It’s a peopleoriented exploration of ideas with young
minds where the excitement is in the new
ness of things to them. Their eyes open up,
and you can hear them thinking, ‘Oh my
gosh, there’s an idea I never thought of.’
“There are three things that make the
small, high-level seminar such an exciting
experience for a teacher. One is the expe
rience of the new insight that takes you by
surprise. You say, ‘There it is!’ And some
times it is something that comes out of you,
that has been elicited from you by the class'.
The second element is the sense of involve
ment of the people you’re working with,
knowing they are with you.
“Sometimes, though, the hair on the
back of your head rises, tingling, when you
know that all of you together are engaging in
a vital activity. Here, it’s not that the insight
is so new and worthwhile and deep, not just
that the people around you are engaged and
it’s good to be with them. It’s that you feel —
Aristotle said that what makes the good life
good is ‘the exercise of our capacities’ — You
feel you’re doing what human beings can do:
thinking toward good ideas. Just engaging in
that activity has an intrinsic value.”

Faces from Classrooms Past
A few of many photographs in Woos
ter’s archives, more of which will appear in
succeeding issues. Dates indicate years on the
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Jonas 0. Notestein, Class o f 1873
Greek and iMtin
1873-1928
William Z. Bennett
Physics and Chemistry
1882-1924
James M. Vance
Religion
1906-1943

Elias Compton, Class o f 1881
Latin, Mathematics, English, Psychology, Philosophy
18831928

Horace N. Mateer
Geology, Biology
1886-1926

L.C. Boles
Physical Education
1915-1945

Mary Rebecca Thayer
English
1918-1955

Eve R. Richmond '33
Music
1926-1964

Frederick W. Moore '14
English
1917-1959

Mary Z. Johnson
Political Science
1926-1955

Karl Ver Steeg
Geology
1923-1952

Why The College o f
Wooster Should Divest

According to a January, 1978, report of the
Senate Subcommittee on Africa, “The net
effect of American investments has been to
strengthen the economic and military selfsufficiency of South Africa’s apartheid
regime.”
Rather than force reform through eco
nomic pressure, U.S. corporations continue to
operate in South Africa, supplying the econ
omy with 70% of its computers, 45% of its pet
roleum, and 33% of its motor vehicles as well
as paying direct taxes to the government. By
continuing to support the South African
government even after it is clear that their
presence in South Africa has not effectively
challenged apartheid, corporations in South
Africa are acting in a socially irresponsible
fashion. Withdrawing College support for
these irresponsible corporations is the first
step in the battle against apartheid.
Critics of divestment argue that work
ing through companies in South Africa can
bring about change. The history of apartheid
shows us that this has not been the case. In
the September, 1983, issue of Izwilethu, the
Council of Unions of South Africa states: “Of
course, many argue that investment is a way
of bringing about changes from within the
country. However, so far, it has not changed
the lives of South Africa’s 20 million blacks in
PHOTO BY SID HASTINGS '8

by M artyn Clark ’88

Ed. Note: Ideas in controversy are a vital part
of campus life at Wooster. Though only about
10% of the student body has been actively
involved in the “Divestment Movement’’ (aimed
at persuading the College to divest itself of the
stock it holds in corporations doing business in
South Africa), it would be fair to say that most
students, faculty and administrators on campus
have been involved in discussion of the issue
this Spring.
At its April meeting, Wooster’s Board
of Trustees was urged by a group of students
to reconsider its policy on social responsibility
in investment. A special committee of Board
members, faculty and students was appointed
to continue formal discussion of the issue,
beginning this month.
Martyn Clark ’88, from Bethesda, Mary
land, who plans to major in Cultural Area
Studies specializing in Japanese culture and
language, is a member of the Student Concerns
Network. The Magazine solicited an essay on
the topic from him so that alumni could be
aware of current student thinking on the pro
divestment side of the issue. An essay from a
different perspective follows Clark’s.

“We cannot continue to say that we abhor
apartheid while refusing to take any steps
toward removing our support for its con
tinuation.”
—Congressman William Gray
(Democrat, Second District, Pennsylvania)
y holding stock in companies doing
business in South Africa, The College
of Wooster is perpetuating the
existence of apartheid. Regardless of
what superficial changes in the workplace are
made (in accordance with the Sullivan
Principles, for example), the very presence of
American corporations in South Africa sup
ports and legitimizes apartheid through the
direct payment of taxes to the racist South
M artyn Clark ’88.
African government.
In the Wooster Board of Trustees’
any fundamental way— It is foolish to be
“Policy on Social Responsibility Regarding
lieve that foreign businesses are interested in
Ownership of Debt and Equity Instruments,”
assisting us to achieve such a situation in
there is a clause which reads, “The [Invest
South Africa. All they are interested in is the
ment] Committee shall order the sale of stock
accumulation of profits.”
in any company ... which the Committee
In a statement issued on Human
determines in its judgment is acting outside
Rights Day, December 10,1962, Nobel Peace
the boundaries of socially acceptable business
Laureate Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. advised^
behavior.”
“We ... ask all men of good will to take actio
American corporations have operated
against apartheid in the following manner:
in South Africa since the 1890s. Apartheid
... Don’t buy South African products; don’t
became the official policy of the South African
trade or invest in South Africa.”
government in 1948. Despite efforts by the
According to the 1981 “Report of
stockholders through proxy voting and confer
Wooster’s Ad Hoc Committee to Review the
ences with business leaders, U.S. corporations
1972 Board Policy on Social Responsibility,
have not had any impact on breaking down
“the purpose of the endowment, being one o»
the racist policy of the South African regime.

B

the resources of the College, must be the
corporate purpose of maintaining an institu
tion for sound learning and education under
religious influence [italics mine].”
The National Council of Churches’
governing board adopted a statement in
November, 1977, that supported action to
“Undertake to withdraw all funds and close
all accounts in financial institutions which
have investments in South Africa or make
loans to the South African government or
businesses and urge constituent membership
to adopt this policy.” Last July, the Presbyte
rian Church U.S.A. adopted a policy of selec
tive divestment to battle apartheid.
In order to avoid simply “washing our
hands” of the situation in South Africa
through divestment, the divestment move
ment at Wooster has also called for compen
sation for the black majority in South Africa.
By doing this, the College would be directly
helping those who suffered under the apar
theid system.
The College’s investments in corpora
tions doing business in South Africa are con
trary to the wishes of the black South Africans
and in conflict with the College’s philosophy.
The purpose of the College, as stated
in the College Catalogue, is to teach students
and faculty “to ask the important question, to
cut through irrelevance to the heart of issues,
and ultimately to shape knowledge into vision
and action.”
Action must accompany philosophy. In
the February, 1980, issue of South African
Perspectives, Nobel Peace Laureate Bishop

Desmond Tutu commented on the reluctance
of U.S. Corporations to threaten apartheid
through economic sanctions: “Some say that
if we get out of South Africa, others will
invest. I want to say very respectfully that
the moral turpitude of that argument is
breath-taking. It’s like saying, ‘Hey, your wife

is going to be raped and if I don’t, someone
else is waiting.’”
The College must take a firm, active
stance against apartheid, and divesting from
socially irresponsiblecorporations is the stance
that black South Africa is asking us
to take. C2

The Student Concerns Network and a group o f student
supporters totalling about 100 demonstrated in fro n t of
Lowry Center during a meeting o f Wooster’s Board of
Trustees on Saturday morning, April 5.

One Trustee’s Opinion
by E dw in D. Etherington

Ed. Note: Edwin D. Etherington is a new
Trustee of the College. As a reaction to the
issues raised at the Board meeting on April 5,
Mr. Etherington wrote the following comments
to a fellow Trustee immediately after the meet
ing. Mr. Etherington is President Emeritus of
Wesleyan University and a former chief exec
utive officer of the American Stock Exchange.
veryone I have met at The College
of Wooster agrees that the situation
in South Africa is appalling. Des
perate efforts to maintain the
apartheid system seem to be mounting.
Bloodshed and jailings are reported nearly
every day. There is no convincing sign that
the South African government realizes that
apartheid must end if there is to be any hope
for peace in that country.
It is no wonder, then, that students
choose to express themselves dramatically
and insistently to the Board. At the same
time, it is important that the academic com
munity lead the way toward a reasoned policy
and be wary of an emotional reaction. Other-

E

Edwin D. Etherington.

wise, we could undermine the cause we
espouse and also damage the College itself.
A powerful argument for divestment is
that it would send a signal of indignation
from civilized people to an intransigent gov
ernment. The risk is that the ultimate result
could be the withdrawal of American busi
nesses from South Africa. If that happened,
the conduit for the signal would be lost, and a
force for help in breaking down apartheid
would disappear.
I know of no one who believes that the
Sullivan Code, even if completely adhered to
by all U.S. corporations in South Africa, would
prompt the abolition of apartheid. The legiti
mate hope is that companies striving to meet
those standards will make matters somewhat
better rather than somewhat worse. Even if
this were not the case, the Sullivan Code has
become important symbolically, and the
symbols count.
The vehicle for the application of the
Sullivan Code is the U.S. Business community
which is widely regarded, in South Africa, as
one of the more progressive elements in that
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AT I S S U E
country. In fact, many close observers assert
that the most powerful force toward eliminat
ing apartheid is the process of economic
development with strong U.S. corporate and
banking leadership. Thus it is unclear that
the College or any other investor would be
serving the cause of the oppressed majority in
South Africa by putting pressure on compa
nies to leave.
This is not to say that we should waive
our opportunity to increase pressure on those
companies to behave responsibly in the light
of conditions we find so abhorrent.
We need to be clear about our objective.
In my judgment, the goal is fundamental
political change in South Africa. The majority
black population must gain freedom of
movement, equal opportunity, equal pay and
benefits, etc., as outlined in the Sullivan
Code. But the central objective for black
South Africans is a significant share of
governing responsibility in their country.
The act of divestment, although it
might ruffle a company’s feathers, would not
create much if any pressure toward govern
mental reform. Certainly it would be far less
significant than persuasive argument based
on the knowledge and competence to be found
within an academic community.
American colleges and universities
hold less than one percent of the stock out
standing in U.S. corporations. That is not
much to divest, but it is, under our system of
corporate democracy, enough to open avenues
for the academic community when it wants to
express itself by voice and by vote.
Divestiture, intended to be an act of
moral indignation, might as easily be seen as
histrionic and selective behavior by the Trus
tees. For example, should we establish a di
vestment list (and a “do not buy” list) for all
of the companies that sell products in South
Africa or buy from South Africa whether or
not they have offices in that country? Should
we examine all corporate gifts (including
matching gifts) and accept none if it comes
from a “tainted” source? Carrying this line of
comment to an extreme, do we need to ask
the faculty members and staff of the College
to disown their personal pension funds which
are invested through TIAA-CREF in a port
folio that holds huge amounts of stock in
companies doing business in South Africa?
Similarly, do we need to ask students who
receive scholarships and loans from companies
doing business in South Africa to forego such
assistance?
The point should not be labored. It is
clear that students, faculty and Trustees
should realize that the Board cannot move the
College from an allegedly immoral stance to a
moral one simply by ordering that the portfolio
be cleared of and remain clear of the stocks of
companies doing business in South Africa.
All of this needs to be set against
another moral imperative confronting Trus
tees as fiduciaries. Wooster has been and is
supported by gifts from people and institu
tions. The Board, by law and moral commit-

ment, must see that the College’s resources
are used to advance the educational and
scholarly purposes of the institution. If a
Trustee has strong private feelings about the
activities of a particular company and allows
those feelings to color investment judgment,
there is a question as to whether that Trustee
may have violated a moral duty and a legal
obligation.
Having said this, we must return to
the fact that there are deeply held convictions
throughout this nation and on this campus
concerning apartheid. Some students, some

The 1982
Board Policy on
Social Responsibility
The Investment Committee of
Wooster’s Board of Trustees has the respon
sibility to vote proxies on social issues and
the power to sell the stock of any company
which has been non-responsive to the Col
lege’s voting position and which the Commit
tee determines, in its judgment, is acting out
side the boundaries of socially responsible
business behavior.
In applying the guideline of “socially
responsible business behavior” to the South
Africa situation, the Investment Committee
evaluates the extent to which a company is
doing the following:
(1) eliminating segretation of the races
in all eating, comfort, and work facilities;
(2) instituting equal and fair employ
ment practices for all employees;
(3) providing equal pay for all
employees doing equal or comparable work
for the same period of time;
(4) initiating and developing training
programs that will prepare, in substantial
numbers, blacks and other non-whites for
supervisory, administrative, clerical and
technical jobs;
(5) increasing the number of blacks
and other non-whites in management and
supervisory positions;
(6) improving the equality of
employees’ lives outside the work environ
ment in such areas as housing, transporta
tion, schooling, recreation and health
facilities.

faculty members and probably some Trustees
have identified divestment as a way to drama
tize those feelings in the hope that there will
be some acceleration, however indiscernible,
toward the abolition of apartheid. They know
that this symbol, too, would count.
My judgment is that those who press
for divestment would ultimately be dissatis
fied with that action on the ground that they
would want to have a longer term and more
profound impact in South Africa. They would
see that divestment in and of itself is not
much more than a momentary symbolic act.

If I am right on this and other points, it fol
lows that the College should continue, expand
as appropriate, and publicize a policy through
which it explicitly recognizes the immorality
of apartheid and the possibility that compa
nies doing business in South Africa can be
helpful, in some degree, toward its elimina
tion. Accordingly, with its fiduciary obliga
tions in mind, the Board might consider the
following suggestions, some of which recon
firm established policy and practice:
1. The College will not own the
securities of any South African
company.
2. The College will not deposit funds
in any bank which loans money to
the South African government.
3. The College will expect U.S. com
panies based in South Africa to
abide by the Sullivan Principles and
to achieve high ratings (I or II). Any
company not subscribing to the
Code and thus agreeing to annual,
independent monitoring by Arthur
D. Little, should have an opportu
nity to explain its position and its
stance. It might have governing
standards of its own, and these
might be at least equivalent to
those of the Sullivan Code.
4. College representatives, authorized
by the Board, will correspond with
the managements of companies to
review their practices and to request
that they take aggressive steps to
improve conditions in the work
place and to increase opportunities
for black workers.
5. The Board will be prepared to sell
the stocks of companies doing busi
ness in South Africa if it is con
vinced, after proper inquiry, that
the management of the company
has not responded openly and satis
factorily to requests concerning
such conditions and opportunities.
I believe that the College should also
express its expectation that American com
panies will oppose apartheid politically and
add their voices to the protests against the
apartheid regime. Political action to end
apartheid should go hand in hand with reform
in the work place, and the South African
government itself should realize there is a
price to pay for its racist policy.
These suggestions do not dodge the
moral issue: the College would bring increas
ing pressure on companies doing business in
South Africa to improve conditions of black
workers and to press for the dissolution of
the apartheid system. These are the ultimate
goals, E2
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that shared similar academic aspirations.
“This was by no means a hasty deci
sion,” said Wooster athletic director A1 Van
Wie ’52, a proponent of the new conference.
“We debated and agonized over the issue for
more than 10 years before we finally made the
move.”
Originally, some thought was given to
forming a conference of some Great Lakes
Colleges Association institutions, but the idea
was discarded because of travel problems for
11 schools (Albion, Denison, DePauw,
Earlham, Hope, Kalamazoo, Kenyon, Oberlin,
Ohio Wesleyan, Wabash and Wooster)
scattered across three states. The quest
continued until 1983, when former members
of the Presidents’ Athletic Conference —
Allegheny and Case Western Reserve — joined
Denison, Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan
and Wooster, of the Ohio Athletic Conference,
to form the new conference.
“It was partially the result of a differ
ence in philosophy,” said Van Wie. “The five
OAC schools which left to form the NCAC
wanted a broadbased program. In the OAC,
the emphasis was on the so-called major
sports: football, men’s basketball, baseball
and track. But the split was also the result of
five schools’ seeing the NCAC as an opportun-

Wooster Daily Record sports editor
Brian Questel labeled the
move “cowardly.”

Rob Howerton '88 makes the double play.

How Competitive
Is the NCAC?
by John F inn

championships later, the NCAC is a legitimate
t Otterbein College, where men’s
candidate for the Dean’s List.
basketball enjoyed enormous
In February, 1983, presidents from the
success this season, the students
seven member schools designed the NCAC to
chant to opponents on the verge of
defeat, “Join the NCAC and win a game!” Itmeet
is three basic needs which were not being
an example of the many derogatory remarks
met in either the Ohio Athletic Conference or
leveled at Division Ill’s newest conference.
the Presidents’ Athletic Conference from
But the NCAC’s first 18 months have begun
which the seven schools came. To begin with,
to make the taunts ring hollow.
the new conference was to bring equality to
men’s and women’s athletics with a compre
When the North Coast Athletic Confer
ence began its inaugural season in September,
hensive championship program in every
sport. Secondly, it was to provide a broad1984, officials of the seven member schools
were merely hoping for passing grades. But
based, balanced athletic program, stressing
opportunity and participation. Thirdly, it was
35 Academic All-Americas, 98 All-Americas,
to offer athletic competition for institutions
countless national qualifiers and two national

A

ity to create something better. The OAC was
a pioneer conference which really stood for
something. We saw the new conference in a
pioneer role, too. It was a /chance to set out in
a new direction.”
At first the skeptics cried foul. “How
could you take our beloved Ohio Conference
away from us?” they asked. “What good is
this new powderpuff conference anyway?”
“There were a number of reasons for
the negative feelings,” said sociology profes
sor David Guldin ’65, a former Scot basket
ball player, who now serves as Wooster’s
faculty representative to the NCAC. “Some of
the traditional rivalries were lost forever, and
that upset alumni and fans.”
For many, The College of Wooster’s
secession from the Ohio Athletic Conference
was troubling. For some, it was traumatic. At
the core of their concern was the competi
tiveness of the new conference. Wooster Daily
Record sports editor Brian Questel, who
attended the College and covers many of its
sports, labeled the move “cowardly.” Former
Wooster athletes and fans saw it as an indica
tion that the administration no longer cared
about the College’s athletic program. Others
viewed it as an effort to avoid the powerful
competition in the Ohio Conference.
And there was some merit to their
concern. For example, the OAC was
renowned for its excellence in the “major”
sports. In fact, it was recognized throughout
the nation as one of the finest Division III
conferences. Those left behind were confused
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a pioneer conference which really stood for
something. We saw the new conference in a
pioneer role, too. It was a chance to set out in
a new direction.”
At first the skeptics cried foul. “How
could you take our beloved Ohio Conference
away from us?” they asked. “What good is
this new powderpuff conference anyway?”
“There were a number of reasons for
the negative feelings,” said sociology profes
sor David Guldin ’65, a former Scot basket
ball player, who now serves as Wooster’s
faculty representative to the NCAC. “Some of
the traditional rivalries were lost forever, and
that upset alumni and fans.”
For many, The College of Wooster’s
secession from the Ohio Athletic Conference
was troubling. For some, it was traumatic. At
the core of their concern was the competi
tiveness of the new conference. Wooster Daily
Record sports editor Brian Questel, who
attended the College and covers many of its
sports, labeled the move “cowardly.” Former
Wooster athletes and fans saw it as an indica
tion that the administration no longer cared
about the College’s athletic program. Others
viewed it as an effort to avoid the powerful
competition in the Ohio Conference.
And there was some merit to their
concern. For example, the OAC was
renowned for its excellence in the “major”
sports. In fact, it was recognized throughout
the nation as one of the finest Division III
conferences. Those left behind were confused
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and resentful. There were misunderstand
ings, unsupported allegations, and hard feel
ings on both sides. “They were in the same
position as jilted lovers,” said Van Wie. “It’s
only natural that there would be some hard
feelings on the part of the ones left behind
and that they would be defensive.”
Wooster’s dismal 0-9 football season in
the fall of 1984 fueled the critics’ fire and
even had some College officials questioning
their decision. Critics argued it was bad
enough that Wooster had “run away” from
the competition in the OAC; could it not even
compete in this new, unproven league?
“We had a real problem,” admitted Van
Wie. “Everyone close to the situation believed
in what we were doing, but we knew it would
take some time to convince the people removed
from the situation. The fact is, we didn’t run
away from anything. Wooster, Denison and
Ohio
Wesleyan
were as com
petitive as any
other team when
they were in the OAC.”
There could be
only one response to the critics,
and it came on the fields, courts,
and tracks and in the pools. Almost
as if directed to do so, each of the
seven member institutions con
tributed to this effort, bringing
respect and credibility to the
new conference. During the
NCAC’s first year of existence,
every school captured a con
ference championship in at least
one sport. In the race for the all
sports championship, only 1.5

points separated first-place Wooster from
runner-up Denison, and only one point
separated Allegheny (85), Kenyon (84.5) and
Ohio Wesleyan (84) in the battle for third
place. Nationally, 14 of the NCAC’s 21 sports
were represented in NCAA Divison III cham
pionship playoff competition during the first
year. Altogether, there were 22 NCAC teams
nationally ranked in 1984-85.
Most impressive of the NCAC’s firstyear accomplishments was its record against
non-conference competition. Few doubted the
NCAC’s strength in such sports as golf, ten
nis, field hockey, lacrosse and soccer, but
many accused the seven member schools of
avoiding the powerful football and basketball
programs in the OAC and in other Division III
conferences. Statistics, however, do
not support that assertion. During
the 1984-85 basketball season,
the NCAC held a commanding
54-31 (.635) advantage against
non-conference opponents,
including a respectable 4-4
mark against OAC teams. In
football, three of the seven
teams received national
recognition in 1984, and 18
players earned All-America
honors. The NCAC was 13-12
against non-conference
competition, and three of
those victories came against
nationally ranked opponents.
“We had no intention of
compromising the quality or
competitiveness of our football
and basketball programs, and I
think the record shows that we
LeRoy Reese '88 in the long jump.

have not,” said Van Wie. “Although the OAC
has several teams that have been traditional
football or basketball powers, the record
shows that we have been competitive with
the conference in head-to-head meetings.”
It is also important to understand
what the NCAC has done for women’s athlet
ics. Prior to 1984, women’s programs were
not part of the OAC. It was not until the Cen
tennial Athletic Conference dissolved in that
year that women’s athletics became part of
the OAC structure.
“In addition to giving us a champion
ship format for more sports, it has given our
women a chance to showcase their talents,”
said Wooster women’s athletic director Nan
Nichols. “The NCAC has provided increased
visibility for women’s athletics. We were
reluctant at first because the Centennial Con
ference was working well, but we felt a con
ference for both men and women would be
more effective in helping us to achieve truly
equal opportunities. In retrospect, it is clear
that the NCAC has worked. It has brought
our athletes closer together; with the oppor
tunity for a championship in each sport, we
are now all reaching for the same goal.”
Wooster’s women’s athletic program
has capitalized on the new-found attention in
the NCAC. During the 1984-85 season, the
women captured two conference champion
ships and shared two others. In addition, their
performance was a key factor in Wooster’s
winning the NCAC All-Sports ChampionshipDuring its brief existence, the NCAC
has established itself as one of the premier
Division III conferences in the nation. In fact,
when presidents from Division I institutions
finally became involved in athletic adminis
tration because of problems in their athletic
programs, they were following the lead of the
NCAC.
“Presidents from Division I became
involved for the wrong reasons,” said veteran

During the 1984-85 season,
the women captured two conference
championships and shared
two others.
Cleveland Plain Dealer sports writer Bill
Nichols. “They got involved because of drug,
cheating and point-shaving scandals. NCAC
presidents were involved from the beginning
to ensure a proper balance between athletics
and academics.”
“The NCAC is built on the premise
that presidents must be involved with their
athletic programs,” said Wooster president
Henry Copeland, who also is president of the
conference. “Athletic competition is an impor
tant part of the total college experience, and
makes sense that presidents take an active
role and interest in the program.”
“We have prospered because of the
involvement of our presidents,” said NCAC
executive director Dennis Collins, whose
organization and hard work have been vita*

•ngredients in its success. He has worked to
solidify the internal structure of the confer
ence while selling members of the media on
us viability.
Collins’ efforts have paid off hand
somely. The NCAC established a national
Presence faster than anyone thought possible.
was featured on the Entertainment and
^Ports Program Network (ESPN) during the
summer of 1985 as part of a series on execup'7e act'on- In June, former NCAC president
r’lump Jordon was interviewed by the NCAA
ews. And in October, the New York Times
1 an extensive feature on the Denison foota team s single wing offense.

The NCAC has gone further
faster than anyone expected. ”
of Hi ^ V6n
Record's Questel, one
e most vocal critics, has mellowed. “I
iave to admit that the NCAC has done an
sa h ■■Admg job in making itself visible,” he
jitA. As a result of this visibility, I think the
. f wiH soon surpass the OAC as a quality
n.n erence- Bill Nichols concurred with
es el s assessment: “I had mixed feelings
th f-St’ an<^
believe the OAC is one of
e mest Division III conferences in the
te r
^Ut t*le ^CAC has gone further fasnan anyone expected.”
best k ^ ^ an ^ ' e summed up the situation
selv y Say'ng’ AVe don’t need to defend ourandeSj anympre. We have earned the respect
in tv,3 ^maiion of our colleagues, even some
In the OAC.” ES
fo d y Title ’86 moves in.

Lisa Diment ’87, AllAmerica and Wooster’s
record-holder fo r most
points in a season, puts one
up. Barbara Davis ’86 (far
left) and Karen Johnson
’87, wait fo r the rebound.

but instead of reproducing a sound, I wanted
to try to create sounds. I wanted to get closer
to the nuts and bolts.”
Though he made his first attempts at
composing while in high school, he thanks
Hofstra University music professor Elie
Siegmeister for his true awakening. “He had
a lot to do with kindling my interest,” he says
of Siegmeister, from whom he took his first
composing class as a college junior.
The orchestration class requirement
that each student write a musical composition
threw most of Gallagher’s classmates.
“Nearly everyone else found it an onerous
burden, but I found it immensely satisfying;
it was fascinating.” He signed on for more of
Siegmeister’s courses. “I owe a great deal to
him,” says Gallagher, who dedicated his most
recent published piece, Resonances, to
Siegmeister.

“Certain kinds of musical idioms
seem more suited to certain kinds
of groups.

jack Gallagher, member o f Wooster’s Music Depart
m ent since 1977, at work on a new composition.

A Composer R eflects
by Sharon M iller

erched cross-legged on a piano bench
in his large, sunny campus office,
chatting with a visitor about life as a
composer, College of Wooster asso
ciate professor of music Jack Gallagher is
clearly in his element.
Gallagher spends a good deal of time in
that second-floor space in Merz Hall, sur
rounded by stacks of sheet music and books
on music theory and composers. Neatly
arranged in a corner is a display of his own
recorded and published concert music.
By turns pensive and animated as he
speaks about his career, Gallagher says he was
drawn to the field because “I’ve always loved
the way music can make me feel. Ever since I
was a kid I’ve wanted to explore that more.
“The first manifestation of that
response was when I listened to my parents’
78 rpm record player. I learn so much about
composing from listening, especially to new
music. It stimulates my imagination.” His
love of listening to music has resulted in a
collection of concert recordings numbering in
the thousands.
Gallagher began accordian lessons in
fourth grade — a late start, he says, for
someone deciding on a music career. He still
feels the effects of the delay: “I still have to
wrestle with that whenever I compose. It’s a
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more laborious process than I would like, but
I feel such a sense of satisfaction from it that
that is almost irrelevant.”
As a fifth grader, Gallagher switched
to trumpet, which quickly claimed his alle
giance and for years remained at the center of
his musical interest. By late high school, he
had decided on a career: He wanted to be a
trumpet performer. And from 1968 to 1970, he
was associate principal trumpet player with
the New York-based National Orchestral
Association.

“I wanted to get closer to the nuts
and bolts."
Recalling that period fondly, Gallagher
characterizes the job as being “at the very top
of the minor league, usually thought of as the
jumping-off point” to more widespread recog
nition. “We gave eight concerts at Carnegie
Hall. It was definitely a wonderful feeling.”
But a seed planted during his under
graduate years had been growing steadily,
and eventually Gallagher’s focus shifted
toward composing. “For me, it no longer
seemed as interesting just to play an instru
ment. I have profound respect for performers,

Gallagher went on to earn a master’s
degree and a doctorate, both in composition,
from Cornell University. His schooling
brought a change in emphasis from jazz to
concert music, which remains his first love.
Occasionally, he devises a short or
simple piece mentally, but mostly he com
poses at his office piano, often late at night.
“It’s hard sometimes to come back to the
office at 9 or 10 at night,” he concedes. A loft
at home holds his record collection, but aside
from listening to music, Gallagher does little
work there.
Years ago, ideas for melodies often
sparked his compositions. Gallagher since has
found that composing comes easier to him
when a piece is commissioned or is written
for a specific event. Most of his work falls
into one of those categories, including his
most recent piece, Diversions, commissioned
by the Cornell University Wind Ensemble.
“For me it tends to work out well because it
defines the problem instead of leaving it open
to the entire range of possibilities in the uni
verse,” he says.
Lacking an assignment, Gallagher asks
himself, “What do I want to do that I haven t
done yet musically?” For example, he has
never written a work for stringed instru
ments alone. Right now, Gallagher isn’t cer
tain what his next piece will be. “A lot of
things can happen” in the course of creating,
he says. “But I know the piece is in there
somewhere, and it’s going to have to come on
before too long.”
Sometimes, the impetus for a piece
comes from an emotional level, with G a l l a g h e r
wondering, “Is this what I •want to say?” He
notes that “certain kinds of musical idioms
seem more suited to certain kinds of groupsIf you’ve written works, as I have recently, 10
be done by high school and college ensembles'
you have to take into account the kinds of
technical resources they have and what

S H O W C A S E
would be palatable to them, whereas for a
Professional ensemble, you make the music
more deliberately rarified and esoteric.”
Swinging around on the bench to face
he piano, Gallagher plays bits of two of his
Pieces.^ One, performed in the Wooster Sym
phony s recent 70th anniversary concert, he
escribes as “traditional, very straightforWard; the other, Resonances, is “a lot more
severe and harsh.”
In attempting to be accessible, you
can fmd yourself closing off a whole spectrum
0 sounds and possibilities that you need for
nourishing your own soul.”
Gesturing toward a two-inch stack of
Wper that represents just one movement of
Versions, Gallagher notes that composing is
° only mentally demanding but replete with
ecidedly mundane, time-consuming tasks.
°u can put several thousand hours in a
jece, I probably spent 1,000 hours on Diver™ns< the score of which is 115 pages. As
uch as one-half of that time was spent writg out each instrument’s part. “That’s
ere much of the time goes,” Gallagher
ys' i s grateful for a faculty development
ant from the College that pays for student
p Wlth copying parts.
Gall i*?n
cerehral aspects of composing,
cnrr,3 - r notes tkat some Pieces stall during
thp Posit'on- Mostly, though, he stays with
work to completion. “Otherwise, when
son ”°me kack to it, you’re a different peru
anh 't can be nearly impossible to pick
ishi 6 taread' Further, the sensation of fin« a Piece is like no other. “I just put Div°ns ln the mail; what a great feeling!”

which includes his “Toccata for Brass
Quintet,” released on Pantheon Records.
“They play it beautifully; I was delighted by
the performance,” Gallagher says of the
album. Also due for release soon is a record
ing of “Mist-Covered Mountain,” a 14-minute
fantasy for symphonic band based on a Scot
tish bagpipe tune and dedicated to the Scot
Band and its former Director, Stuart Ling, for
whom the work was composed.
In common with most contemporary
composers of concert music, for which per
formance possibilities are so few, Gallagher
struggles both to satisfy his creative impulses
and to write pieces that groups will play. “It’s
a continuing difficulty. There are many com
posers who are not performed until after their
deaths, and for me, that holds no allure. But
one must resist the temptation to narrow

one’s creative ambition in order merely to
write music which is likely to be performed. I
want to avoid writing music with that as its
sole raison d'etre.
“But I can’t afford to sound too selfrighteous. Ultimately, I’m just trying to
string two notes together as satisfyingly as I
can.” SQ

From Gallagher’s sketchbook, an as yet unfinished
piece for orchestra.

. To Those Who’ve Fail’d ”
ls a choral work that earned
favorable notice from a
New York Times critic.
die of / 6r tde work composing, the hur
^allatdf
tde P’ece Performed remains,
times
S Wotd<s have been played many
With ch r0Ug^0ul; the country, and he reports
March^araiCter’st:'c understatement that
for hie C0U d he considered “a good month”
ois work in that regard.
during * i n o l 3 " umber of projects begun
fruit
leave are at last bearing
Singers r , ch f®’ the New Amsterdam
Kerwin ’on ludin8 Wooster alumna Hannah
Who’ve p/.,Performed Gallagher’s “To Those
and thp r d ’ at New York’s Merkin Hall,
Gallaghp ° T ed ^.iod Ensemble, under
Perform f S dlrection, gave a premiere
0ri?anceof Diversions.
Those wahed °n a. ^ ait Whitman poem, “To
earned favorabi''3** *S 3 c^ora' work ^ at
‘ ‘^escritir —notice from a New York
Work for s Ulverswns is a three-movement
disc npvt ,yrnphonic band to be released on
"ext year.
t^Uagher r ary’ t00, had its rewards,
the Nashvil?Cr Ved 3 copy °f a recording by
e Contemporary Brass Quintet,
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WCWS: A Continuous I.S.
by Dan Garan ’8 6

broadcasting to approximately one million
he College of Wooster campus is all
people in eleven counties in Northeast Ohio.
but silent at 5:30 in the morning;
The wake-up shows during the week
Security is making its rounds, and
begin broadcast days diverse in musical style
the late-shift custodians are still
and format: Where else can you hear Top 40,
hard at work. The solitary walk across cam
Classical, Jazz, New Wave, Urban Contem
pus to Wishart Hall gives one a chance to
porary, and Rock music, all in one day? It’s
wake up — and to prepare to broadcast to
obvious WCWS is not concerned with Arbiwhomever else is unfortunate enough to be
tron ratings. If the station had to rely on
stirring.
advertising revenues to survive, our listeners
The UPI teletype machine has been
would hear the same basic music, in only one
running all night, spitting out information on
format (all Jazz, Talk, or Top 40, like most
a continuous roll of paper long enough to
commercial stations) day after day. But the
stretch out the door and down three flights of
philosophy at WCWS has always been to pro
stairs. Now only semi-conscious, the morning
vide the audience with an alternative enter
programmer must separate all of this infor
tainment source — and we’re about as alter
mation and peg it on the newsroom wall.
native as you can get.
What is and what is not “important” depends
We’ve found over the years that each
on the programmer’s state of mind. Indeed,
type of music has its own loyal audience.
the evening sportscaster may not get all the
Susan Schiemann’s (’88) “Magical Mystery
state high school basketball scores if the
Tour” program attracts anyone who liked the
morning D.J. has had a particularly rough
movie The Big Chill and its music; Toby
night.
Magan ’87 and Greg Rumburg ’89 play
At 6:29 a.m., “It’s showtime, folks!”
Christian Rock on Sunday mornings for the
The transmitter is turned on, the sign-on tape
somewhat avant-garde churchgoer; and Chris
is played, and WCWS is on the air again,

T

Dan Garan '86, this year’s
Station Manager, talks
with Amos Kiewe (r.) o f the
Speech Communications
Department.

Janson’s (’86) Friday afternoon Blues show
has attracted a surprising number of area
Blues fans and the support of the Ohio Blues
Society.
Most commercial stations see very little
turnover in staff throughout the day. At most,
there are eight or nine full-time D.J.s. Part of
what makes WCWS so extraordinary is the
fact that, with about 80 people doing so many
different jobs all day, the listening public
hears one voice, one song, one Public Service
Announcement at a time. If they only knew!
Eric Wertz ’87, sometimes referred to
as the WCWS Weather Wonder, comes in to
do the news at noon. Eric is a student member
of the American Meteorological Society and of
SkyWarn, a statewide weather alert system.
In October ’85, he was the subject of a feature
profile in the Association of American Weather

Eric possesses a distinctive voice,
which has prompted many staff
members to attempt impersonations.
Observers Newsletter and traveled to Wash
ington, D.C. to be recognized at the Associa
tion’s monthly meeting. Apart from the
national acclaim for his efforts in this field,
Eric possesses a distinctive voice, which has
prompted many staff members to attempt
impersonations. Steve Sievert ’87, a
programmer, has won a few informal contests
in this area.
The Line Staff at WCWS (directors of
news, sports, public affairs, and music) are in
charge of developing their own departments
as they see fit. They are responsible to the
General Manager, who coordinates all func
tions of WCWS, and in turn reports to the
Faculty Advisor. Kenyon Mau ’86, Development/Production Director, is responsible for
obtaining music from record companies.
Kenyon has been quite successful this year:
Since WCWS upgraded its power, we have
enjoyed an increase in donated music (from
some 60 record labels) for many formats,
including Blues, Jazz, and Classical, and
music more oriented to college radio, like New
Wave and New Age.
A note on these categories for those
over 25: “New Wave” used to refer to Punk
music, bizarre sounds and lyrics produced by
people whose lifestyles seemed based on the
most gruesome stories in the old National
Inquirer, but it has recently become a more
creative format for musicians, and at times is
a kind of proving ground for popular songs
and groups. “New Age” is a broad category,
but it is more cerebral than other styles. 1 h,s
format may include anything from simple
rhythm to Gregorian chants and symphonic
movements. Perhaps the most well-known
music in this area is that erf Vangelis (com
poser of the theme music for the film Chariot
of Fire) and the group, Tangerine Dream.
In addition to the specific job response
bilities a student has at WCWS, there are
many ways to develop skills in basic electron
ics, production, and other related areas. The

Eric Wertz '87, the WCWS
Weather Wonder and next
yea r’s Station Manager.

U,Ctlon Studio provides an excellent
sontT UI1'ty ^°r students t° experiment with
Inde !TXung: vo'ce’anc* taping techniques.
flowe ’ t"1*s 's where the creative juices get
swe 'n^’ 3nd mos*;
'^eas f°r promos and
sonp^erS ^recor(^ecl transitions between
eduin C°me about through playing with the
^ n t until “something good comes out.”
exn . Lreativity invariably leads to bizarre
gram 13Jent:s’ anc*John Hickey’s (’88) proseme^ en}onstrate this consistently. This
Wood 6r’^°bn co'*lost:s the Broadway/Hollyso n e s^ ^ J3111’ and the transitions between
sound 3re frec>uently sprinkled with odd
m0rn;S an? observations. When John had a
clock n f S”ow> he brought a portable alarm
Went o atLgave ^ time — literally. When he
button111 jf a'r hetween songs, he pressed a
telling fu bsteners heard a simulated voice
“ng the time.
odd

e(luipni^n0^ r sparh °J student creativity is
Program111 adure’ which is a problem every
an old mer rUns ’nt;o at some point. There is
tainint^nglneer’n^ manual at the station, con^iohardV11688386 ^rom ^hief Engineer
effect th
t0 ^uture engineers, to the
t°rs in th tae 'arge numher of student operae studio makes equipment problems

Cfeativity invariably leads to
----bizarre experiments.
somewhat- p
every 0D omm°nplace. While it’s true that
different^3 ?r Rubles the equipment a little
stand its r ’f • memhers seem to under
being too f at‘J e delicacy- D-J-s know that
'n8 board ttn U*
a turntable or the mixwhat is he 6 ma’n cons°ie that controls
breakdownnff P!ayed over the air) can cause a
bas to fijjn ' tb's happens, the programmer

Herman Gibbs is the WCWS Chief
Engineer, and if he s lucky, most of his day is
spent working quietly in McGaw Chapel,
where he is custodian. When hell breaks
loose, we’re lucky he is just across the street.
Much of the equipment at WCWS was
installed in 1968, under the direction of Dr.
Winford Logan, when the station first went
on the air in its present form. In the past two
years we have replaced some of the most
desperately-needed instruments, but broad
cast equipment is expensive, so we do the

When hell breaks loose, we’re lucky
Herman Gibbs is just across
the street. _________
best we can with what we have. When some
thing does malfunction, Herman and Chris
Janson, our engineering assistant, can usually
diagnose and fix the problem relatively
QU1Ckl Tim Bruno ’86 is the Program Director
at WCWS and hosts the Wooster Top 20 on
Saturday afternoons. Tim considers himself
to be the Dick Clark of the 1990s, and he s
probably right. He has the style, the attitude
and love of the music. Tim even gets most of
his calls from the young (high school and
unde*) females i» our audience,
he’s attracting the right crowd. The Woo top
20 is a good example of how programming at
WCWS reflects the needs of our particular
audience The format is the same as
nationally-syndicated countdown shows,
the music Tim plays is taken f om the
requests our listeners call m durl"g ^ rWeek'
It’s not unheard of, then, to see a
three-year old song in the countdown

help arrives6 wi! bow to stay on the a‘r unt'*

o c c a sio n ally pm news team usually

Wr°ng, we rati u something major goes
c <-au Herman.

arrives by 5:00 and begins to sift throug

piles of teletype paper that have accumulated
through the day. Jane Shipman '86, our News
Director, shares the responsibility of world
and national news with Cathy Brown ’86.
Both have spent time in broadcast-related
internships, and they try to bring some of the
professionalism they acquired to the news at
WCWS. The 5:30 news is scheduled to last
thirty minutes, and it usually comes close,
providing the morning programmer, blearyeyed, didn’t throw away the sports and
weather.
For many alumni returning to The
College of Wooster, a visit ,to WCWS is a step
back into the past. Neither the appearance
nor the philosophy of the station has changed
all that much since 1968. During this past
Spring Break, Martha Lord ’81 and Tom
Shrilla 79 stopped by to visit their old stomp
ing ground. Martha, a former General Man
ager, and Tom, ex-Chief Engineer, stayed long

Tim considers himself to be the
Dick Clark of the 1990s.
enough to have a look around and reminisce
about how things were when they were in
charge. They were happy to hear about recent
developments and talked about how their
experiences at WCWS helped them in their
present lines of work. Martha is News Editor
for WCOL/WXGT in Columbus, and Tom is
currently a Sales Engineer with Midwest
Communications Inc., also located in
Columbus.
Working at WCWS is an ongoing learn
ing process, a continuous I.S. of sorts. Each
year a new crop of Freshmen arrives at Woos
ter, and a percentage joins the radio station
staff. For some of them, the next four years
hold exciting and rewarding experiences in
college radio. The turnover continues the fol
lowing year, and the tradition passes on. ^

______________
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A Day in the Lives
Spring at Wooster
Photographs by M ike Schenk ’73

Josephine Wright (Music) confers with Emilie
Storrs 87.

Raymond McCall (English) walks to work.

Larry Stewart (English) meets his class outside.

GRAPHI CALLY

SPEAKI NG

Gordon Tail (Religious Studies) on his way
to the library.

o n d A l^ r S
Biology I.S. oral with fam es Perley
n opsey. Those are Perley's questions.

Spring afternoons can get long. This is Wendy Swyt
'87 in never you m ind which class.

Barbara Burnell (Economics) at da y’s end.

John Cook (Business Economics)
c°nfers with David W ilkin (French).
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FROM THE

COLLECTION

From the John Taylor
Arms C ollection
A G ift o f Ward a n d M ariam C. Canaday

In this issue

Etching
Adriaen van Ostade, Dutch
1610-1685
"T he Schoolmaster"
(P-2)
E tching and aquatint
Helen Loggie, American
P-1976
"Shuksan in W inter"
1938
(P- 13)

Intaglio
Alexander Conrad
Nationality Unknown
"T he M enu"
20th Century
(P-4)

Alumni Weekend
Alumni Weekend 1986, June 5-8, is fast
approaching. Many exciting events have been
planned to make the weekend as special as
possible for those who attend.
One of the weekend’s features will be
the 50th reunion of the Class of 1936. The
celebration kicks off for the class of ’36 with a
buffet dinner on Thursday evening in the
Faculty Lounge of Lowry Center. Friday
night, they will celebrate in grand style with
a banquet at the Wooster Country Club. The
climax will come Saturday when President
and Mrs. Henry Copeland host the class for
lunch and they are given special recognition
at the 102nd meeting of The Alumni Associa
tion in McGaw Chapel. Their weekend will
conclude with a picnic at the William and
Helen Speer Schultz farm.
New to Alumni Weekend 1986 is the
first Alumni Invitational art exhibition. The
exhibition will be on display in The College of
Wooster Art Museum; the artists whose
works are scheduled to be in the exhibition
are:

P e n ^ n i0
®Pera s Production o/The Pirates of
ce’ sl°ted fo r the Sum m er o f ’86.

Alumni News
by J e ff Todd ’83

W hy N o t th e
S u m m e r o f ’8 6 ?
hat is your idea of a perfect
vacation?
If it includes intellectual
theatre * . cdallenge, interesting people, the
tered r ’. ^ d food, tennis and golf, and unfet’86" m i,3? . 10" 1fhen W ooster’s “Sum m er of
y e ju st the vacation for you.
gra^ th a t3re proud this seven-day proexPerien Com'3‘nes classroom and cultural
to do is I 6"
i ust 'm agine — all you have
arid evervtt,W Up ° n W ooster’s cam pus June 8,
fond for I m,g
he taken care of for you
in r t f than $40 Per day)i
Presented S assroorn>three lectures are
theme ‘‘I peach m orning, each relating to the
1886 a n d I S f from the Past: T he Worlds of
h’scoverip,.
to p ics featured are scientific
^ ation icrJ race reIations, evolution and
^ tI'ericans ’ ? rch*tecture, Chinese®js . the
e developm ent of psychoanalyP ‘chinson tk ° ^
Twain and Em ily
1886’ and w , U niversity of W ooster in
In th ea 5" and social order.
mi8ht Wam^ 3 ternoons anc* evenings, you
0 try a tour of A m ish Country

guided by W illiam Schreiber, a visit to W ind
fall Forge the shop of W ooster a rtisa n S te
w art Shnonds 70, or a trip to M alabar Farm
S ta te P ark, home of the late a u th o r Louis
Of course, a w eek a t W ooster in the
su m m er w ould not be com plete w ithout an
evening w ith the Ohio L ight O pera in Freedlander T h eatre. T h is year, you can see the
n ationally acclaim ed com pany in residence pel"
form ing S tra u s s ’ D ie F lederm aus and G ilbert
and S u lliv a n ’s T h e P irates o f Penzance.
In addition to the scheduled events and
lectures, you can also e n jo y tde eau 1 u jj
cam pu s itself. Among your ch o ice s^ stroll
through the Oak G rove or down the G race
S m ith Walk, th e tennis courts, the greens
L C Boles M em orial Golf Course, or th e fa c iiities in A rm ington Physical Education C ente .
You should have received complete
inform ation about the “ Sum m er of 8 6 m the

or 1-800-321-9885 (out of state) if you w ish
atten d .

Robert Bone ’28, President Emeritus of
Illinois State University, will be the featured
speaker at the Friends of the Library program
on Friday, June 6. The title of his speech will
be “Don’t Shoot Until You See the Whites of
Their Eyes.”
Robert R. Cadmus ’36 will be in the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore at 10:30 Satur
day morning to sign copies of his book “Car
ing for Your Aging Parents,” which came out
in June of 1984. Cadmus, who is a physician
and health care administrator from Milwau
kee, was a recipient of the Distinguished
Alumni Award in 1983.
Rev. William Pindar ’61 will be the
alumni guest pastor at the Westminster
Presbyterian Church service in McGaw
Chapel on Sunday morning of Alumni Week
end. Pindar has been pastor of the historic
Old Pine Church in Philadelphia for the last
fourteen years and is a founding member of
the Hospice team at Pennsylvania Hospital.

Off-Campus Meetings
Scheduled This Spring

they gathered for a sandwich buffet in Lowry
Center prior to the Wooster-Oberlin basket
ball game at Timken Gymnasium. An enjoya
ble evening was topped off by a fine game as
the Scots beat the Yeomen 88-84.
In March, the club met in McGaw
Chapel to hear a presentation on “Wooster
Today” by President Copeland, followed by
Professor Jerry LaSala’s informative talk on
Halley’s comet. The evening concluded with
tours of newly renovated Taylor Hall.

Columbus

Meeting N otes
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Vernon area alumni had the
opportunity to see the Fighting Scots Basket
ball Team in action as they played the
Kenyon Lords in Gambier.

New Orleans
Alumni gathered at the Petroleum
Club on the 38th floor of the Energy Center
Building in New Orleans to hear President
Henry Copeland talk about Wooster today.
Copeland was in New Orleans as President of
the North Coast Athletic Conference to attend
the 80th annual NCAA Convention.

Wooster-Wayne County
To Land o’ Scots Alumni Club cele
brated Scotspirit Night ’86 in January when

Columbus area alumni gathered at Liv
ingston Gym on the campus of Denison Uni
versity to watch the Fighting Scot Basketball
Team play the Big Red, a game the Scots lost
65-77. The excellent quality of play, however,
matched the quality of the pre-game reception
and dinner at The Granville Inn.

Cleveland
Alumni who work in downtown Cleve
land met at the Old Stone Church for lunch
to hear Professor of Geology Fred Cropp ’54
talk about “What on E arth... ? The Grand
Canyon.” Cropp explained that “The Grand
Canyon has an attraction for anyone even
slightly interested in geology — and it is a
tremendous sight whether or not you know
any geology at all!”

Cleveland Heights
Following his talk at the Cleveland
downtown luncheon, Cropp joined Cleveland
Heights alumni at the home of Larry and
Bonnie ’69 Lindbergfor an “after work
party” — an elegant conclusion to the day.
The A lu m n i Association
offices move from the
A lu m n i House to basement
rooms in spacious quarters
in the Frick A rt Building.
Unfortunately, it was not
feasible to move the A lum ni
House itself. However,
everything o f value, both
financial and sentimental,
has been removed. The
building will be razed to
make way fo r the new
Music building.

Robert Bone '28.

Shaker Heights
Dean of Faculty Glenn R. Bucher was
the guest of John ’44 and Barbara Smeltz
when they hosted a Shaker Heights Wooster
gathering in their home. Among the topics
Bucher discussed was the new required
freshman program at Wooster.

Chicago
Alumni in Chicago heard Erie Mills
75, soprano, give a recital at Pick-Staiger
Concert Hall on the campus of Northwestern
University. As always, Erie gave a brilliant
performance. A reception was held imme
diately following her recital at Norris Univer
sity Center. President Henry Copeland was in
town for the event and provided the alumni at
the reception with current information about
the College.

Ft. Myers /Sarasota
Professor of Psychology Gordon CollinS
was the special guest at the alumni luncheons
held in Ft. Myers and Sarasota. Collins dis
cussed the question “What constitutes
sport?” in a characteristically animated
presentation.

Lynchburg
Jim ’60 and Maribeth Traer hosted a
reception for Lynchburg area alumni in them
home. Gordon Collins, on leave at The Center
for Adult Development and Aging at Duke
University, repeated his Florida talk.

Memphis, T N and Jackson, M S
During spring break, Fred Cropp
shared his wholly infectious enthusiasm f°r
the Grand Canyon with alumni at events T
Memphis and Jackson.

Tucson, Phoenix and AlbuquerQ^
Alumni in Tucson, Phoenix and Alb^
querque heard A1 Van Wie ’52, Chairman of
the Physical Education Department and

AL UMNI
Director of Athletics for Men, talk about
Wooster in 1986 and major issues in college
sports. Van Wie was recently elected to the
NCAA Council, the 44-member governing
body for intercollegiate athletics in the U.S.

A lum ni Golf Gala - Orlando

N E WS

Thanks, Tad!

Former golf team members and Florida
3 umni joined the 1986 Wooster Golf Team at
he Walt Disney World Golf Resort Magnolia
ourse, but heavy rain interfered with the
®Port. Spirits, however, throve at the banquet
ater the same day. Golf Coach Bob Nye
alked about the team and the season ahead
at the dinner, and Dale Antram ’66, recently
^Pointed Headquarters Administrator for
e Senior PGA Tour, discussed issues facing
ms organization.

Canton
t It ^ ean the Faculty Glenn Bucher
a ked to Canton area alumni at a reception in
Pril. The title of his discussion was “Leaves
j°m the Notebook of the Dean of Faculty.” A
ring trio of Wooster students performed for
bo gathering.

Angeles
, Dos Angeles area alumni met at the
o l s .^atural History Museum. There, Ralph
Vj , '"O'ber ’64, Curator of Ornithology, proed an insider’s view. A panel discussion
an°41
D°Nege featured Henry Miller ’44,
Sk' d n* ®oard member, Deb Behrens ’80,
sin'f* Daker ’64, Associate Director of Admisns Beth Lewis ’57, and Vice President for
velopment Sara Patton ’67.

Houston
info ^ and Juc*y Muir ’®®s hosted an
their?3' Sphering for Houston area alumni in
ren °me °n DPPer Galveston Bay. Rob, a
Professional photographer whose
also WaS ^eature<f *n the Winter Magazine,
gard8aVe 3n 'dustrated talk on photographing
ens and flowers.

W
or7ned

Aillas-Fort Worth
Colin ^ adas'Dort Worth alumni met at Las
bUff ,as Country Club in Irving, Texas, for a
show HUuPer ^ ter d' nner’ Frank Knorr ’59
tion i t3e College’s audio-visual presentaalum °r prosPective students and updated the
Umm about Wooster.

Magazine N ote
VertinJ?16 ^ 'umn‘ Relations Office is con-

Sreater ° 3 new comPUter system to give us
Illainta'aCCeSS our data and t° enable us to
of tbis '? add*tional information. As a result
the pre „ a n 8e, th ere m ay be a difference in

3z‘ne lah? D*0n

inf°rmation on your mag-

The next tim e you ’re in the news,
m ention Wooster. I t will do wonders.

label and6 *>'ease take a second look at your
t'on sent f ny com P uter-g enerated inform a-

y°u wisu ,° you ' n the next few months. If
n°te. we 0 maDe any changes, send us a
hke to Want your name to appear as you
"ee it. E?»
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“ C hom poo”

Cheryl Lower 8 4 (right) and Nataiya.

C h e r y l L o w e r ’8 4 , a m e m b e r of th e
P e a c e C orps, se n d s g re e tin g s from
T h a ila n d — “ S a w a d e e -K a .” T h e school,
w h e re sh e te a c h e s a n d lives, is in th e
m o u n ta in s n e a r th e to w n of P a T o n g in th e
p ro v in ce of C h a n ta b u ri, s o u th e a s t of
B a n g k o k . C h e ry l d e sc rib e s th e p ro v in ce a s
p h y sic ally b e a u tifu l, “ a c o m b in a tio n of
A la sk a , T e n n e s s e e , In d ia n a , a n d S w itz e r
la n d .” E x p la n a tio n — " W e ll,” w rite s
C heryl, “ th e m o u n ta in s a re g re e n lik e th o se
in S w itz e rla n d , a n d sm e ll g re e n a n d fresh
lik e a m id w e st su m m e r. M y to w n looks
sim ila r to th e d irt-s tre e t A la sk a n to w n s I ’ve
b e e n in. A nd w h e n I look u p a t one field
c o v ere d w ith c o rn a n d se e a w o o d e n h o u se
p o k in g ou t, it m a k e s m e th in k o f th e
T e n n e s s e e h ills.” T h e b e a u tifu l s e ttin g
d o es, h o w e v er, h a v e tw o m ain d ra w b a c k s:
th e w o rld ’s u g lie st m o sq u ito s, a n d close
p ro x im ity to th e K a m p u c h e a n b o rd e r.
C h ery l te a c h e s th re e s e v e n th g ra d e
c la sses, e a c h m e e tin g fo u r h o u rs a w e e k . In
T h a i c u ltu re , m o n k s a n d te a c h e rs a re held
in th e h ig h e s t e ste e m , a n d s h e fin d s it
d isc o n c e rtin g . “ W h e n I w a lk by, a s tu d e n t
m u st p u t d o w n all h e r p o sse ssio n s a n d ‘w a i’
m e .” (A “ W a i” is th e tra d itio n a l bow .)
T h e T h a is all h a v e n ic k n a m e s, u su a l
ly of fru it o r a n im a ls. C h e ry l h a s g iv e n all
h e r s tu d e n ts E n g lish n a m e s. S om e a re
n a m e d a fte r h e r frie n d s a n d o th e rs a re
called: W o o ste r, S u n d a n c e , S noopy, O reo,
P lu to , O biw an, e tc . C h e ry l’s T h a i frie n d s
h a v e g iv en h e r th e n ick n a m e o f C hom poo
(m eaning: a p in k fru it o r th e co lo r pink). “ I
lik e it b e c a u se th e y a re a lw a y s te llin g m e
how p in k /re d m y c h e e k s a re , a n d I like th e
fru it, c h o m p o o .”
S in c e a rriv in g a t h e r site , C h ery l h a s
d e v elo p ed m o re g o a ls th a n m e re ly te a c h in g
h e r 140 s tu d e n ts fo r tw o y e a rs. S he is
h e lp in g to d e v elo p te a c h e r e d u c a tio n so th e
w o rk b e w ill c a rrie d on a fte r sh e re tu rn s
h o m e. W rite to C h ery l at: Sai K hao
W itta y a School, A m p h u r P o n g N a m ro n ,
C h a n ta b u ri 22140, T h a ila n d .
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Carl Freeburg. T heir lives became entangled,
and they are to be m arried in May.
Congratulations!
Another dynamic duo deciding to take
the big leap are Sarah Mortensen and Kim
Patton '85. A wedding date is to be announced.
Jim Ulrich and Kim Nelson ’86 have set
their date. This budding young couple have
decided to tie the knot on Aug. 9 in Old Forge,
NY. Y ou’re all invited.
Cheryl Lower may have a little trouble
making the wedding though, for she seems to
have gotten herself into quite a little project
over in Thailand (see mini-article).
Oct. 5, 1985 was the wedding date of
Jennifer Yoder and Robert Strouse. Jennifer
is a report w riter at Wil Research Laboratories
in Ashland, and Robert is assistant traffic
m anager at the W ooster Brush Company.
In France, Peggy McKee is working as
a volunteer in mission for the Presbyterian
Church. She w orks at a home for handicapped
children and adults at La Force, in the
Dordogne Valley in southwestern France. Her
address for the year is: Pavilion de Penuel,
Fondation John Bost, 24130 La Force, France.
Barry Harper advises us that he has
settled in Trenton, NJ, and is continuing his
studies. Address: P.O. Box 7738, W. Trenton,
NJ 08628.
In Anaheim, CA 92805, Kevin Brode
works for Prentice Hall as a textbook rep and
Jill (Bradford) Brode is an assistant m anager
at Sherwin Williams. W rite to them at 1919 E.
Romneya Dr., Apt. 428.
Ken Dixon has joined the family
business, Research Abrasive Products, Inc. As
project m anager, camshaft grinding, Ken
travels throughout the industrial belt and,
occasionally, abroad. T o keep his musical mind
revolving, he has acquired an extensive
collection of music video. Ken would like to
hear from W ooster friends. Address: 2777
Hampshire, Apt. 301, Cleveland Heights, OH
44106.
A note from Sue Steinkraus tells us
she is still working as a speech/language
therapist in a school for physically handicapped
children and a rehabilitation center in
Guayaquil, Ecuador.
Phil Rhodes and his wife, Beth, live in
Frederick, MD, w here he teaches Phys. Ed. in
a middle school. Phil is working on an M.A. at
the U of Baltimore.
Please note the mini-article on Andrew

Baird.
Finally, word comes to us tonight from

Scott Darling. Scott is currently engaged in
the production of w om en’s lingerie in
Yugoslavia. (Scott, I told you if you didn’t
write, I’d just have to m ake it up! Don’t laugh
Sandy Galicki — you’re next!)
Secretary: Ben LeVan, 3 2 C Hobbes Lane,
Rochester, N Y 14624.

19 8 3
T h e m arriage of Laura Nieweg and
Steve Willoughby took place Nov. 30, 1985,
in W ilm ington, DE. T h ey w ish to thank all
W ooster friends w ho atten d ed and partici
pated. T h e W illoughbys are currently living
in N orth C arolina w here Steve is a district
sales rep resen tativ e for H obart Corp. in
C harlotte, and L aura is a corporate personnel
recru iter for Positions, Inc., also in C harlotte.

Margaret Wehrly has accepted a
second m anagerial position w ith a Radio
Shack store in E ast A urora, NY. But, she
says, “ I h av en ’t found any ancient radios
y e t.”
A fter graduation, Dan McKee enjoyed
an exten d ed cross-country bicycle tour. H e is
cu rren tly an executive director w ith th e Boy
Scouts. Dan and his w ife have purchased a
lovely hom e in Concord T ow nship, OH. A d
dress: 86 M ersey C ourt, Concord, OH 44060.
Miriam Phan Pirnie is a social
w orker w ith the Club T em p e staff in U tica,
NY.
In F eb ru ary , John W achtel sta rte d in
athletic sales w ith R ussell, Inc. L et us know
m ore, John.
Elizabeth Fitzelle rep o rts som e
changes this year. A lthough cu rren tly w ork
ing a t the sam e school, she hopes the next
school year will find h e r in New Jersey. T his
June Elizabeth is m arrying a fellow New
Y orker (pronounced “ N u Y oika” ).
W oosterites who will be involved in the
w edding are G eorge Fitzelle ’81, K atie Blood
’82, Cathy Howard, M iriam R adar ’84,
Jack Jones, M egan R ogers '85, Jean
Peacock, Dave M eans ’84 and M ary Fitzelle
’85.
Jean Peacock is a sanctuary w o rk er in
T uscon, AZ. She and oth ers a re sponsored by
M eeting G round In c .’s B order O utreach P ro 
ject, a n ecum enical m ission project th a t pro
vides sanctuary for C entral A m erican
refugees. Jean helps provide direct services
to refugees in T uscon, and also does jo u r
nalistic w ork for the S anctuary m edia office
in T uscon. Being involved in such activities is
risky, bu t she is com pelled by her beliefs. In
the Oct. 19, 1985, W ilm ington, DE, T h e
N e w s Jo u rn a l , Jean says, yes, she fears the
consequences of her w ork, but not as m uch
as she fears the consequences the refugees
will face if they d o n ’t g et help.
“ Ya H ey ” from William Levisay in
A ppleton, W I. Bill is “doing (his) tim e ” in
m arketing for K im berly-Clark. He w anted to
relay an open invitation for any and all who
w ish to visit (and e at lots of cheese). Bill can
be reached at: 424 E. N orth S treet, A pt. 2,
A ppleton, W I. 54911; (414)734-5049.
Secretary: Lisabeth Beatty, 1 1 7 8 F o xh o u n d
Ct., M cL ea n , V A 2 2 1 0 1 .

19 8 2
Sue Allen has m ade a lot of changes lfl
her “ life a fte r W oo.” H er nam e becam e Sue
Ennis w hen she m arried C harley E nnis of
R ochester, NY, in the sum m er of ’85. Sue
w rites, “ W e bought a house on L ake Ontario
and are really enjoying life. C harley is an
engineer at H arro Corp., and I teach a t the
R ochester School for the Deaf, w hich I loveI ’d love hearing from Woo alum ni and w e ’d
w elcom e visitors a n y tim e.” A ddress: 510
L ake Shore Blvd., R ochester, NY 14617
Mark and Hyldee Manning Hess are
living in L akew ood, OH, w here H yldee is a
new product specialist for Blue Cross/Blue
Shield of N orthern Ohio! W hat are you up t0'
M ark?
W hen Constance Danowski and Chr>s
L arsen w ere m arried on July 13, 1985, man!
W ooster alum ni atten d ed the w edding. Her
sister, Jean Danowski ‘86 w as M aid of
H onor, and Sarah Vodrey Hendrickson
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and John Shafer sang. O ther W oosterites at
ttie w edding w ere Jeff Hendrickson and
Carol E m m ons M edford ’80. C onstance
received h e r M .B .A . degree from the U of
P ittsburgh in A ug., 1984. Chris is an
aeronautical science stu d e n t at Em bry-Riddle
u in D aytona Beach, FL.
In M ay, 1985, Carole Youngberg
received an M .S. degree in pharm aceutics
from the U of M ichigan and is now w orking
for a pharm aceutical industry consulting firm
ln N ew Jersey. She travels around the
country m onitoring clinical d rug trials and
says, “I love m y jo b .”

Diana Johnston received an M.A.
degree in physical therap y from the U of
owa and is a physical th erap ist a t the W ood
. ,eterans A dm inistration hospital in
M ilwaukee, W I.
Adrienne Sauro grad u ated from the
jj6..W estern School of Law in M ay, 1985,
and ‘headed W est tow ards p arad ise.”
Katie Blood has m oved to W instonalem, NC, w here ’’the sm ell of tobacco is in
the
.i
air and the i -bulky
/c tr i v j
yw
y iinter
iu ti
coats 1rem
1 t i i cain
t i i i uin
e clo set.” A s a business re p o rte r for the
lnston-Salem Jo u rn a l, she covers the areas
’ furniture, utilities, unions, insurance and
ranking. A ddress: 101 Old Oak Circle B-8,
W inston-Salem, NC, 27106.

the sunny W est Coast in June, 1985, when
L uann accepted a position as assistant
professor in the d ep artm ent of econom ics at
California S tate U in H ayw ard. She is really
enjoying her w ork and being back in the Bay
area.
On Nov. 23, 1985, Loraine Wilder and
C raig Pow ell w ere m arried in Bryn M awr,
PA . L oraine is the assistant director of
advertising and prom otion for U rban O ut
fitters in Philadelphia, and C raig is a senior
at Jefferson M edical College, as well as an
E nsign in the U .S. Naval R eserve M edical
Corps.
Randolph Kilbride and Robin
M cLaughlin w ere m arried on Sept. 28, 1985,
in Canal Fulton, OH. Randolph is a m anage
m ent consultant for A rthur A ndersen and
Com pany, Cleveland. Robin received her B.A
from Miami U and is a senior financial
analyst for Sm ithers-O asis Company, K ent.
Sun new spapers in the Cleveland area
reported th at “ Y oungest m em ber of the TV 8
sports team — and one of Cleveland s m ost
w atchable’ m en according to a local radio
station survey — is Vince Cellini, w eekend
sports a n ch o r.”
Secretaries: Lisa Seward. 2 0 0 A tle e Rd.,
W ayne, P A 19087; Jeffrey Earle, 6 2 6 E m ich
D r., K e n t, O H 44240.

A le tte r from Karen Dann w as foraHa e<^ to rae (Barb) through four different
^ dresses (that either says som ething about
m uch I ’ve m oved in th e p a st year, or the
igence 0f the postal service). K aren
ected from the N ew Y ork m etropolitan
hreaf t(? b e r P a re n t’s hom e in E lm ira for a
;n Iet tinie. She plans a m ove to E ugene, OR,
tun>'
“ w here I have som e oppor'ties to continue w ork w ith a sm all but
m usical production com pany. I will
Dia mlJe to com pose, arrange, and teach
, no lessons.” Mail will be forw arded from
P i l ? aren ts address: 724 H illcrest Rd„
nimira, NY 14905.
ty 7 n taries: ^ n n e

Howes, 3 1 0 H P a trio t Lane,

LuJiamSburg’
23185; Barb
359
“tow, Apt 33VACincinmtii
QH Brown,
45220; Kim
P A ° fg ^ Q ° n ’

P otshop R d., N orristow n,
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~T~9 8 0
G lassell Sm alley has given up the
hectic lifestyle of W ashington D.C. and m ov
ed to the m ountains of Vail, CO. Glassell is
spending a good deal of tim e on the ski
slopes, and would love to have any W ooster
“ ski b u m s” visit this w inter. Tel:303949-1307.
Congratulations to David Gilliss who
w as adm itted to the Bar of M aryland. Until
A ug 1986, w hen he plans to en te r private
practice as a litigator in Baltim ore, David is
clerking for a judge on T h e Court of Special
A ppeals in M aryland.
Daniel Furlong and Mary Jane Keyse
w ere m arried Oct. 12, 1985, and now reside
in Buffalo, NY. M ary Jane is a title exam iner
for T itle N etw ork Ltd. in Buffalo, and Dan is
m anaging attorney w ith H yatt Legal Services
in W illiamsville, NY. C ongratulations to you
both.

coun *7Ve Boyd obtained her M.A. degree in
currg6, . , 8 Psychology at Temple U and is
agenr - Wor^inS f°r a private mental health
1 5 4 ^ m Burlington, NJ. Write to her at:
I9Uq Eyereaux Ave., Philadelphia, PA
“

Tel. 215-743-9106.

Amy HUfe a^ter Wooster” has been busy for
Bolle„H° ^ m an- Amy attended Boston
elementWbere she earned an M.A. degree in
f'nie t„
education. She then spent some
___ i_;__1Jfield
k . Leachincr
dm g ty>oFU----3
m ath and coaching
living*’ F o o t b a l l and softball. A m y’s now
a full-ti ^ a p *e.s ’ BL, w here she is engaged in
golf jn F16 re 8im en of training and playing
Addreoc. °Foes
Qualifying for the L .P.G .A .
N a p ie f L 07 W ilderness Dr., U nit 111,

P'es. FL 33942

s c h o o u F l ^ W r s o n is atten d in g m edical
friends c Pe B of R ochester. W ooster
Apt. 3 pan reach him at: 504 B rooks Ave.,

436-3447 0chester. NY 14619' TeL 716‘
'’Usband1^ 1" McClernan Duff us, her
ehh, and d au g h ter K atie moved to

Mark and Jacalyn (VanLeeuwen 81)
Wollenberg are enjoying their new home in
Omaha, NB, the big city, and their new
kitten, Muffin.
Amy Hanna is currently a sales
assistant w ith F irst Boston C orporation in
Chicago. She received an M.B.A. degree
from Ohio State.
Secretary: Sam Steimel, 101 S. Clay S t ,
M illersburg, O H 44654.

19 7 9
Keith Amtsberg has left beautiful
Ohio for the fun city of New Orleans. He
w orks with com puters for an oil COI" P a " y Good luck, and d o n ’t g et too wild during
M ardi gras! K eith’s new address will be m
the next issue.

Cathie Shanley Basil w rites that she
m arried John Basil 7 7 on June R i m
While John studied for a Ph.D. in chem ry,
Cathie w orked in retail m anagem ent as a

buyer of w om en’s clothing. His Ph.D . in
hand, John and C athie m oved to P ittsburgh
PA , in Ju n e, 1984, w here they bought a
hom e. John w orks for P P G Industries as a
senior research chem ist and C athie is busy
w ith their beautiful daughter, S ara Jean who
w as bom Sept. 16, 1985. T h e Basils would
like to h e ar from friends. A ddress: 504
Rainier Dr., P ittsb u rg h , PA 15239.
C athie sen t the follow ing new s about
alumni: Mary Chestnut is a tea ch e r in
W ellsville, NY; Linda Tucci Theodosis, a
law yer, resides in Stow , OH, w ith her
husband; L aura D unning G ierow ski ’80 lives
in Brooklyn, OH; B ette B ates ’80 is w orking
with a church in H ershey, PA; Kim Straight
’80, a law yer, w orks in Los A ngeles, CA;
Sara M cClain ’80 is to be m arried in M ay.
Shelley Griewahn joined CIGNA
Corporation in Oct. as com m unications
m anager for staff operations. She is responsi
ble for internal com m unications ranging from
brochures to total com m unication cam paigns
for the com pany. S helley’s new address: 222
E ast M ontgom ery A ve., 202, A rdm ore, PA
19003. She often sees W endy B eatty 7 8 ,
who is living in H orsham and w orking for
R orer Pharm aceutical. Shelley sends new s
th a t Dan M cK enty ’82 is still living in the
Philadelphia area, and is atten d in g law
school. Newby Roper, a veterinarian, lives
in Devon, PA , w ith his wife and two
children. Calvin Idler 7 8 lives in Philadelphia
and sells real estate in the area. Carol
Bowers is still living in N ew O rleans and
loves it. T hanks, Shelley, for all the new s.
C ongratulations to James Everett who
received an LL.M . in banking law studies
from Boston U in 1985. His class of seven
teen m em bers w as the first to receive this
degree from BU. Jam es w as adm itted to the
New Y ork Bar A ssociation this year.
If you a re in the C harleston, SC, area
stop by and see J. S . Reed, th at is, if she
isn’t steam ing along the Indian O cean
heading for Colombo, Sri L anka or some
o ther port of call. J. S. w rites, “Join the
N avy and see the w orld!” H e r C harleston
telephone: 803-763-1977.

Scott Power and M arcine B aum 
g a rtn e r w ere m arried Nov. 15, 1985, in
W ooster. Scott is principal of St. John
E lem entary School in A kron and M arcine
teaches a t St. M ary ’s School in W ooster.
In M ay, 1985, Tim and Susan Black
Kerr m oved to Hawaii w here T im assum ed
the position of Counsel for the N aval Supply
C enter in Pearl H arbor. T h eir second child,
Aidan Patrick, w as born Nov. 3, 1985. Susan
and T im invite classm ates to visit them w hen
they come to the Island.
Susan Price Choo is a g raduate
student a t Gordon-Conwell T heological
Sem inary and hopes to grad u ate in M ay
1986.
David Ware has been nam ed station
m anager for M exicana A irlines a t the DallasFt. W orth A irport. Previously, David w as the
com pany’s station m anager in San Juan,
P uerto Rico.
On June 8, 1985, Ann Ferrell m arried
Charles L ew is in Fredericktow n, OH, w here
A nn serves as associate m inister of the
U nited M ethodist Church. She graduated
from P rinceton Theological Sem inary in
1984, w here she m et Charlie. T h ey a re living
in F redericktow n, and C harlie com m utes to
New Concord, OH, w here he is in his second
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4‘The W hite
W ho F lies”

A ndrew B aird ’8 4 a n d Camerounian fr ie n d at
training site.

W ith th e P e a c e C o rp s in C a m e ro u n ,
W e s t A frica , A ndrew Baird ’8 4 is lo ca ted
in Y o k a d o u m a, a v illa g e in th e e x tre m e
S o u th e a s t, w h ic h h e d e sc rib e s a s th e tru e
P e a c e C o rp s e x p e rie n c e . “ Y o k a d o u m a is
bush! It is in th e m id d le of th e ra in fo re s t
a n d th e re is n o th in g b u t tr e e s fo r h u n d re d s
of k ilo m e te rs. T h e a r e a is u n d e rd e v e lo p e d ,
a n d m o st of th e v illa g es d o n ’t h a v e ro a d s
g o in g to th e m . O ne h a s to ta k e a p a th fo r
15-30 k ilo m e te rs to g e t to th e m .” T h e
h o u se s, c o n s tru c te d w ith la rg e le a v e s, h a v e
n o ru n n in g w a te r o r te le p h o n e s; h o w e v er,
th e p e o p le a re e x tre m e ly frie n d ly a n d h e is
e n jo y in g h is w o rk in c o m m u n ity d e v e lo p 
m e n t (C.D.). A C .D . w o rk e r, A n d re w say s,
is re a lly a ja c k of all tra d e s in c lu d in g one
e a c h in te a c h in g , le a rn in g , w a tc h in g ,
a sse ss in g , ad v isin g , b u ild in g , a n d
m o tiv a tin g . H e a s s is ts b o th te c h n ic a lly a n d
p h y sic ally w ith th e c o n s tru c tio n p ro je c ts in
th e v illa g e a n d h e lp s o rg a n iz e m e e tin g s fo r
p rim a ry h e a lth c a re a n d n u tritio n .
D e sc rib in g his w o rk , h e w rite s , “ I do
h a v e a n a d v a n ta g e in b e in g w h ite , b e c a u se
a t le a s t I s p a rk p e o p le ’s c u rio sity , b u t it h a s
its d isa d v a n ta g e s a s w ell. I live in a fish 
bow l, a n d e v e ry o n e k n o w s e x a c tly w h a t I
a m d o in g a t all tim e s, a n d m y h o u se s e e m s
lik e g ra n d c e n tra l sta tio n , w ith p eo p le
c o m in g b y a t all h o u rs. P riv a c y is a ra re
c o m m o d ity .” H e e n jo y s p la y in g so c c e r w ith
h is A fric a n frie n d s a n d c o n tin u e s his
ru n n in g — th u s, th e y call him “ T h e W h ite
w h o flie s.” A n d re w tra v e ls b y d irt b ik e
o v e r p ot-hole ro a d s a n d is le a rn in g su c h
sk ills a s b u tc h e rin g a g o a t for d in n e r a n d
c u ttin g his w a y th ro u g h a ju n g le w ith a
m a c h e te . S ittin g o n th e b a n k of a g r e a t
riv e r w a tc h in g h ip p o s k e e p cool is ju s t one
of th e m a n y p le a s u re s of life in A frica .
W rite to A n d re w at: S .D .D .C . du
B o u m b a e t N goko, B .P . 23, Y o k a d o u m a,
C a m e ro u n , W e s t A frica .
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year of internship a t College Drive
P resb y terian Church.
F irst Lt. Alan Reynolds, a B-52
instructor/navigator for the U .S. A ir Force,
would like to h e ar from Robert Kraus,
Doug Noonan, and John Brzustowicz.
W rite to him a t P.O. Box 815, B arksdale
A FB, LA 71110.

Carol Moldstad Potok will soon move
to M adrid, Spain, w here h e r husband will
freelance for the M ia m i H erald. L et us know
your address, Carol.
C ongratulations to Debra Allbery, who
has b een aw arded a fellowship in p oetry from
the N ational E ndow m ent for the A rts. T h e
fellow ship enables h e r to devote a year, full
tim e, to her w ork. She plans to rem ain in
N ew H am pshire for h e r fellow ship y ear and
w ork on a second collection of poetry.
C urrently, D ebra is the 1985-86 George
B ennett M em orial Fellow (w riter in
residence) a t Phillips E x e te r A cadem y in NH.
H er m ost re ce n t poetry publications are in
the W inter 1985-86 issue of Poetry N o rth w est,
the M arch, 1986, Poetry, and the Spring 1986
Iow a R eview . H er m anuscript, T h e Reservoir,
is cu rren tly a finalist in the W alt W hitm an
A w ard com petition, sponsored by the
A cadem y of A m erican P oets.
A third-year m edical stu d e n t a t the U
of O steopathic M edicine & H ealth Sciences,
D es M oines, IA, Stephen Castle travels
quite a bit on clinical and hospital rotation
tim e. He would love to h e ar from W ooster
friends. “ Y ou nev er know w hen I ’ll pass
through tow n and be able to pay a v isit.”
In Nov., 1985, Vicki Greene retu rn ed
to cam pus for a g u est appearance in the
B lack A rts Festival, “ R ecollections in
B lack.” Vicki received a n M .A. in acting
from M iami U niversity.
Secretaries: Pat Stocker, 3 7 4 4 1 Grove A ve.,
A p t. 3 0 2 , W illoughby, O H 4 4 0 9 4 ; Lisa
Carter Sherrock, 3 5 0 0 C olonial Dr.,
S p ringfield, O H 45 5 0 4 .

19 7 8
While I (Diana) was in W ashington,
D.C., in November, to m ake a presentation at
the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association Annual Convention, I saw Jim Rea,
professor of Speech Communication at
W ooster, who is on sabbatical at Kent State
this year and Doug Hicks ’71, who was also
making a presentation at the convention. We
had dinner one evening with Cindy Mache,
who is working w ith M artin M arietta Data
System s. She w as prom oted recently to
m anager of medical support systems. Congratu
lations Mache!
A letter arrived recendy from Lynn
Tilton Harrison. She is currently living in
T exas and selling residential roofing products
for Owens-Coming Fiberglass. In A ugust Lynn
and husband, Richard, became the proud
parents of daughter, Christina Marie. Lynn
says she realized another dream by living in
Texas. No, not m eeting J.R., but owning two
T rakehner stallions. Should we w atch for you
in the Kentucky Derby, Lynn? T he Harrisons
would like to offer a warm T exas welcome to
y ’all. Address: 4545 Kingwood Dr., 3527,
Kingwood, T X 77345.
Joan Blanchard Mosher and husband,
Kevin, are the very happy parents of their first
child, a lovely daughter. Lauren Blanchard

M osher was bom on Dec. 29, 1985. Happy
New Year and a Happy (last minute) Tax
Credit!
Stu and Robin Light Thomas had a lot
of news to share at Christmastime. Stu opened
his shop, T he Bicycle W orks, in a new
location, and Robin did the decorating. Robin
works in the interior design division of a small
architectural firm in Minneapolis. Stu also
participated in a bicycle race across Minnesota
(almost 200 miles), finishing 20th out of 50
riders! Robin is about to join the ranks of the
M others of ’78, expecting her first child in
April. Best wishes R.L.!
Ned Thompson, wife Margot, and son
Charles are living in Portsm outh, NH. Ned has
been renovating their home in the historical
district, near Straw berry Banke. He was able
to spend Thanksgiving in Damriscotta, ME,
with Jeb Bell, Tom Igler ’77 and Paul
Degner. Sounds like this is becoming a yearly
tradition!
Rumor has it that Sue O ’Brien 7 9
finished her M asters in Hotel M anagem ent a t
Cornell and is managing a M arriott Hotel in
Texas. O ’B., w here are you?
Before her m arriage to Bert Tom , Julia
Wilson Tom worked seven m onths in
W ashington, D.C., for a non-profit housing
organization. Bert, who is a Presbyterian
minister, w orks in racial/ethnic m inistries and
church development. T hey live just outside of
San Francisco, and Julia plans to return to
graduate school.
In December, at the annual baseball
winter m eetings in San Diego, Louis Valentic
was named T exas League Executive of the
Y ear for the 1985 year. Lou and Evonne
Howell Valentic have another reason to
celebrate 1985. T heir second child, Scott Louis,
w as bom Sept. 3. Daughter Trisha Lynn was
bom Aug. 7, 1983.

Jeff Northam is now exhibit specialist
at Coyote Point M useum in San Mateo, CA, a
two million dollar facility overlooking San
Francisco and the Bay.
Happy New Year to the Class of 78.
Eight years down and two to go until the 10th
reunion. Let us hear from you in the months
ahead.
Secretaries: Joan Blanchard Mosher, 5 9 9
Country Way, N orth Scitm te, M A 02060;
Diana Dewey Emanuele, 5 0 8 Cascade Rd.,
Forest Hills, P A 15221.
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Robin Carrier Burgess has been with
Cincinnati Bell for eight years and has
advanced to the position of system s analyst.
Robin and her family took a m uch needed
vacation to Guadaloupe in the French W est
Indies during the latter part of the year.
Daughter Amy is two. Robin writes, “If any of
my old friends pass through Cincinnati, please
get in touch. I would love to hear from you.”
John Landefeld is staying busy with
work in finance at General Electric and taking
M.B.A. courses at Case W estern Reserve U.
W e are glad to hear he still has a little time
left for spirits, sports (windsurfing and soccer),
and song (bagpipes).
Last August, Elizabeth White B u rk e
spent a week with Joanne Olson King, and >0
Dec., had a visit from Thelma Chakas. They
are both doing well. Elizabeth’s son is now two

CLASS
years old and she is expecting a second child in
May.
In January, Maueve Kinch Heater, a
Pianist, accompanied violinist Henry Kicinski in
a recital at the College. Maueve earned a
master’s degree in piano from the U of
Maryland in 1978 and is a doctoral candidate in
musicology at Maryland.
Douglas Peterson writes, “God rest
rom Edson’s soul.”
Secretary: Bruce Shaw, 5520 Haverhill, Detroit,
MI 48224, Tel 313-884-6031.

1_9_7_6_
In June, 1985, Tom Benninger
completed his OB-GYN residency and in Aug.
“®San private practice with two other
Physicians in Louisville, KY. Tom and Marcia’s
wetry ’77) second child, Suzanne Marie, was
°rn on Feb. 2, 1985. Son Ethan, almost four,
enjoys his role as big brother. Marcia is home
nil time with the children but is working
Weekly with a class of two-year-olds at Bible
study fellowship, a national interdenominational
ruble study program.
Congratulations to Stephen Geis who
as been named a vice-president at County
pavings Bank. Steve earned his M.B.A. from
e U of Dayton and his law degree from
Capital U.
p. . Last April, Philip Noble and his wife,
nne, moved back to Ohio from California.
Phr^ are enloy*n8 hfe in Cincinnati where
ilip is working for a human resources
Chsulting firm. Their first child, Katherine
ttvate) Spencer, was bom Oct. 7, 1985.
R u ^usan Muller Cave and her husband,
Ph n move<^ t0 Indiana after he finished his
mD. in physical chemistry at Cal Tech. He is
t5? w*th the department of chemistry at
diana U in Bloomington.
;s
Kirk Fisher lives in Columbus, OH, and
an independent video producer. He married
'-aura MacDonald in April, 1985.
■<
London, OH, was the setting for the
n yPdal celebration” of Jeanne Bacon and
a , Ming. Many Woosterites were present,
to t*le traditional tribal rituals were adhered
and observed by all in attendance.
be

1» 1985, Donald Frederico

a senior partner in the law firm of
Cat-k ^ orr’ Boston, MA. He and his wife,
02l8inne’ Hve at 49 WaU St’’ Wellesley, ^
’ and would welcome hearing from
°oster friends.
by , Linda Prack Snodgrass and her
Loot-311^’ Edward, have bought a home on
the lvrUt Mountain, TN. Edward is working at
and j .^a'he School for Boys in Chattanooga,
devei mt*a 's director of guidance and personal
Edw ° jment at Girls’ Preparatory School,
his
^as
three successful showings of
new hter 3n<^ Paintings recently. “Between
enjov-°USe’ new endeavors, etc., we are really
time’1>1® ours®lves. We welcome visitors any
Birft!ary' Mary Robertson, 1094 Kennesaw,
m t*gham, MI 48008.
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years ^ alcohn Robinson writes, “After ten
Mac L m finally back in school and loving it.’
a law student at Santa Clara U in
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California. His criminal law professor, and his
best professor, is Russ Galloway ’62. “Small
world, isn’t it?” Mac would like to hear from
old friends. Address: 470 Boynton Ave., Apt.
24, San Jose, CA 95117. Tel. 408-241-9164.
Gretchen Mehring writes that she is
living in Cincinnati and works as head of public
services for the Cincinnati Art Museum. She
says her job keeps her very busy. She would
love to hear from Debbie Dunfee Frazier.
Gretchen’s address: 2015 Edgecliff Point, 2,
Cincinnati, OH. 45206.
When Catherine Gurney Kuchinsky
married Michael on April 28, 1984, quite a few
Wooster alumni attended. Last March
Catherine and Mike moved to Richmond, VA,
where he is the pastor at St. Matthew
Lutheran Church. Catherine is a management
analyst at the Defense General Supply Center.
Congratulations to Joanne Cox and
George Dallos, whose son, Matthew Cox
Dallos, was bom June 30, 1985.
John Mosher is a computer programmer
for Allen Bradley in Richmond Hts., OH.
Secretary: Andrea Steenburg 9440 Fitzharding Lane, Owings Mills, MD 21117.
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Thank you, Hal Merz, for your long
letter. Since 1976 Hal has worked in a depart
ment of Ohio State U which performs
consulting research and development for
government agencies and firms in the areas of
educational programs, employee training, career
guidance, and related human resources issues.
Assignments this past year have included
developing training manuals for accountants in
a Saudi Arabian petroleum firm, advising the
education department of the State of Ohio in
the areas of funding and staff development for
teachers, and currently, supervising an effort to
update a national system of computerized
career guidance information. While doing all
this, Hal earned an M.B.A. from Ohio State.
He and his wife, Brenda, have three children:
Michael, 6, Mark, 4, and Daniel, 3.
Kim and Chris Walton Kuhr are the
proud parents of Amanda Kristin bom Sept.
19, 1985. Sister Jenny is six.
Gloria Pfeif is a program advisor in the
Bowling Green State U College of Education.
Her responsibilities include data base develop
ment and college-wide computer training. Gloria
also takes computer science courses and
occasionally accepts musical jobs as a cellist or
viola da gambist. She and her husband, Dick
James ’73, are becoming increasingly devoted
to extensive travels out West.
Kenneth Winchester is managing
editor of St. Remy Press in Montreal, Canada,
a business he founded a few years ago. The
press employs ten people and recently move
to larger quarters in Old Montreal. Ken and his
wife Betty Ann have two children, Jimmy, who
is in second grade and Patsy, who attends
French nursery school.
Alumni in the D.C. area are welcome to
call Martin Lattman who is director ot
marketing and sales for Access Engineering
Corp. in Reston, VA. Martin wntes that he
ran into Dave Buss and Diana Johnston
Ellis.

Barbara Freer Edgar and John have
moved to: 7 Ardmore Park, 08-02 Pm Tjoe
Court Singapore 1025. Barbara continues to
work as a substitute teacher at the Singapore

American School and travels often with John.
In April they will go to Australia.
Liz Knepp is a third-year resident in the
department of Ob/Gyn at Magee Women’s
Hospital in Pittsburgh. Her husband, Timothy
Van Fleet, will complete his residency in family
practice this year. Their daughter, Abigail
Elizabeth, was bom Dec. 19, 1985.
Your secretary has moved again! (See
new address below.) I am director of catering
and convention services for the Hyatt Regency
in San Antonio, TX. In my spare time, I am
active m the Mastersingers, the chorus of the
S.A. Symphony, and am on the board of
directors of the San Antonio AIDS foundation.
Secretary: Bill Irvine, 103 Crofton Ave., San
Antonio, TX 78210.
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David Drake is now with CIBA-Geigy
Corp., in Washington, D.C., as manager
federal legislative affairs. David had previously
worked for two years with the federal govern
ment practicing environmental law in the
General Counsel’s Office, Department of
Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmosphere
Administration. In his present position he
lobbies Congress on issues of environmental
concern to CIBA-Geigy, principally water and
air quality, and hazardous waste cleanup. His
wife, Jody, is a trademark attorney with the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
Dick James is teaching music history
and appreciation at Bowling Green State U,
and doing other “professorly” things like
publishing articles and editing a book. He
hopes to “jump through the tenure hoop next
faU.” On a research junket near Boston last
spring, Dick had the pleasure of spending time
with Bruce Hookway ’71, now a Providence
RI, doctor; David and Anne (Ballard ’75) Hill,
newspaper editor and teacher/homemaker
respectively. Dick and his wife, Gloria Pfeif
’74, had Thanksgiving dinner with Rob Mills
’72, a lawyer in Columbus, and his wife Kitty
Locker, an OSU professor. Dick also sees
businessman/florist friend Merle Smith ’74 from
time to time.
In November, Mark Clemens was
elected to the Kenston Board of Education. He
is a senior sales representative for AGA Gas,
Inc.
Kathleen Jennings Bryar has been
named marketing manager of Television
Audience Assessment, a television measuring
company in Boston. During the past five years
she has worked for the company, Kathleen has
spoken before numerous national and interna
tional industry groups.
Cynthia Sterling Weber and her
husband Randolph are settling into their new
church and community in Dauphin, PA (Harris
burg area). Randolph is pastor of the Hope
Presbyterian Church in Dauphin. They would
love visitors.
Congratulations to Richard Aubrey on
his appointment as vice-president and treasurer
of The Pacific Bank, San Francisco, CA.
Richard previously had a ten-year career as
treasurer and controller of Montana Bancsystem, Inc., in Billings, MT.
Secretary: Sue Anderson Straw, 8877 Blade
Green Lane, Columbia, MD 21045.
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Currently a paralegal for the law firm of
Hannoch Weisman, Elizabeth Bruhn Chance
has been elected to the board of trustees of
CHEMOcare. The newly incorporated organiza
tion is designed to provide chemotherapy
patients with emotional support and
encouragement.
Congratulations to John Helm, investi
gator in the Wood County Prosecuting
Attorney’s Office, who was selected as the
Outstanding Staff Person in a Prosecuting
Attorney’s Office in the State of Ohio for 1985.
As an investigator, John is responsible for
organizing the Wood County Grand Jury,
investigating felonies and coordinating felony
investigations with police departments across
Wood County. His duties have expanded to
include directly aiding the Wood County
Department of Human Services in investigating
cases of reported child abuse. John and his
wife, Donna, are the parents of two children,
Matt and Michael. In his spare time, John is a
published cartoonist.
Grant Underhill is a sales representa
tive for Fleetcare Services, a division of
Fleetcare Repair, Inc. He and his wife, Kathy,
have two children, Lara 7, and Katie, 15
months.
Secretary: Roberta Reid, 408 E. Erie St,
Albion, MI 49224.
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you success in this new venture, Skip and
Ginny.
The best part of 1985 for Esther Holley
was rafting down the Colorado River on one of
Fred Cropp’s Grand Canyon trips. She plans to
go again this summer.
Secretary: Trisha Lewis Davis, 117 E. New
England Ave., Worthington, OH 43085.
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John Campbell is an assistant professor
at Franklin & Marshall College in Lancaster,
PA. He and his wife, Susan, have two children,
Alex, 8, and Katie, 5.
In Nov., 1985, James Mennel was
elected to his second term on the Fostoria
Board of Education in Ohio. Jim, vice-president
of grain operations for Mennel Milling, is active
in the YMCA and is on the board of Kiwanis.
He and his wife, Susan (Stoll ’70), have two
children, Ashley, 12, and Mike, 10.
Richard Horn has been named staff at
torney by Keystone Health Plan, Inc.,
Pennsylvania Blue Shield’s subsidiary health
maintenance organization. Previously, he was
assistant secretary and senior counsel at
Hershey Foods Corporation.
James M ayer

An opera singer, Patty Richards
Armstrong has ventured into musical comedy.
For the past few months, she has been the
understudy for two of the feature roles in the
London production of the musical 42nd Street
at the Theater Royal in Drury Lane. Patty and
her husband Michael, a London businessman,
are the parents of two-year old Rachael.
In March, Debby Powers-Vogel’s
premier show of her underwater photography
took place. The show, “Underwater Tapestries:
The Fabric of Life in the Sea,” ran for three
weeks at L’Escarot in St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands, where she and her husband, Joe, have
lived since 1976. Debby is also vice-president
and manager of their company, Joe Vogel
Diving Company. “Come on down,” she writes.

19 7 1
Donald Dewald has been elected to the
board of trustees of the Ohio Division of the
American Cancer Society. He is doing cancer
research for Ohio Cancer Research Associates
at Ohio State as well as practicing HematologyOncology full time in Mansfield, OH. The
Dewalds’ son, Jonathan, was bom Oct. 11,
1985, and joins older brothers, Nick 5, and
Jason 2.
Robert Brashear is currently Moderator
of the Presbyterian Church Advisory Council
on Church and Society. In 1982-83 he served
as chair of the Church’s task force on Central
America. Robert is also the co-author of
Adventure in Hope.
David George pastors the New Hope
Presbyterian Church in Green Bay, WI. David
also finds time to play his violin with the Green
Bay Symphony Orchestra. He and his wife,
Jayne, have three children, but by the time this
issue is in print another little George will have
joined the family.
A physician in Worcester, MA, Brian
Beam teaches Family Practice to residents of
U of Massachusetts Medical School at
Hahnemann Family Health Center. He received
his Fellowship in Family Practice in Oct., 1985.
Brian and his wife, Laurie, have two daughters,
Lisa 6, and Ashley, 2.
Secretary: Debbie Monts Taylor, 9 Kathmere
Rd., Havertown, PA 19083.

19 7 0
Wooster alumni will always receive a
warm welcome at The Lions’ Den in Boothbay
Harbor, ME. The owners of the Bed &
Breakfast are Skip McDonald and his wife
Ginny. The Lions’ Den is open year round. Call
207-633-2825 for further information. We wish

Westmoreland County and Allegheny County
Bar Associations, the Labrobe Area Personnel
Association and the Westmoreland County
Manufacturers Association.

~Z~9 6 7
R ichard Horn

David Woodring, a Major in the U.S.
Air Force, is attending the Armed Forces Staff
College on a six-month assignment. David
received his J.D. degree from Ohio State law
school.
Secretary: Judy Simkins Haines, 300
Berkshire Dr., Rochester, N Y 14616.
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The David Bostrom family are now
settled in Overland Park, KS, a suburb of
Kansas City. David is director of quality
assurance with Ericsson, Inc., a wholly owned
subsidiary of L. M. Ericsson of Sweden.
On April, 1, 1986, James Mayer became
director, corporate services for the Latrobe
Steel Company. Jim began his career with The
Timken Company in 1968 and joined the
Latrobe Steel Company subsidiary in 1982. He
is a member of the Pennsylvania, Ohio,

The Fletcher family is really enjoying
the farm they bought in Ann Arbor, MI. Jim
says it is a cozy place with one large bam and
one small one, stable, chicken coop, smoke
house, workshop, and a windmill. Karen
(Kite) is continuing studies in mathematics at
the U of Michigan and Jim commutes to
Detroit where he is director of pricing at
Burroughs Corporation. Their children
(Howard, Jamie, and Lancelot) are doing well
and enjoy school.
Daniel Greene is senior planner in the
system products division of IBM Corporation in
New York. He and his wife Barbara are the
parents of daughter Lauren bom July 12, 1985Secretary: Emily Albu Hanawalt, 4 Thingvall'a
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
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It is back to school for David B u r k e t t ,
after working for fifteen years as a geologistgeophysicist in the oil industry. He is a Ph.Dgraduate student at the U of Connecticut and
plans to teach geology at the college level.

Jim Evans, who is serving a two-year
term as director of the Webster U campus in
Leiden, The Netherlands, can be reached at:
Webster University, Boommarkt 1, 2311 EA
Leiden, The Netherlands. Daughters Megan,
14, and Emily, 12, are attending Dutch schools.
Congratulations to Bruce Bigelow and
his wife, Julie Ramsey, on the birth of their
daughter Katherine Ramsey Bigelow on Oct.
21, 1985. Bruce is now director of major
gdts/planned giving at Gettysburg College, PA,
and Julie is assistant to the president. If
Wooster friends travel through Gettysburg,
they would be glad to see them.
Roger Griffis is now chief financial ofhcer of Wheel Trueing Tool Co., in Columbia,

Secretary; Elizabeth Westhafer O’Brien,
48 Durand Rd„ Maplewood, NJ 07040.
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Susan and Allen Vaala have been busy
and happy in their careers. Allen is now unit
director of emulsion engineering in the applied
technology organization of Eastman Kodak
Company. Susan, a free-lance consultant in PR
^nd development, is active in various organizadpns and is a member of her church session.
^neir three children (Lindsey, 5, and three-plus
year old twins, Sarah and David) also keep
®em busy. The Vaalas would love to see
nends from Wooster who happen by the
Rochester area.
In Dec., 1985, Karelisa Voelker
JJartigan was one of three recipients of the
Xcellence in Teaching Award presented by
de American Philological Association. The
award is given in recognition of truly excep
tional teaching of the Classics at the
undergraduate level. Karelisa is associate
Professor of Classics at the U of Florida, in
ainesville, and founder and director of the
wrida Comparative Drama conferences, held
annually.

Linda’s husband, Peter, continues to
teach economics at the U.C.-Davis. Their two
sons and daughter are active in downhill ski
racing and other sports. Daughter Kathy will
study in Paris next year following high school
graduation. Linda looks forward to polishing
her French and visiting Kathy.
We know him as Bowman Brown, but
many of his colleagues recognize him as “Mr.
International Banking,” according to the Oct.
21, 1985, issue of American Banker. Bowman
joined Shutts and Bowen, Miami, Florida’s
oldest law firm, in 1968. Under his direction
and chairmanship the banking department of
the firm was created and now has a client list
that reads like a “Who’s Who” of international
finance. When not traveling to Europe on
business trips, Bowman likes to go boating,
scuba diving, and to pursue his hobby of under
water photography.
Please note the mini-article about George
Davis. He and Merrily (Siepert ’65) are the
proud parents of three sons: Mike (17), Matt
(15), and Drew (12).
Secretaries: Russell & Jane Welton
Yamazaki, 526 Pemberton, Grosse Pointe Park,
MI 48230.

Congratulations to John Ferry who has
been named president of the Parkersburg
division of Fahlgren & Swink, an advertising
and public relations agency headquartered in
Parkersburg. John joined the agency in 1964
and most recently served as senior vicepresident. He, his wife Vicki (Siegel ’65), and
son Chris reside in Parkersburg, WV.

»
Anne Whitacre Shabel and husband
Jack moved to Everett, WA, when Jack took a
Position with Honeywell. Anne is working at
e Everett Library while trying to decide
nether to return to teaching or go to grad
chool in library science.
Judith Peck is pursuing a Ph.D. in land
scape ecology at Colorado State U in Fort
oUlns. She had worked previously as a
search associate in biochemical genetics at
e U of Colorado for three years.
fcretary: Sally Mumraa Johns, 4629
Airfield Dr., Fort Wayne, IN 46815.

the t t ^er rece'ying her M.B.A. degree from
^cuixuiiud in
in June,
J u n e , 1985, ju
m ua
ii,, . °f California
Linda
p *te Lindert immediately began work as a
a,.i<i)rrnance auditor for the Office of the
Le •lti°r *'’eneraL the California State
legislature. Her work has taken her to San
tra nciSco to evaluate the regulation of public
SjonSportati°n by the Public Utilities Commistg ’
to the wilds of Arizona to camp in a
8ati 6 3nd drive a mule train while investiiUv„n?. out'°f-state placement of California
]Uvemle delinquents

John Ferry

Secretary: Lynne Larson Cleverdon, 206 S.
MacArthur, Springfield, IL 62704.

Solving problems is fun, says Roger
Lulow, superintendent of Willoughby-Eastlake
School District in Ohio. Prior to joining the
school district in 1983, he was an administrator
with the Ohio Department of Education. In this
capacity he helped restructure the disorganized

George D avis ’6 4
UA Vice P rovost

George H. D avis ’6 4 , was named
vice provost of the University of Arizona,
on Jan. 1, 1986. Following M.S. studies at
the University of Texas, and Ph.D. studies
at The University of Michigan, George
joined the UA faculty as an assistant
professor in structural geology in 1970. In
1982 he became professor and head of the
department. In accepting the position of
vice provost, George felt that it would be a
wonderful opportunity to have some in
fluence on educational matters and aca
demic directions at the i^iiversity. His
responsibilities involve activities in longrange academic planning, promotion and
tenure, budgeting, program development,
and the recruitment of faculty.
Furthermore, he will continue to keep his
hand in teaching and in some research
(faulting in rocks at Bryce Canyon National
Park is his current interest).
George is the author of some eighty
publications, including an undergraduate
text published by John Wiley and Sons,
entitled Structural Geology o f Rocks and
Regions. He has participated in numerous
national and international geological
meetings and was a keynote speaker at a
recent conference in England which
focused on a special interest of his; exten
sion of the continental crust by faulting and
shearing. The College was pleased to have
George as a primary speaker at the
National Association of Geology Teachers
meeting convened by Fred Cropp ’54 in
September, 1985.
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Rod K endig ’6 2
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Cleveland City School system. Roger and Anne
(Kopf) Lulow live in Willoughby Hills with
their two sons, Adam and Kyle.
The Kerrs are back in North Carolina,
where they have lived since 1970. During the
1984-85 academic school year, William and
Sandria (Neidus) Kerr were in New Mexico,
where William spent his sabbatical working at
the Los Alamos National Laboratory. He is
professor of physics at Wake Forest U,
Winston-Salem.
Secretaries: David Shriver, 2277 Stillman Rd.,
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118; Genie Henson
Hatch, 402 Linda Lane, Wentzvilte, MO 63385.
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On June 5, 1985, Rod K endig ’6 2
became City Manager of Pensacola,
Florida. This is not the first time that he
has entered the political arena. From
October 1978 to November 1984, Rod
served as the County Administrator for
Escambia County. The News Journal points
out that “During his six years as County
Administrator he demonstrated keen
leadership and at times a cat-like ability to
land on his feet and survive the vagaries of
county politics.” After his county service
Rod returned to the private sector as vicepresident of public finance with
Southeastern Municipal Bonds, Inc.
As City Manager, he will oversee the
city’s $60 million-a-year budget and be
responsible for more than 800 city em
ployees. But, the article states, “he has
proven his mettle and has a capable and
willing council ready to get on with the
tasks ahead.”
The articles and cartoon which
appeared in the Pensacola News Journal
reflect the respect and appreciation the
community accords Rod. The community’s
esteem for Rod is evidenced by the many
awards he has received. They include both
the Rose Award from the League of
Women Voters and the Special Community
Achievement award from the Chamber of
Commerce for his leadership during
hurricane Frederick in September, 1979.
He also received the 1983 Professional
Leader of the Year Award presented by the
Chamber of Commerce and the Pensacola
News Journal.

of Northminster Church in Cincinnati. He
intends to return to the parish ministry full
time.
Anyone passing through the Carlisle, PA,
area is welcome to stay overnight at the home
of Robert Line. Call him at 717-243-1281.
Secretary: Peggy McAnlis Mueller, 5510 South
Garfield Ave., Hinsdale, IL 60521.
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The worldwide public relations firm, Hill
and Knowlton, Inc., has named Richard Hyde
general manager of the Chicago office. Dick
has been with H&K since 1962 and with the

Katharine Doob Sakenfeld’s book,
Faithfulness in Action was published by
Fortress Press last spring.
Secretaries: Peter Wright 1918 Bauss St,
Midland, M I 48640; Jane Trout Clippinger,
2818 Pomeroy, Louisville, K Y 40218.
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’’Come on up for a visit!” writes Jean
King, from Anchorage, Alaska. If you go in
June or July, you can visit her at the Girl
Scout Camp Togowood, sixty miles from
Anchorage. Jean lives at 2430 Spurr Lane, in
Anchorage, 99503.
During the holiday season, Warren and
Sandra Shallenberger Young were on board
Sun Line’s Stella Oceanis where Warren served
as guest lecturer on Halley’s Comet and
conducted sky shows at night. “Besides having
beautiful skies for viewing the comet, we had
quite a thrill when a 727 jet flew us beside
Angel Falls, Venezuela. Having canyon walls
on either side of us was a strange experience.”
Jane Ehemann, associate professor of
geography at Shippensburg U, is serving as
president of the Pennsylvania Geographical
Society this year.
Secretary: Nancy Brown Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr., NW, Canton, OH 44718.
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Richard Hyde

firm’s Chicago office since 1978. He is a
faculty member of the Stone & Webster
Management Consultants, Inc., and has spoken
and written extensively on crisis communication
management.
From Ft. Pierce, FL, Sandra Feldman
Asomaning writes that she is teaching high
school English and has joined Pilgrim Way

With both children out of the “nest,”
Susanne Fox is enjoying new-found singlehood

and finds Columbia, MD, a good place to be.
She is working as a word processor for Paine
Webber Mortgage Finance in Columbia. In her
free time she likes to play tennis, swim,
bicycle, and hike.
John Abel has been named professor
and chairman of the department of biology at
Lehigh U in Bethlehem, PA.
Margaret Lenderking Hale received an
M.S.W. degree from Syracuse U in May, 1985,
and is now a program coordinator at Western
Monroe Mental Health in Rochester, NY. Son
Jonathan is a freshman at RPI, Timothy a
senior at Brockport High School.
Secretary: Gretchen Yant Robinson, 608
Conley, Ada, OH 45810.
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On a leave of absence from his position
as associate executive of the Presbytery, Paul
Randall has been serving as interim minister

R ichard E vans

Congregational Church. Daughter Margaret is a
junior at Harvard, son David is a teacher in
Connecticut, and daughter Susan works for
Family Planning International Assistance in
New York City.
Congratulations to Richard Evans who
has been named director of customer
communications for Nationwide Insurance,
Columbus, OH. He and his wife, Joyce, have
three children and reside in Worthington, OH.
Secretaries: A1 Edel, 6805 Market Square Dr.,
McLean, VA 22101; Joyce Cappon, 205
Yoakum Parkway, No. 522, Alexandria, VA
22304.
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For the past twelve years, Jackie
has been working with an
ecumenical community of Protestant and
Catholic adult educators designing and offering
courses, retreats, and workshops in the
churches. With a colleague, Jackie has written
a core course in book form under the title of
Doorways to Christian Growth (WinstonSeabury). She says, “It is good to get word
from churches and individuals who are using
ttje book in various ways, particularly in foster
Sifts and developing ministries.
Wayne Thonen is now in his second
year of teaching Latin at Salisbury, NC, High
School, and really enjoys his students. He also
teaches photography and assists the journalism
staff in that capacity.
Donna Harbison Douglass has finished
her fourth and final year as the Virginia Music
Teachers Association’s (VMTA) state chair in
charge of student auditions for the National
Baldwin Keyboard Competition. She serves on
jfre executive board of the Central Virginia
Chapter of VMTA as immediate past-president,
and also yearbook and orientation chair for the
Sfoup. Jim and Donna’s two sons were married
frhs year and daughter Deanna is a freshman at
Roanoke College in Salem, VA.
Secretaries: Janice Douglas Grim, 17867 E.
Lincoln Way, Dalton, OH 44618; Bob
Humphreys, 98 Youngwood Rd., Pittsburgh,
15228.
S tra u b McMakin
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Eugene and Ann Hill Smith are living
ln Omaha, NB, where Ann teaches protestant
Religion at Boys Town High School, and her
nusband is an executive recruiter.
We are happy to hear that Fred Barrett
’? recovering well from a heart attack in
jcugust, 1985. His two restaurants, two mobil
°°d units, cheese shop, and catering service
are doing well. Fred has a thirty acre garden to
SuPPly vegetables for his businesses.
The College of Wooster library now has
a copy 0f (jjg JjqqJj 0f pogujg edited by Mary
r°w. The book, published by the Latin
•JJ'erican Review Press, is entitled Woman
no Has Sprouted Wings: Poems by Contememary Latin American Poets. Mary is currently
l e s s o r of English at Colorado State U. In
. °4 she won the Poetry Fellowship from the
ational Endowment for the Arts.
.
News from Ned and Helen Davis
Vlartin of West Newton, MA, tells of a new
®sition for Helen. She is working for a
c sP'tal and alcohol treatment center,
°rdinating a consortium of fourteen school

systems that are committed to developing
programs in the area of education to prevent
alcohol/drug abuse. Ned continues to serve as
the senior pastor of Second Church of Newton.
On a trip to see my oldest son, who also lives
in the Boston area, I (Erla) have been able to
visit with them.
Secretary: Erla Jean Lewis Reeves, 11693
Althea Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 15235. Tel.
412-242-2322.
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Jim Douglass is president of the Central
Virginia Men’s Horticultural Club and serves
on the board of directors of the Lynchburg
Society of Engineers and Scientists. In Nov.,
1985, he was elected by the voters of Lynch
burg to be one of two city directors for the
Robert E. Lee Soil and Water Conservation
district.
Helen Davis Guastavino spent
Christmas in Key Largo with all the family and
even managed to get tickets for the Orange
Bowl game. Son Rafael is a senior at Penn
State, daughter Elizabeth is working on an
M.A. in history at Villanova, and son John is
club-manager at the Sheraton, Key Largo.
Frank and Carolyn Wedge Strang had
a nice visit with Fran and Sue (Jacobs) Park
in Sun City, AZ, and Barb Gwynn Orloff and
husband Dee, who is involved in campus
ministry in Denton, TX. The Strangs son
Dean graduated from the U of Virginia kw
school and is practicing in M dwaute Kns 1S
in the M.B.A. program at the U of Michigan.
At the U of Pittsburgh, Kay Stimson
Atman is looking forward to a sabbatical. Let
us know where you plan to spend your leave,
Kay.
Mimi Fitch Fleming writes that
daughter Cherrie, a graduate of Purdue, is
married and lives in Reston, VA. Son Gary is a
freshman in high school, and daughter Lynn
moved to Akron. Let us know what you are
doing, Mimi.
Both of Marilyn Price Combs sons are
attending Bowling Green State U. Dau8frter
Susan and her husband Greg are in Abilene,
TX.
Jim and Ruth Peterson Ewers were on
campus in August to bring daughter Jenny
back to Wooster for her junior year. They also
attended Jim’s 35th high school reunion while
in the area. Ruth writes that son Gary has hit
he almost’ age. He can almost dove, almost
get a Teal’ job and almost be independent. He
■1
civtppn When not working hard in

J u U a K u r t like to ski and nverboat.
SoJ Kto and wife Kelly are going to school in
Anchorage, Alaska.
Secretary: Vivienne Smith Mason. 165
Grandin Rd., Akron, OH 44313.
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About the time when northwest
Montana’s grizzlies are dennmg die loca
iristm as tree fanners begin then
(Nona) start anticipating e
m t.
d notes some of you send to Kalispeii,
hanks to all of you.
L a» sp m g . Gwendolen! » * » * .

England. They liked it so much that they plan
to return in July to see the places they missed.
We are happy to hear that Sally Spahr
Mellin is recovering well from surgery and is
finished with chemotherapy and radiation
treatments. Bill ’52 has been pastor at the
Riverdale Presbyterian Church in Hyattsville,
MD, for fifteen years. Their son Steve works
in Washington, D.C., and son Tom expects to
leave for the Peace Coips in June. Daughter
Lilace is a freshman at Warren Wilson College,
NC.
Helen Mossbarger Friend kept
chemistry alive in her life by attending an
international scientific conference in Austria in
September. She and husband Bill then toured
Austria, Switzerland and Germany by bus.
Back in this country they took off again for
New York City to see Cats, which they loved,
being cat fanciers in real life. Mossy’s summer
was busy, after working-hours, singing with the
Cleveland Civic Light Opera, which produced
both Camelot and an old-fashioned musical
revue at Lakewood’s Beck Center. The Friends
really keep busy; Bill has started some
spare-time woodcarving and hopes to sell to
galleries eventually.
It was a nice surprise to hear that Rose
Marie and Bob Baab have left the chills and
mosquitoes of Crookston, MN, for a lovely old
Quinby Avenue home in Wooster, OH.
Professionally, Dr. Bob is with an anesthesiolo
gist’s group in Wooster. But for fun he appears
in shows like Annie in Mansfield, works on his
house, admires Rose Marie’s beautiful quilting
projects (she won a national quilting design
contest recently). At Christmas Bob was gear
ing up to have “a houseful of kids, girlfriends,
boyfriends, in-laws, outlaws etc.” The Baabs’
new address is: 842 Quinby Ave, Wooster, OH
44691. How’s the weather in Wooster, Bolt,
compared with Crookston?
Jean Bangham transplanted herself
from Wooster to Oak Ridge, TN, years ago.
But she gets around, and mostly by hiking,
with a pack on her back. Some of you may
have seen the story in National Geographic,
May 1985, about a hiking trip into the Bob
Marshall wilderness, which is in our Montana
neighborhood. Jean was a member of that
group, but her Christmas card noted that the
trip was in 1983; publication was delayed.
There’s Jean, on page 669, “She’s like a
machine on the trail . . . Her legs just keep
churning,” another member of the group
observed. Last August they churned her
through a trip in the Fitzpatrick Wilderness in
Wyoming; she hiked in the Smokies also
during the past year. And she wrote on her re
cent card, “We had a snow hike yesterday —
nothing like the snow you get but it was fun.”
Jean added that in July she had visited Marj
Jillson in Detroit. Send us a smoke signal next
time you are churning around the “Bob,” Jean.
It’s truly wonderful country.
Speaking of Montana’s snow, I try to
keep EUie Hopkirk Stevens supplied with
snow pictures, since there’s not much of that
around St. Croix. Rain, however, is not
unheard of and was making the Stevens’
cistern overflow and the roof leak when she
wrote. But nothing seems to stop EUie from
doing aU kinds of interesting things — a twomonth tour in the summer around the northeast
and then on to Ohio and Indiana for visits with
friends, and for concerts, shopping, sightseeing.
Twice this past year she traveled to the British
Virgin Islands to tune and repair pianos. She
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attended three Kripalu yoga weekend
workshops on St. Croix. She camped at the
National Park on St. John — that’s the park
with “fully furnished tents or cottages available
on one of the world’s most incredible beaches.”
(Maybe the Stevens would like to trade a snow
vacation with someone in Montana.)
Ellie also wrote, “January of 1986 will
find us traveling north to visit our African
daughter, Theodora, who is in the U.S. with
her husband for a few weeks.” They planned
to see their son, Martin, graduate from the
Coast Guard basic training program at Cape
May, NJ, also in January. I (Nona) particularly
enjoyed that revelation since my daughter,
Anne, is a cadet company commander there;
Martin was not in her group, but she looked
him up and reported he was a good recruit,
and had been his company’s assistant recruit
commander.
So a little of the Taylor news gets
intertwined with this. We love it here.
Northwest Montana is a very special part of
the universe. Historically, this is the old west
of Charlie Russell’s paintings, of Indian wars,
mountain men, trappers, traders and vigilantes,
of the coming of the railroads, and of powerful
copper and cattle kings. We’ve enjoyed reading
about it, seeing it and being here. Enough
about us; there’ll be more Christmas card news
next time.
Secretaries: Ronald Felty, 2317 E. Michigan
St., Evansville, IN 47711; Nona Williston
Taylor, 3003 Rufenach Lane, Kalispell, M T
59901.
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Jim and Migs Bonnell Emerson
continue to enjoy San Francisco. Migs com
pleted her Ph.D. in clinical social work in June,
1985. Their son Jed has moved to San
Francisco where he is director of a social
agency, and son John lives in Los Angeles.
Daughter Lynne and her family live in Oregon.
Janet Immel Clark is still living happily
in Lyndhurst, OH, and is active in the music
program of her Presbyterian church. She sends
news of her three sons: Dwight is married and
living in Bay Village, OH, Scott lives and
works in Orleans on Cape Cod, Jim works and
lives at home.
Secretary: Jeanne Milanette Merlanti, 2128
Greenview Dr., Ann Arbor, M I 48103.
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After taking early retirement in August,
1984, John Morey and his wife, Arlene, spent
some time traveling in Europe. In Oct., 1985,
John accepted an invitation from CamegieMellon U to assist in their capital campaign,
which explains why they are now in Pittsburgh.
“We love life in Santa Rosa!” write Bill
and Katharine Bryce Porte. Enjoying
retirement, they keep busy with church
activities, tennis, and five grandchildren, all
living in California.
In Nov., 1985, Crede Hiestand was
re-elected to the Old Fort, OH, Board of
Education. He has served on the board for the
past sixteen years. Crede and his wife,
Dorothiann, have three children.
Lester Selby has been elected senior
vice-president and secretary of the Federal
48
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Reserve Bank of Cleveland, which he joined in
1957.
Secretary: Roy Adams, Suite 308 Waterford
Condominium, 12500 Edgewater Dr., Lakewood,
OH 44107.
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A note from Joan Brumbaugh Smith
tells of another move within Germany. New
address: Babenhausen Elementary School,
A.P.O. NY, 09455-0005. Joan and husband,
Fran, are now living southeast of Frankfurt
where Fran is principal of Babenhausen
Elementary School and Joan is teacher-librarian
at nearby Aschoffenburg Elementary School.
Joan and Fran have become grandparents for
the very first time with the arrival of Amy
Elizabeth to daughter, Janice, and her husband.
Joan says Amy is a charmer and well into
books which pleases grandma. Two of Joan
and Fran’s four children are teachers. Daughter
Beth graduated from Parsons School of Design
in New York and is working in the ’’Big
Apple.” Youngest son, Scott, is in school
majoring in business.
Martha Granger Grass has a new name and
a new address. She is now Mrs. Joe Cooper
and living at 17882 Lamson Rd., Castro Valley,
CA 94546. New husband Joe has four grown
daughters and four grandchildren. These, plus
Martha’s two sons, have given Martha a nice
large family.
A sad note from Adelia Miraldi Harsar
tells of the passing of Donnie MacMahon on
Sept. 9, 1985. Donnie had a hereditary disease
called hemochromatosis which, in the end,
caused congestive heart failure. Donnie is
survived by one brother.
Delma Frelick Burgess writes that they
left Sylvan Beach in June. With the exception
of five years spent in the Netherlands during
the ’70s, they lived in the Rome, NY area for
thirty-four years. Family and warmer climate
drew them to the Mid-Atlantic region. They
hope to take advantage of big city events and
enjoy the natural and historical aspects of the
area.
It’s Valentine’s time, so there can be no
better opportunity to send ’’Love” greetings to
Wooster, where Bruce and I (Ruthanne) met
so many years ago. All of which reminds us of
many good memories from our 35th reunion
last summer. Among those attending was
Charlotte Trumbull Fowles, of Chesterland,
OH., who tells of a special celebration last
October at daughter Sue’s wedding in
Columbus. No less than three grandchildren
participated in the ceremony, for a wonderful
family occasion!
That same month, Hugh ’49, and Elinor
Morris MacMillan journeyed from their home
in Houston to England, Scotland, and Wales.
They drove three thousand miles over back
roads and in rather remote areas. Tracing
Hugh’s roots in Scotland, they actually found
the house were his dad was bom, and the
“MacMillan Cross” in a tiny chapel. Truly,
Ellie writes, “it was a trip of a lifetime!”
Retiring to a year-round vacation home is a
dream for many of us, and that is just what
Elizabeth and Raymond Jolie did last
summer. After commuting to his job in New
York City each day for many years, Ray
retired and moved to a home on the New
Jersey shore at North Beach Haven. Elizabeth
writes that she attended the dedication of a
candleholder in the chapel at West Point, which

was a lovely memorial to her sister-in-law and
our classmate, Meredith Hunter Garver.
A Christmas card from James and
Barbara Caler Dean in State College, PA,
included “Greetings from Penn State.” An in
nocent sounding word from “J.C.’s” employer
could have been taken as a warning, since the
Nittany Lions played the Oklahoma U. Sooners
in football in the Orange Bowl on New Year’s
Day. Now, we’re happy to send “Greetings
from Oklahoma,” since our team prevailed, and
Oklahoma U. has been crowned 1985 National
Collegiate Football Champions. Better “sooner”
than later, right?
One last reminder: look again at our 35th
reunion picture on page 51, Summer, 1985,
Magazine, and at all the smiling faces of “our
class.” Then, sit right down and write to us to
let us know what, and how you’re doing!
Secretaries: Joyce Heath Chapman, 812
Northwestern, Wooster, OH 44691; Ruthanne
Cooper Love, 2017 Srrwkey Hollow Dr., Ed
mond, OK 73034.
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They insisted at our 35th reunion that I
(Lloyd) must stay on as class secretary, but

getting news to relay to the Magazine is slower
than making converts out in Egypt where I
grew up. However, Evelyn Cheadle Thomas,
our long-time Fund representative, sent me a
long, interesting letter, which I must
summarize.
They moved six months ago to 4230
Central Ave., Riverside, CA 92506, when
husband Bob became the new pastor of
Victoria Presbyterian Church, after many years
in Escondido, CA. Evelyn is singing in a chorus
of 140, and still making travel arrangements for
women going to Presbyterian conferences. She
will be taking groups to Italy, Scandinavia, and
Australia, in the next two years. Write her if
you are interested. The Thomases have five
children and four grandchildren.
A twelve-day tour of New Zealand was
the highlight of Edward and Ruth (Carson ’50)
MacAllister’s business/pleasure trip to
Singapore, Australia, New Zealand, and
Honolulu.
Since retirement from Battelle in 1984,
Richard Heffelfinger has been consulting
(analytical chemistry) and traveling. He reports
that his golf scores are in the 80s and 90s.
“I finally did it — got married June 22,
1985,” writes Jeanne Fagan Fallows. She
married a high school classmate, A1 Fallows.
Congratulations, Jeanne.
Margaret Sneed Coplen was so
disappointed that the ’49 column was
non-existent last issue that she decided to
contribute some news. She and Roy are
pleased that their son David returned to live in
Jefferson City, MO, when he became the head
librarian at Lincoln University.
After living for eighteen years in
Cleveland, TN, Frank and Betsy Jones
Hayba moved to Danville, KY, in Nov., where
Frank is working for Whirlpool Corp. Betsy’s
mother died in March, after a long struggle
with Alzheimer’s. Her father will be living with
the Haybas after wintering in Florida. The
good news is the birth of a grandson, Nathan
Ross, on Sept. 29.
The sixth and seventh books of Deane
Ferm have been published: Third World
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Liberation Theologies: A Reader in 1985, and
Third World Liberation Theologies: An
Introductory Survey in 1986.
In February Charles South wick spoke
on “Biological Impacts of Deforestation in
Developing Countries” as part of Ohio
Wesleyan University’s National Colloquium
Speakers Series. A professor of biology at the
U of Colorado, his research interests have been
ln population ecology and animal behavior and
he has conducted more than fifty overseas field
Wps to Asia, Africa and Latin America since
1951. Charles has published five books and
wore than 120 scientific papers. He is a
member of various committees and currently
serves on the Committee for Research and
Explorations of the National Geographic
Society.
Your men’s secretary has not avoided the
newspapers, since a majority of the translators
ln the country have elected him to the
executive committee of the American
Translators Association, as national treasurer.
He has been in a similar job with the largest
local chapter of the ATA in Washington, D.C.
for five years. Now retired, after thirty-eight
years translating Arabic and such for the
government, he seems busier than ever, driving
four children to high school in Annapolis, and
doing more of the housework than before.
How, he will have to travel to Mexico, Albu
querque, Cleveland, and Seattle, etc.,
helping plan the ATA annual conferences. But
ae has made it back to Wooster reunions thirty
limes; liked the Alumni College week so much
Hst year, he may stay for that again, while the
rest of the family have fun on the inlaw’s farm
* Illinois. Lloyd is still active in the Library
Assn., the Dictionary Society, the church choir,
and numerous committees.
Your women’s secretary received a
Christmas card from Tip Anderson Eaton
^ith a picture of her family. The Eatons have
mree beautiful daughters!
A neat letter was received from Bobbie
°°rnitz Hole. She took early retirement from
Caching kindergarten last spring and had a
marvelous time during the summer wandering
ar°und the South and West of our country.
Hobbie lives in her cottage on one-plus acres in
''testern New York and has a gorgeous mobile
u°me. She is looking forward to planting trees,
Ushes, and a vegetable garden.
Christmas is behind us but we (Betty
and B ruce) still savour the memories of time
Stent with our children who came home. Son
ave ’74, wife, Laurie Simon 74, and fourteen
teonth-old Madeline came from Portland;
aughter Susan 79 and husband, Jeffrey
npanic 77, and their son Brian (2-plus years)
Jtere from Evanston, IL; and son Rob 76 and
lte. Carol Gorsica 76, of Bay Village, OH. A
°°d time was had by all.
Bruce, as head chef, did his usual great
p °kmg at our annual Elizabethan Boars Head
c®ast held at the Lakewood Congregational
w-ch in early December. The proceeds from
q 1s event go to the Hunger Centers in
eveve'ar>d. It has grown into quite a community
^ ent with a city-wide following and is a very
„ eeial time for our family, heralding the
r'stmas season,
tim • ear^y December, I (Betty) spent a brief
theV*1
F°sP'tal with chest pain but happily
horn °Ct;ors ^ounti nothing wrong so I went
q, ,e to rest and reduce stress. Close to
to S*rIlas’ just to keep my family on their
bon ’ *
“ to a four-foot sink hole. No broken
es’ just shaken up a bit. After Christmas
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everyone came down with the flu — so we
welcomed the new year.
Now that you know the best, and the
worst from us — let’s hear from you!
Secretaries: Lloyd Vandersall, 16500 Abbey
Dr., Mitchellville, MD 20716; Elizabeth
Kilgore Grandy, 19582 Coffinberry Blvd.,
Fairvieui Park, OH 44126.
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Retirements abound! Guy Ewing writes
that he retired in Aug., 1985, after a thirtythree year career with the Social Security
Administration. His wife, Pat (Williams ’51),
retired from her career as school librarian in
June, 1985.
On Jan. 31, 1986, Ralph Wagner retired
from his position as senior vice-president,
corporate relations, with the J I Case Company.
He joined Case in 1970 and previously had held
management positions during his twenty-oneyear career with General Electric Company.
Ralph is active in his community and currently
is on the board of directors of the Racine
Visiting Nurse Association. He also has been a
director of St. Luke’s Memorial Hospital, the
Racine Chamber of Commerce, and the Racine
Environment Committee.

R alph W agner

Retirement for Ray Gillman became
effective Feb. 1, 1986. Upon leaving his
position as vice-president of public affairs of
Hoover Worldwide, and director of public
affairs for the Hoover Co., Ray unmeclately■
assumed his new part-time duties on the Walsh
College staff as special assistant to the
president for planned giving. His participation
in the affairs of higher education has included
associations with the Ohio Foundation of
Independent Colleges, U of Akron Malone
College, and he was a member of Wooster s
Alumni Board from 1971-74.
Elaine Miller teaches piano in Canton,
OH and continues as organist at Covenant
Presbyterian Church. EUen Miller Bates lives
in Cleveland Heights, and Margaret Miller
Reynolds lives in Orrville, OH. TTeir father,
Harold H. Miller, passed away July 14, iy»o.
Secretaries: Jack & Anne TaylorHunter,
10551 R ivulet Row, Columbia, MD 21044.
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Arthur Southwick writes that he had a
sabbatical leave from teaching at the U. of
Michigan and spent a semester as visiting
professor of health law at Harvard University.
Prior to that, he and his wife toured England
and Scotland.
Have you heard of the singing “Smith
Sisters”? The two girls are daughters of Viv
Douglas Smith. Husband Dave and she
accompany them occasionally as they tour
campuses and clubs around the country, with
Viv and Dave sometimes performing their own
program, “Look up at the Hawks.” The girls
visited the Soviet Union in ’84 and have made
several albums. And we knew their mother!
From San Pedro, CA, Portia Robinson
Spumey tells us she still applies art to all
facets of life, including teaching jewelry design
at San Jacinto. She has been registrar and head
of the Docent program at the Museum of
Decorative Arts in Cherry Valley. Husband
Jack is a chemical engineer and has his own
company.
Your two secretaries would like to brag a
bit about their new grandsons: Marilyn
became a first-time grandmother Nov. 2, 1984,
and Sally’s second grandson (and third
grandchild) arrived Nov. 2, 1985. Guess we’re
all becoming part of the grandparent
generation.
Belated condolences go to Maneeta
Shaffer Heckathome, whose husband died in
late 1983. She is continuing with her music,
performing some, and entertaining frequently.
She says she recently sailed through the
Panama Canal.
Rex Hartzler, insurance agency
manager and avid golfer, lives in Worthington,
OH. He and his wife have three sons and a
grandson, born the same day as the two
mentioned formerly. What jdo the astrologists
have to say about that?
David Redding ’46 should be con
gratulated for his fifteenth book, Before You
Call, I Will Answer. It has been selected by
several book clubs, including Guideposts, and it
includes one of his editorials for Life Magazine.
Dave is currently minister of Liberty
Presbyterian Church near Delaware, OH. Dee
and Dave’s four children include a minister, a
builder, a wildlife artist and a medical student.
The first thing Hope Yee Lee and her
husband, Maurice, did after she retired in June
was head for San Francisco to visit son Jon
and his wife. October found the Lees in China
where Hope visited relatives and went to the
village where her dad was bom and grew up.
In Aug. and Sept, of 1985, Tom
Maxwell went on three archaeological digs to
sites in Spain, Majorca, and Israel.
In what she calls her annual “Disserta
tion,” Helen Willier Disser wrote that she
and Bill are well and happy. Bill is still in
research and develoment at Lockheed in design
(CADAM) for the Nuclear Defense Authority.
To keep his ratings current and for sheer
pleasure, Bill flies whenever possible. This past
year Helen and Bill took two diverse trips. In
June they went on the Colorado River nine-day
raft trip led by Fred Cropp ’54, and in August
they took to the air. Along with ten other
airplanes, they left Great Falls, MT, on a trip
to Alaska and back. They flew over all types
of terrain, made various stops to visit furriers,
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museums, pan gold, eat marvelous food
(moosemeat stew, salmon, etc.), and met
fantastic people.
When she isn’t flying, Helen is singing.
She serves as co-chairman of the AAUW
Singers which entails making bookings,
handling publicity, and acting as liaison with
AAUW. She sings second soprano in the
Madrigals, as well as in the larger group of
Singers. Other interests include bowling,
reading, needlework, painting crafts,
photography, and their two Siamese cats, Mai
and Tai.
Secretaries: Sarah Evans Wachter, 2847
Norma St., Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223;
Marilyn Cordray Lilley, 1201 Taft Ave.,
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223.
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In Dallas, OR, Warren Hall is busy and
happy completing improvements to his five
wooded acres. He hopes to finish the construc
tion of a small bam in 1986. To familiarize
himself with the Pacific N.W. conditions,
vegetation, trees, etc., he has been taking
extension forestry courses.
Secretaries: Peggy Hunter Bergreen, 1317
Highland Terrace, Olean, N Y 14760; Elizabeth
Cleaveland Ewell, 9000 Indian Ridge Rd.,
Cincinnati, OH 45243.
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What a treat to have so much news to
share from Christmas notes. Jeanne Roberts
Flegel enjoyed looking at the reunion picture in
the Magazine and regrets that recitals come at
just that time of year. We all look so young
and vital, according to Jeanne. Isn’t she nice?
Nancy Helm Hueston has taken a three
month leave of absence from her job in
Pittsburgh to spend the winter months in
Tuscon, AZ, along with husband, Harry, and
her 96-year-old dad. Since our reunion the
Huestons have had some health problems but
this should fix them up. Their three sons and
families live in that area so they will really
enjoy their grandchildren.
The Christmas card from Esther
Swinney Frederick was a painting of the
quaint town of Chagrin Falls where “The
Gathering” was filmed. Esther and Bill enjoyed
several performances of the Ohio Light Opera
this past summer and also the Shaw Festival at
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario. Bill is still
working at Nela Park and Esther says her life
is about the same. They have three, soon to be
four, grandchildren.
1985 was a happy and rewarding one for
Jeanne Swan Garnett and family. They
acquired a lovely new daughter in a wedding
ceremony conducted by grandpa Swan in the
same church where Jeanne and Gordon were
married forty years ago. All their children are
busy and enjoying their various jobs. The
Garnetts are excited about the cottage they
started building on their property last summer
on the coast of Maine.
For Jeanne Haffa McKown and Curt it
was a year of the three R’s — Retirement,
Rotary and Reunion. Jeanne hated to leave her
kindergarten class but the incentives were too
good to do otherwise and Curt wanted her to
travel with him on his visits as Rotary District
Governor. They visited sixty-nine Rotary clubs
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throughout Southern Ontario and Western New
York, seeing family and friends along the way.
“It was a wonderful, stimulating and fattening
experience.”
Sally Lantz Gorcyca says 1985 was a
good year and 1986 will be better. Maybe this
will be the year they travel north to Ohio?
Retirement suits them. Ed ’48 is golfing and
studying Spanish while Sally keeps busy with
clubs, church, and giving book reviews.
The long letter from Peg Miller Simon
should have a column all its own. To put her
news in a nutshell: “Having had four sons, you
can imagine the thrill of acquiring two
daughters-in-law and then a granddaughter,
named Katie. John, Jeanneanne, and Katie live
in Columbus as do Scott and Beth. Brad is in
Hyde Park, NY, and Gary lives at home in
Boardman.” Peg is still waiting for two more
daughters-in-law. What a great way to get girls
in the family. Peg took a trip to Europe,
mainly Germany, for sightseeing and family
research. She visited an old village church
where ancestors of her children had been
baptized in the 1600s. Peg is looking forward
to her retirement from the Youngstown Public
Library (surely before our fiftieth) so she can
get on with her many projects, one of which is
translating a book of old German local church
records on her cherished IBM PC.
In late January Norm and I, Virginia,
had dinner at Hawkins Cafeteria in Wooster
with Emily Kuhles Infield and Emie. From
her Christmas note I found out that Anna
Goshom Oldman is connected with the
Massanetta Springs Presbyterian Resort in
Harrisonburg, VA. Emily also heard from
Courtney Francy Morrison and husband,
who live in Omaha, NB.

Now that Jane Hoop Umbel has retired
as assistant director of the Public Library of
Youngstown and Mahoning County, she plans
on enjoying retirement with her family, and
spending more time traveling, gardening, and
reading. Jane and her husband, Jack, have two
sons, a daughter, and five grandchildren.
The class extends sympathy to Ruth
Frost Parker whose husband, Bill, was killed
in the crash of his private plane on Nov., 9,
1985.
From Manhattan Beach Helen Fruend
Grossman writes that she continues to be a
social activist in Southern California, working
for the rights of refugees, against the arms
race, for jobs for peace, for the Farm Workers’
Union, for alternatives for prisons, and
tirelessly against the military involvement in
Central America. She hopes that all Wooster
grads will inform themselves on these issues
and work for a peaceful, just world.
Congratulations to Lois Barr Cook who
was inducted into Ohio Women’s Hall of Fame
in Nov., 1985. She was recognized for her
achievements in the areas of science, education,
and volunteer work.
At the 40th reunion last year, Stan
Morse was called “Mouse” all day, for the
first time in forty years, and enjoyed it. He and
his wife, June, were glad to see so many old
friends. But, Stan writes, “You can't go home
again. Glad to see old Kenarden, Babcock and
Holden still there, but no sign of The Shack
which was the hub of my four years, and so
many new buildings I got lost. The crowning
blow was to see the old swimming pool in
Severance Gym all floored over and the whole
gym turned into some kind of arty thing!”
Stan’s work takes the Morses around the
country and overseas pretty regularly. They
have four sons and four grandchildren.
Secretaries: Samuel Ronsheim, RR 1, Rt. 63,
Box 65, Dansville, N Y 14437; Virginia
Kroehle Wengatz, 7450 West 130th St.,
Middleburg Hts., OH 44130.
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Lois B arr Cook

Edith Kunneke Julson and husband
are enjoying retirement in St. Paul, MN. Hope
all these classmates make it to our next
reunion.
Mary Louise Findlay Hudson ’46 was
nice enough to send a snapshot of Sally
Sargent Bleichrodt and John sitting with
Norm and me (Virginia) at out reunion
luncheon at the Wooster Country Club. We
look happy and well-fed.

“With warm greetings and renewed
hopes for peace, contentment and joy,” was the
theme that rang through your many Christmas
greetings. Classmates, please put us on your
Fourth of July list so we can have another
bang-up column!
Kristine Mortenson Hotaling certainly
is involved with life in Maywood, NJ. Husband
Harold is doing a lot of volunteer work for the
VFW since his retirement, and Kris is still
teaching and very involved with the reorganiza
tion of the schools. She is a member of
Maywood’s school board, program curricula
committee and the District 38 legislative
delegate to the New Jersey School Boards. Son
John married Sue Amerman Sept. 1, 1985.
Daughter Emily and her family were expected
home for Christmas.
Our singing star, Joanne Gault Cortelyou, sent their family picture which portrays
fifteen smiling family members — three
generations of course. And smiling they are
since Cort ’43 is now feeling and looking
wonderful after surgery following three
aneurysms in September. In June and July Cort
and Jo had an exciting trip tcf Alaska and
Western Canada. They had a 40th anniversary
dinner with friends in Haines and “the kids”
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gave them a surprise party upon their return
home.
We received a very nostalgic letter in
December from George Mulder. He was
recalling how, after serving in North Africa and
Anzio-Nettuno in the early 40s, he arrived in
Rome and was befriended by a gracious family
who had a piano. He visits Alberto, the son,
whenever he’s in Rome. Families in Dettweiler,
Strasbourg and Morsbrunn were consistently so
gracious in their invitations to share musical
experiences. These all come to mind as he
visits with Dr. Parmelee. “His modesty, and
his dedication, his excellence, and his sincerity
have always been paramount — he’s the
greatest!”
Ruth McClelland Robinson is
expecting the arrival of her seventh grandchild
in May. She sees her New England families
fairly often but not so with son David and his
family who serve with World Vision in
Mauritancia, West Africa.
Another family that celebrated a 40th
wedding anniversary was that of Edgar and
Edith Beck Stockton. Their four children,
their mates, and ten (at that time) grand
children had a lovely dinner party for them in
the Virginia area where they live seven months
°f the year. The other five they spend in
Lehigh Acres, FL. Their local First
Presbyterian Church has had two interim
ministers from Wooster: Vernon Smith ’35 and
Rodger Sillars ’39. Congratulations on the
arrival of your sixth granddaughter, Sarah
Elizabeth!
It’s a joy to share the heart warming
message from Ernie and Rachel Shobert
Taylor. They are both especially grateful for
healing and continued improvement and for the
loving care of their children, relatives and
friends. They feel so fortunate to have three of
fheir families located in Wooster. All the
children and grandchildren are well and busy in
•heir various interests.
Bob and Emadel Daniel Ramsay
Welcomed Joe Moccia into the family. He and
their daughter, Peggy, were married Nov. 29,
1985. Bob, who was being treated for
leukemia, was allowed to leave the hospital for
the ceremony. Son Doug and Shirley are
moving to Memphis, TN, where he is in the
held of air transportation. In January Emadel
consolidating her activities in preparation
mr becoming State President of Church
, °men United in Massachusetts. Congratulah°ns on your challenging new assignment!
Elizabeth Blough Corathers writes
that in August, Bruce ’46 and Courtney Francy
Morrison ’45 stopped in for an all-too-brief visit
!? Corona Del Mar, CA. The Corathers live in
Dmaha, NE.
Nancy Ruth Bertram enjoyed reunions
With high school and nursery school friends in
985 and hopes to enjoy a Wooster reunion in
986. She is still busy gardening and
Crocheting.
Secretarx;s: Jane Elliott Linnell, 1918 Yuma
Okemos, MI 48864, Richard F. West,
117 West 125th St., Pahs Park, IL 60464.
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v
Chuck and Katherine Kruse Colwell
ave lived in Westchester County, NY, for the
ast twenty-five years, and are now
°ntemplating a move to North Carolina. Chuck
lred the first of the year from Union
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Carbide, where he was manager of regulatory
services. Last March, Katherine left her depart
ment office manager position at Cornell U in
White Plains. Their three children and four
grandchildren are scattered from Cleveland to
Oregon, so of course they expect to be seeing
something of the U.S. They’ve enjoyed lots of
bicycling in the last few years and have cycled
in Holland, Germany, France, and Ireland, and
hope to do more. We hope you do! It sounds
like a fun, healthy way to see the world!
Congratulations to Lois Wilson Miles
Scott, who is now Mrs. Tom Schmeid. They
both may retire soon (she’s still a stock
broker), and when they do, they plan to play
the stock market, play bridge, and travel. One
place Tom would like to visit is Wooster, since
it is so much a part of Lois’ past. They were
planning a family reunion at Christmas, when
the four Miles girls would be meeting Tom.
Our very best wishes to you, Lois!
A letter from Bill and Wilma Oliver
Barr starts out, “God has been good to us. He
has led us into an exciting and fulfilling life
with enough trials and tribulations to keep us
humble and thankful for His love and care.
Bill retired in 1982 after his third bout
with serious heart problems. He had been
director of Okontoe Fellowship, which they
started as an experimental ministry in 1971 in
northern Minnesota, under the Duluth
Presbytery. It expanded through the years, and
when they retired, there were thirty people
involved in living in the community, working
together in a counseling, teaching, camping,
youth training and mission outreach program.
They have a base at Okontoe Campground out
of Grand Marais, MN, from which mission
teams go out to work with Canadian Indians,
and a base in St. Cloud, MN, from which
teaching and counseling teams minister to five
surrounding states.
Willie says that one of the great joys of
heir ministry at Okontoe is that four of their
5ve children and their families are also involved
n this ministry. Their son Don and his wife
ire nearing the end of their second term in
Indonesia as Wycliffe Bible Translators. Three
if the Barrs’ children graduated from Wooster.
They love travel and have been to many
'ountries. Hunting has been a hobby of Bill’s
ind, if they can find a buyer for his man-eater
igress skin, they may travel to Indonesia to
tisit their son Don, and his family! Willie says
ler hobbies are music, knitting, and grand-^
ihildren - in the reverse order! The Barrs
rew address: 2055 E. Hampton, Apt. 162,
Mesa, AZ 85204. In their new role as
‘snowbirds” in Arizona, they are finding
ulfillment in Bill’s writing. They are now
-esearching his fifth book. His first book,
Counseling With Confidence was Published in
L981. The second, The Glue That Holds Life
Together, is now under contract and numbers
hree and four are “making the rounds of the
mblishers. They write, “The joy of being
nvolved in a very exciting, alive church in
^handler, AZ, makes our retirement great.
Secretary: Ida Snodgrass Arthurton, 4737
Aim Del City. OK 73115.
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Although retired, Elberta Wagner
leming is busier than ever. She has been
riting a history of the Lake Erie Nature an
cience Center in Bay Village, OH, which she
iunded and has directed for thirty-two years.

Currently, she is a member of the Friends of
Los Penasquitos Canyon Preserve. This group
of citizens is trying to save the beautiful
historical canyon from the ravages of
“bulldozer developers.” Elberta also has been
teaching enrichment school programs in
oceanography and the Indian culture of the
California Kumeyaay Indians. She says her
Wooster graduate sons, Alex and David, and
their wives have provided three future
“Wooster” grandchildren.
After his retirement in 1981 as deputy
director of the division of International
Programs at the National Science Foundation,
Max Hellmann worked as deputy director of
the US-Israel Binational Science Foundation in
Israel until 1983. Since then he has lived in
semi-retirement in Washington and occasionally
does consulting related to international science
activities.
Barbara McConnell Kempf spells
retirement T-R-A-V-E-L. After a Christmas
visit to Atlanta to be with son Jimmy and his
family, she visited John and Jane Cotton
Boyd in Albuquerque. She stopped in
Cleveland long enough to open her mail and
then took off for Washington, D.C., and in
February traded Cleveland snow for Florida
sunshine. Dr. Steven Kempf has been named
head of the research program in Marine
Biology at Auburn U, AL. He has been asked
to set up his own lab in the department of
Zoology. Congratulations, Steve!
Lois Putnam Forbes and Ozzie
consider themselves extremely lucky — one
hundred percent recovery from their near-fatal
automobile accident in September. In honor of
Constitution Day (Sept. 17), daughter Anne
presented them with a little amendment of
their own — Caryn Elizabeth Oswald in
Washington, D.C.
Dottie Pisor Cooper is enjoying
retirement after eighteen-plus years of working
as a school librarian. Dottie and Warren were
delighted when their daughter Marcia’s cat,
Rosetta, was awarded “Top Cat for 1985” of
the U.S. Dottie and Warren traveled to North
Carolina in Sept., and are now planning a visit
to Rome, Italy, in May where they will meet
Chuck who will show them the high spots of
Italy. Sounds like great fun!
Dave ’40 and Jane Robinson Gillespie
are now calling 873 Winter St., Wooster,
home. Their new Tudor-style home is near
Jane’s brothers, John and Charles, and her
sister, Leila. Dave is continuing to do some
teaching at the Mi Medical School and Jane
plans to remain active on the Community ReEntry Project. They plan to stay members of
Calvary Presbyterian Church in Cleveland
where they have been so active. Jane was very
pleased to be named a commissioner by the
Presbytery and, as a special delegate, attended
the Presbyterian General Assembly in
Indianapolis.
While son David is traveling in Florence,
Italy, in connection with a program at Kent
State, they will baby-sit his two cats. With
them for Thanksgiving was their Wilmette, IL,
family: Patricia, with market research nation
wide; Marvin, owner and manager of a carpet
store in Evanston, IL; grandchildren, Douglas,
an honor student specializing in astronomy, and
Jill, an eleven-year old gymnast. The Danbury,
CT, family includes: Tom, a cardio-pulmonary
technician at Danbury Hospital; Lois, doing
private duty nursing in the same hospital;
grandchildren, Susan, (14), an honor student
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E lderhosteling
in Britain

F ish in g village o f Palperro, Cornwall.

What is an Elderhostel? We asked
Barbara and B ill Sharp ’4 2 that question
when they returned in September from
three weeks with Elderhostel and two
weeks on their own in Britain. The Sharps
agree with Elderhostel’s own statement
that it “combines the best traditions of
education and hosteling for elder citizens
on the move — reaching out to new
experiences.” Elderhostel is a network of
over 800 colleges and other educational
institutions in the U.S., Canada, and abroad
which offer special low-cost, short-term,
residential academic programs for older
adults. Courses are not for credit — there
are no exams, no grades, no required
homework, although outside reading may
be recommended. A tour guide travels with
the group and each university provides a
course manager, who makes arrangements
for the excursions and acts as liaison
between the university, tour guide, doctors
if needed, and group members.
To further explain Elderhostel, we
asked Barbara and Bill to share their
experience with us. Upon arrival in
England, they were met by an Elderhostel
agent and taken to the International Hotel
to recover from jet lag. The next morning
(a Wednesday) they departed by train from
Bangor, Wales. Wednesday was always
travel day for the group. Thursday,
Friday, Monday, and Tuesday were lecture
mornings; Thursday and Monday after
noons were devoted to a course-related
excursion. Saturday was an all-day
excursion and the other afternoons and
Sunday were free. However, optional tours
were offered for those times and the Sharps
found them so attractive that they usually
took them. The course titles of their
Elderhostel in Britain were: The Economy
of Wales (first week), Plymouth — West
Country in Song (second week), and Roman
London (third week).
They learned about the economy of
Wales through lectures, tours of museums,
woolen mills and mines, and the country
side itself. The main lecturer was Eryl
Rothwell Hughes, who quickly became a
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favorite with the group. A fluent speaker,
well acquainted with the history of
Wales/England, he was able to make it
come alive. Excursions in Wales included
Bangor Cathedral, Beaumaris and its castle;
Welsh Slate Museum at Llanberis; slate
mines at Llechwedd; woolen mill in
Trefriw; a quaint village named Betws-yCoed.
Ian Marshall was their lecturer for
the stay in Plymouth. A singer of ballads,
Ian led them through the West Country by
lecture and song. The topics of the songs
he played and sang ranged from mining,
farming, marching, fighting, dancing to
romancing. Excursions to the theatre, a
small fishing village in Cornwall, and a
Pirate museum, supplemented the lectures.
In London, Paul Herbert, an
archaeologist with the Museum of London,
taught the course on Roman London.
Besides lectures, Mr. Herbert also
conducted historical-archaeological walking
tours. The group saw remnents of Roman
walls and buildings and were able to view
an excavation in progress in the Billings
gate area where the ruins of the road that
led to the original London Bridge were
discovered.
After their Elderhostel courses were
completed, the Sharps rented a car and
toured other sections of England before
returning home. Along the way they stayed
in Bed and Breakfast homes and inns,
twice in small villages of fifty or so 16th
century cottages, one castle, and one or
two pubs. In Amerley, near Arundel, they
were helped in their B & B search by an
American, Margaret Hepburn, who with
her husband, is a good friend of Jim ’42
and Tink (Carter ’43) Vitelli. Later, said
Barbara and Bill, “We met and dined with
a couple from the Philadelphia area. He
was formerly in advertising and remembers
Bob Wilder ’42, though he doubted Bob
would recall him from that previous time.
We certainly felt the spirit of ’42 that day!”

and volunteer in the hospital; David, (12), a
good student who loves baseball and bowling.
The Madison, CT, family includes: Bruce, a
nuclear engineer with Canberra, who travels
extensively as a consultant for nuclear
monitoring devices; Kathy, accepted by the
Episcopal Bishop to study for the priesthood,
hopes to enter Yale Divinity School this fall;
Robert, (7), doing well with studies and violin;
Aaron,(3), is doing well in being a lovely
grandchild.
Jane and Dave invite us to visit them in
their new home and hope you will drop in for
homecoming and class reunions.
Secretaries: James Vitelli 100 Pennsylvania
A ve., Easton, PA 18042; Jean Hudson, 18328
Newell Rd., Shaker Heights, OH 44122.
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Plan to attend our 45th reunion, June
5-8! Many activities are being planned that you
will not want to miss.
One class member who plans to come is
Robert Laubach. He wrote from his home in
Syracuse, NY, about his work and travels with
Laubach Literacy International, founded by his
father. He is a retired life member of the board
of trustees and travels frequently to visit many
of the seven hundred Laubach volunteer
literacy councils. His wife, Fran, usually
accompanies him. They plan a trip in May to
Laubach, West Germany, to help his namesake
city celebrate its 1200th anniversary. Literacy is
Bob’s mission. Most of us are familiar with the
“Each one, teach one” programs, and perhaps
some class members would like to volunteer to
help with this world project.
Mildred McClellan Winderl writes that
she and Carol Wilcox Blandford and Carol’s
husband Bud met in Boston and toured New
England in early October. Living in Orlando,
Carol and Bud miss seeing the beautiful colors
of Fall. In late summer Harriet MacGillivray
Redmond, Eunice Maclnnes Mitchell,

Robert Elbright Fohl ’39 and Mildred all had
lunch together, while Eunice was in Canton
visiting Roberta.
Frances Zoeckler has continued
working with the New York City Department
of Health in a variety of positions. Her latest is
physician in charge of the Social Hygiene Clinic
in the Bronx. Frances plans to retire at the end
of 1986 and move to Rio Rondo Estates, New
Mexico, in the spring of 1987.
Secretary: Mary Elizabeth Johnsten Ellis,
2833 Rocky Ridge, El Paso, TX 79904.
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Elderhostel group w atching the excavation o f
the R om an road.

Margie Lane Bowden has had new
responsibilities this winter as president of the
board of trustees of Fairmont Presbyterian
Church in Kettering, and in helping care for
two grandsons, 3 and 1, while their mother
recovered from back surgery. Many thanks to
Margie for sharing the next four items.
Helen Sproul Halbeck and her sister
Isabelle enjoyed two weeks in England and
Wales in 1985. Helen’s twin, doctor sons have
left private practice for HMO in Phoenix and
St. Louis.
Kay Spreng Mutctrler broke her hip in
Jan., 1985, not on the ice but in her own living
room! She wrote that by Christmastime she
was “back fairly well” to her regular routine.
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Husband Bruce “is still farming and keeping
some cows and a crop of kittens for the grand
children.”
Another traveler on a “Get-Up-and-Go”
Passport is Ruth Bishop. She used hers to
visit Massachusetts and Batavia, NY, the latter
several times, once for her 50th high school
reunion. With two friends, Ruth took a bus
tour through the National Parks in the West.
Seeing the beauty of the parks and animals
was enhanced by a U.C.L.A. professor
emeritus and his “detailed comments about the
geography, geology and botany of the areas.”
With twelve other teachers Ruth took a
tiventy-three day trip to five cities in the
U.S.S.R. “Peace posters were everywhere and
they repeatedly told us they wanted peace.”
Edith Maslin Ronne also had a “travel
year.” June and part of July she was in
Norway to visit her late husband Finn’s
brother, and in Yugoslavia and Belgium. In
August, Edith and her daughter’s family were
at the Penguin Encounter at Sea World in
California, where they were taken behind the
scenes and even into the penguin display. Two
tops to Florida and a November week in St.
Thomas and St. John in the Virgin Islands
complete the travel list.
Somehow, between the trips, Edith has
been cataloguing Finn’s papers for the National
Archives. She and Rachel Linnell Wynn had
a joyous mini-reunion in October, for the first
bme since college days. On Dec. 17 Edith
sPoke and cut the ribbon to open the new polar
exhibit at the Naval Memorial Museum at the
Navy Yard in Washington, D.C. “It will feature
American Explorers Wilkes, Byrd, and Finn,
and is very well done as well as a particularly
n'ce tribute.”
Clara Smith Patton and her daughter
bally had “a wonderful two weeks in Paris and
Florence” last fall. Clara spent Christmas in
Cucson with her sons and their families.
Mary Lou Gaehr Kohn sent a
remarkable letter telling of her life since
graduation from Wooster. She is a graduate of
toe Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing,
Case Western Reserve, Cleveland, where she
also received a Master of Nursing degree in
1943. While she was a student nurse, she met
?n Mem, Howard D. Kohn, whom she married
'n 1944. After nursing during WW II and
tong in Boston while Howard did post
graduate work at Harvard, Mary Lou joined
toe faculty of her nursing school alma mater.
ublishers asked her to write a textbook on
°Perating room technique. Mary Lou has
Prepared six editions of Berry and Kohn’s
ftroduction to Operating Room Technique,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., four with Edna Berry,
a nurse, and two with Lucy Jo Atkinson, a
torse of similar educational background who
Mended Wooster 1949-51 (class of 1953).
Ublication of the sixth edition was expected
, ® fall. Mary Lou says it is her last edition,
. ut the book will go on. It has been translated
into several languages and is used interMonally and by the Armed Services.
Mary Lou and Howard, now director of
Phthalmology at St. Luke’s Hospital in
eveland, travel to many national and some
-j, ernational nursing and medical symposiums,
^veiling as much as possible over the entire
'. tod many other countries is only one of
con'r k°bbies. Mary Lou, a gourmet cook, has
p toted over 500 cookbooks. She also enjoys
dpencb beading, needlepoint, and cake
c°ration. They are Civil War buffs and
toward is a “ham” radio operator.
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The Kohns’ daughter, Marcia, is a
graduate of Ohio Wesleyan and followed her
mother into the field of nursing, even to the
same school. She is an infection control nurse
at University Hospitals in Cleveland, where
she, too, has met a doctor.
For thirty-five years Mary Lou was
active in a staggering number of community
services. It is no wonder she is listed in Who’s
Who of American Women and The World
Who’s Who of Women.
The class sends belated sympathy to
Estelle Timberlake Bailey whose husband
Carl died last fall. We also send sympathy to
Betsy Howard Mathis whose husband Carl
’37, died suddenly Dec. 23, 1985, and to Anna
Lou Craig Plessinger, whose husband Clancy
died during heart surgery on Jan. 22, 1986.
Anna Lou wrote that the whole family
(three sons, two daughters, seven grandsons
and one granddaughter) were home for
Christmas. Clancy had been busy subbing, even
in home economics. “A Wooster education
makes it possible to sub in anything. Well —
just about anything.” Clancy entered the
hospital Jan. 20, and though the actual valve
replacement went well, his heart was worn out
as a result of childhood rheumatic fever. Our
class will remember Clancy as being active in
band and in psychology and sociology clubs,
but especially in cross country and track.
I (Frank) actually received a letter from
a classmate — George Joseph. He admitted
that his move from snowy Connecticut to
sunny Nevada prompted him to write, but it
was encouraging to know that someone
recognized the difficult time class secretaries
have in gathering current information. The
Joseph’s new address: 7138 West Mission Hills
Dr, Las Vegas, NV 89113. Their son Jon,
senior vice-president and chief counsel of the
Valley Bank of Nevada, two grandchildren,
along with some health problems which
George’s wife, Jeanne, has been having, were
factors in the decision to go West. Now, if
George can just stay out of the gambling
casinos, they should have a great retirement
life.
David Gillespie, associate professor of
medicine, has limited his teaching at Case
Western Reserve U to part time.
Paul and Mary (Johnsten ’41) Ellis
describe the year 1985 as a good one for their
family. "We had some crises, some travel,
some remodeling, some moving, and an
operation.” They are enjoying the renovation to
their home, a sun and study area with a
magnifient view of the mountain beyond.
My (Frank) retirement became fact in
early January, and I’m gradually making the
necessary adjustments in my life style to
accommodate it. The family presented me with
a personal computer because, as they expressed
it they felt I should have a sophisticated
plaything to occupy my time. Since I had never
touched one before, it certainly is fulfilling that
mission. I also continue to bowl in a league and
to be active in the Kiwanis Club of Baltimore
City, the meetings of which I can now reach
via our new Metro system on a senior citizen
fare rate. Getting old isn’t so bad after all.
Secretaries: Frank Thatcher, 1325 W arwick
Dr., Lutherville, M D 21093: Katherine
Olthouse Davis, 2 0 8 8 R iverhill Rd., Columbus,
O H 43221.
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Let’s start out with some happy news,
thanks to a Christmas letter from Harry ’43
and Virginia Lee '42 Bigelow. Congratulations
to Ernest Bigelow on his marriage last
September to Rachel, a friend of many years.
We’ll all look forward to meeting Rachel in ’89
at our 50th reunion.
More good news from Paul and Ruth
Allison Thompson. They became grand
parents twice this year and are having a ball
babysitting. A trip to Arizona and California
last April was timed just right to see the desert
in bloom. May found them in Ohio for
Tommy’s 50th Western Reserve Academy
(high school) reunion; then an August cruise on
the Queen Elizabeth II topped off their travels.
Sounds like a great year for y’all!
George ’40 and Ellen McGraw
Jennings went to Ellen’s 50th high school
reunion in Bellaire, OH, in May. Retirement in
North Carolina agrees with them. Our
sympathy to you, Ellen, on the death of your
mother, Vera Clements McGraw ’09. How
lucky you were to have her live to be 99 years
old.
We learned from the Fall ’85 Magazine
of the death of three of our classmates, James
(Hoot) Gibson on 9 June, Virginia Chappel
East on 2 April and Mary Jane Timanus
Weeks on 29 June in an auto accident, all in
1985. We extend our sympathy to their
spouses, Margaret Gibson and Richard East,
and to Mary Jane’s children.
Elizabeth (Betsy) Wilson Rieman has
been a busy gal, just completing terms as
president of Lee Memorial Hospital Auxiliary
for two years, and a two-year term as Teenage
Volunteer Chairman on the board of the
Florida Hospital Auxiliaries. In the latter
position, she directed the bi-annual State
Conference for Teenagers. Betsy is now the
hospital volunteer patient representative, as
well as a volunteer in the emergency room
(once a nurse, always a nurse!). She and
husband, Howard, are avid golfers, too. We
hope to get together at our Ft. Myers Wooster
lunch this year.
After James Scotland ’37 retired from
the pastorate of a church in NH, which he
served for over twenty-three years, he and
Jeane Oetzel Scotland served a church in
Venezuela for one-plus years. They returned in
the spring of 1984 and expected to live in NH.
What is your new address, Jeane? Jeane was a
high school librarian until she retired in 1981.
They have five children, three of whom
graduated from Wooster (Elizabeth '65,
Jeanette ’66, and John ’77).
It must be hard to find James and Betty
Harland Smith at home in Clarkston, MI.
Their travels in the last six years have included
trips to South America, Kenya, Hawaii,
Germany, Barbados, plus many visits with their
four children who live from Hawaii to
Michigan. Betty is active in the St. Anne’s
Mead Auxiliary, a retirement home in
Michigan. They have been blessed with eleven
grandchildren, too!
I (Don) haven’t done a very good job as
class secretary. For instance, shortly after our
45th reunion in 1984, I received a note from
Sid Menk reporting he had been asked to
preach at McGaw Chapel in Oct., 1984. Mitch
(Young ’37) and I were unable to get down to
hear him and the note slipped to the bottom of
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by E m ily Sm ith Fishe ’3 8
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my Wooster folder until I recendy rediscovered
it. Sorry about that Sid.
Last November I got the form letter
from our class president, Jim McCreight,
telling us to put June, 1989, on our calendars
and plan to attend our 50th. He wrote that he
would need volunteers to help with the
planning and that Grant Rose had accepted
the chairmanship of the committee to raise our
class gift.
Other than that, with the exception of a
few directory cards, the mailman here in Euclid
has not been swamped with mail from the male
members of the class of ’39. Have you been
traveling? Have your recently retired? Have you
changed jobs? Have you had any additions to
the family? If so let me know — I guarantee to
report your news promptly! Mitch and I are
becoming snow birds later this month. May see
some of you at Epcot Center or Cape
Canaveral.
Secretaries: Jane Neel Bretschneider, 1470
Saddle Woods Dr., Fort Myers, FL 33907;
Donald H. Mills, 1521 E. 221st St., Euclid,
OH 44117.
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Hilda Eicher Higley 3 8 and husband Robert.

Build on what you already have,
career advisors often say. Hilda Eicher
H igley ’3 8 of Austin, Texas did just that.
As a bread-making instructor for informal
classes at the University of Texas, she
realized the need for a book with simple
recipes for the beginning breadmaker and
more involved doughs to challenge the
advanced baker.
About the time Hilda’s husband, Bob,
retired from the University’s International
Office two years ago, she started work on a
breadmaking cookbook. Rolling in Dough is
now finished, published, and selling well
locally. The book, published by C & M
Publications, Austin, Texas, includes 130
bread recipes: basic, international,
American regional, and eggless. “Writing,
as well as publishing, have been entirely
new and exciting areas to explore,” she
writes.
Hilda’s career didn’t end when
Rolling in Dough came off the press. At
Foley’s, one of the large department stores
in Austin, San Antonio or Houston, you can
find the book and often Hilda herself,
teaching classes and giving promotional
displays. Hilda’s career, the enjoyment of
their four children and five grandchildren,
and travel here and abroad, have made re
tirement lively for Hilda and Bob.

A warm letter arrived from Maryan
Fuhrman Smith of Westlake, OH, and Vero
Beach, FL, (winters). Maryan inquired about
classmates and told something of her life since
Wooster. There were several years of teaching.
After her marriage to Bill, they traveled from
one army training spot to another, spending the
last two years of Bill’s service in Baltimore. Bill
returned to his job at Ceilcate, the company he
later owned. During the twenty years Ceilcate
was an international company, Maryan and Bill
had the kind of opportunity most of us dream
of — frequent worldwide travel, from urban
Europe to remote Pacific island stops, forming
friendships in many places. Retirement has not
ended the travel; they are now filling in that
part of the globe they missed before. The
Smiths have three sons and six grandchildren,
some living close by.
To Mary Elizabeth Wheaton Leppla,
whose husband Phillip passed away last April,
the class extends condolences and sympathy.
Sorry to be late, but we are grateful to
Martha Weirner Bain for informing us.
The class extends sympathy to the family
of Jane Cassel Paulus, who died Dec. 15,
1985. A memorial scholarship fund has been
established at First Florida Bank, P.O. Box
728, Marco, FL 33937.
Please note the mini-article on Hilda
Eicher Higley.

Secretaries: George Barrett, 201 Churchill Dr.,
Findlay, OH 45840: Emily Smith Fishe, 2620
Sigrnom St., Falls Church, VA 22046.
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R o llin g
In D o u g h
"breadmaking cookbook"

H ild a E ic h e r H igley
15121452-4203-5915 Fairlane Dr.-Austin,Texas 78731
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In thirteen months, the Class of '37 will
meet in Wooster for our 50th reunion. Our
Anniversary Fund Committee has worked hard
to make this campaign a success. Now, let’s
increase our 41% participation in the time left.
How about 95 to 100%?
It has been reported that some of the
Class Directories, assembled, edited, and paid
for by Roger and Mollie Tillock Van Bolt,
are lacking pages G thru R. If so, write to R &

M as they have a few extra copies. Just an
error of omission, not commission.
By the end of 1985, most of our
classmates had celebrated their 70th birthdays,
and received birthday cards from the Van
Bolts. This is the way Mim Siegfried
McDonald described her birthday: “All
fourteen of our family gathered here for my big
70th. We had a great time. I just can’t believe
I’m seventy. I was in great demand to pitch
baseballs, play “21,” croquet, soccer, volleyball
— and cook! And I had always thought
reaching seventy meant being pinned with an
orchid. I’m glad it’s not just that!”
One of the highlights of 1985 for Lew
and Charlotte (Nunny) Fader Bodley was
their trip with Friendship Force for a “mission”
to Yugoslavia, where they were shown the
culture and sights of that beautiful country.
Friendship Force is a non-profit organization
chartered for the purpose of promoting
understanding in the world by creating an
environment for establishing personal friend
ships between people. This is usually done
through the exchange visits between people of
two cities who stay in private homes of their
host city. The Yugoslavian trip, however, was
not a true “exchange,” but rather a Friendship
Force “mission.” The members stayed in
hotels, had a national tour guide, but were
hosted by families in the various towns during
the day. Nunny wrote that in Zagreb,
Breograd, Sarajevo, and Debrovnik, they were
entertained by families in their homes and had
ample time to see the cities and surrounding
areas. She found the people very friendly and
has even received letters from them.
Luella Sillaman Moffat has fond
memories of Wooster. Married to a United
Methodist minister, and with two sons also
ministers, the years have been full of United
Methodist Colleges and Seminaries. Before her
marriage, Luella taught French and returned to
teaching when her sons went to college. She
says her Wooster training has been well used.
A recent trip to the Holy Land and many
church and community activities keep the
Moffats busy.
Add to the “found” list Margene Lee
Knott. After a lengthy search by our ’37
sleuths, which took them from an address on
Beall Ave., Wooster, to Parma, then to the
Tiffin-Fostoria area, and finally to Kansas, OH,
they located Mrs. John Knott at 1900 Grace
Ave., Lot 996, Harlington, TX 78550. Margene
responded quickly to a letter and birthday card
and told us of their move to Texas from
Michigan. While at Wooster, she said, her
advisors tried to interest her in a teaching
career, but she wouldn’t hear of it. In the
process of raising her daughters, she discovered
she was “teaching” them and all the neighbor
hood kids and loving it. Later, she returned to
Bowling Green, received the credits needed,
and began teaching the same year as her
younger daughter. Between Scouts, church,
neighboring kids and Teen Town, Margene
says, “I had been informally teaching all alongNow retired, I teach crafts and some painting
to senior citizens. Wooster knew best!”
Melissa Biddle Harvey, with us for one
semester, transferred to Ohio U where she
graduated. She taught first grade before she
married in 1939. We are sorry to hear of her
husband’s death in Jan., 1984, from a heart
attack at their home in North Ft. Myers, FL,
where they had lived for seven years. After his
death, Melissa returned to Athens, OH, where
her sister lives. She feels more closely affiliated
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with Ohio U alumni and has asked to be
dropped from our active roster. If Wooster
classmates remember her it would be nice to
drop her a line telling her so.
The class extends sympathy to Lila
Scheetz Wagner whose husband, Dave, died
of an inoperable brain tumor on Aug. 29, 1985.
He had been head of a junior high math
department in Cuyahoga Falls, OH. Dave had
enjoyed the challenges of cutting and laying out
quilt patterns in intricate mathematical forms,
which Lila then stitched together. She is
attempting to complete his project so that each
of their four children and grandchildren will
have one of the quilts.
Further news of Ruth Bransky
Findling tells us that after a year at Wooster
she transferred to Indiana, and then to the U
of Michigan where she majored in speech
therapy and graduated. Not finding a job, she
did volunteer work in her field and was
nrarried in 1938 to Willard Findling. They have
three children: John, chairman of the history
department at Indiana U, South; Frederick, a
TV engineer with an ABC station in Louisiana;
^ d Janet, who graduated from law school in
1985. Janet’s graduation is quite an accomplish
ment, as some years ago she underwent
surgery for a brain tumor and, as a result, is
Partially blind, and has some vocabulary and
memory problems. “She got through college
mid grad school,” said Ruth, “and figured she
could make it through law school. She is
absolutely fantastic, and we love to brag about
her. She has been featured in several ‘Against
AU Odds’ type of articles in Florida
newspapers.” The Findlings, now retired,
moved to Florida twenty-six years ago. They
heep busy with local community activities, and
wuth is a part-time social worker.
Margaret (Mitch) Young Mills, always
active in church work, has served as president
°f the Women's Association, and in many other
papacities through the years, including singing
m the choir — an activity she still enjoys.
Among her many community volunteer
activities is six years’ service on the board of
Project Friendship, a Big and Little Sister-type
Program for teenage girls referred by the
Junvenile Court. She also enjoys playing the
Pjano at a school for the mentally retarded,
foe Mills are really enjoying retirement —
oolong to two dance clubs, a square dance
®r°up, and play golf in the summer. In Nov.,
1984, they took a cruise through the Panama
pnal and a two-week Scandinavian tour in
June, 1985. Mitch and Don ’39 have two
children and two grandchildren.
After thirty-two years of teaching,
• Wayne Welty is retired, but has been
Pbstitute teaching for eight years. His wife, a
mastered nurse, also retired. Son Mark is with
nited Telephone in Mansfield, OH; daughter
oberta 74 works for Bell and Howell in
°oster; and Francine (Yale 71) is a doctor at
eth Israel Hospital in Boston.
P
Recognition as Salem, Ohio, Outstanding
“n 6l? 'n 1979 was given to our Walter
enjie” Null. Sorry, Walt, to be so late in
cknowledging this fine civic award. Over the
Walter’s participation in community
c mities has included president of the Salem
g.r.ea Industrial Development Corp. and the
mem Chamber of Commerce; secretary of
V Club; officer in the Masonic Order,
§ ern Community Foundation, and Humane
>ety. He has served as deacon, trustee, and
Porintendent of Sunday school in his church.
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With remaining time, Walt gets in a few
rounds of golf.
He graduated from the Robert Morris
School in Pittsburgh and for forty years Benjie
was vice-president and treasurer of R. S.
McCullough Co., a family owned department
store in Salem, OH. Although retired, he serves
as consultant to the new store management. He
and Margaret (McCullough ’38) have four
children and six grandchildren.
Financial difficulties forced Charles
“Shammie” Shambach to leave school and
find a full-time job. In March of '37 he began
work in a steel mill, then became a personnel
clerk for Alcoa. During the ensuing years he
worked as a spot welder, Fuller Brush man,
construction time keeper, department store
floor walker, and railroad ticket seller. He sold
me (Brig) a ticket and berth to the Big Apple
in ’43 or ’44. From 1963 until his retirement in
June, 1984, Charles was a civilian police radio
dispatcher.
He married Eleanor in 1945 and they
raised two children. Son John is the major
owner and publisher of the Northern Ohio Live
magazine and his wife is an L.P.N. Daughter
Catherine is a senior analyst for a four-state
power company in New Orleans. Sure good to
hear (finally) from you, Shammie, and we hope
you and Eleanor will be with your classmates
for the 50th in ’87.
During the winter months, A1 and Peg
Miller Townsend basked in the Florida sun
on their 36’ marine Trader Trawler. They
expect to travel up the inland waterway this
summer and anchor near Annapolis. The
Townsend’s middle son, Alden, is research
director of the National Arboretum and they
encourage classmates to look him up
He
will give you the National royal treatment.” A1
and Peg’s grandson, William, is a fourth
generation senior at the College, majoring in
art. His drawing of Galpin Hall appears on the
cover of the College’s spring, 1986, Calendar of
Events. William is the son of John ’60 and
Jackie Mayer Townsend.
Art Sadler writes that after a brief
salesman apprenticeship with Swift & Co., he
was hired by the Christian Science Monitor m
1938, and remained with them for thirty-nine
years before retiring. During his tenure with
the newspaper, he served as budget director of
the editorial department, assistant manager,
chairman of the New England Telecommunica
tion Assn., and for the last five years as
production manager responsible for com
position, photo engraving, paste-up, and
printing of the paper in five satellite plants.
Under his guidance, the staff developed, along
with The Wall Street Journal, the transmission
by facsimile of newspaper pages composed and
edited in Boston to the five other plants
After retirement in 1977, Art and his
wife, Irene, have traveled abroad extensively.
They also enjoy visits to their three daughters
and grandchildren.
Jim Scotland and his wife, Jeane
(Oet7 p\ ’39) reported in from their interim
S n S post te New Rochelle, NY, where they
have been happily and busily en«ag®d s“ ^eh
Oct., 1984. After Wooster it was off to Auburn
Theological Seminary for Jim where he
received his B.D. degree in 1940. Jrni and Jean
were married July, 1939, in North Olmsted
OH where Jim served the Byron Presbyterian
Church until 1943 when they went to
Venezuela as missionaries, leaving m lyotBefore retirement, he served churches m
Roxbury and Bedford, MA. Retirement was

interrupted by service in Venezuela from 1982
to 1984, and New Rochelle, NY, their present
post. The Scotlands have three daughters, two
sons, and nine grandchildren. Jim’s current
interests are stamp collecting, books, and
tennis.
Friday the thirteenth was a lucky day for
me (Brig) as it was home from the Cleveland
Clinic for the Christmas holidays after openheart by-pass surgery. Recovery coming along
nicely.
Further information on Rowland
(“Bud”) Russell advises us that after leaving
Wooster he went to work for a florist until
1941 when he joined T.R.W. in Cleveland, OH.
His forty years of service to the company was
broken in 1942, when he enlisted in the
Seebees, and again in 1951 when the Navy
called for his services on the battleship New
Jersey. Now retired, Bud and his wife, whom he
married in 1973, are the grandparents of one
girl and one boy.
The Merton Sealts are keeping busy.
Mert was the Lamont Visiting Professor of
Ancient and Modem Literature at Union
College in Schenectady, NY. After Union, it
was off to England, Scotland, and Wales for
the first time since 1953. Of all the areas they
have visited in Europe, they prefer the Alps.
Please note the mini-article on Adelle
Gensemer Dailey.

Don’t let up on sending your letters and
cards as we still have a lot of the class to
cover before the 50th in ’87. Write!
Secretaries: Martha Curl Moore, 899 Barks
Ave., Marion, OH 43302; Robert Brigleb,
7822 Valley Villas Dr., Parma, OH 44130.
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Last July, a group of persons, all but one
of whom had been children in China, returned
to their natal country after decades of change.
Four of them were Woosterians: Joe Dunlap,
Phyllis Booth Eanes, Alice Booth Burr ’39,
and Phyllis Barman Woodworth ’41. Despite
some initial flight problems, they were able to
spend a day in Chefoo (now Yantai) where they
had lived and attended the China Inland
Mission Schools which, over the years, had
sent young Presbyterians to Wooster. The
Booth sisters were warmly welcomed at a
middle school that now occupies the building
which had housed the Yih Wen School before
the war, where their father had been in charge
for many years. The young men educated there
had gone on to successful careers in pre-war
China.
The trip also included Shanghai, Jinan,
Beijing, Xian, Chongquing, five days on the
Yangtze River through its gorges, Wuhan,
Guling, Hangzhou and exit via Hong Kong.
The junior member of the group was Anthony
Dunlap, 8, who enjoyed seeing the ancestral
home, swimming from the Chefoo beach,
climbing on the Great Wall, and acquiring a
great taste for rice.
When the rededication of Scovel Hall
took place on April 26, 1986, the College
named a large seminar room for Sherman
Wengerd. After twenty-nine years of teaching
and research at the U of New Mexico, he
retired in 1976. The University honored him in
1982 by naming him Distinguished Professor of
Petroleum Geology for the year. In a ceremony
held in June, 1979, Wooster honored Sherman
as the first Distinguished Alumnus of the Class
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A delle G. D ailey
M usic Library
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of 1936. He has lectured widely on petroleum
exploration geology and has worked for several
major companies in the U.S. and foreign
countries. His publications in scientific journals
total over 250. One of the founders of Public
Lands Exploration, predecessor of Rio Petro
Ltd., in Dallas, he is a limited partner of that
oil and gas company.
Margaret Mills Muntz presented a
program on “How to Analyze Your Own
Handwriting” for the Moreland Hills Historical
Society in January. In addition to her graduate
degree in librarianship from Case Western,
Margaret studied handwriting at Chicago’s
International School of Graphoanalysis, did
further graduate work at Kent State, and has
studied parapsychology. Among other publica
tions, Margaret is listed in Who’s Who of
American Women.
Secretaries: Joseph Dunlap, 420 Riverside Dr.,
Apt. 12-G, New York, N Y 10025; Genevieve
Marsh Seese, 14568 Superior Rd., Cleveland
Heights, OH 44118.
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Adelle Gensemer Dailey x’37 (right) at dedicatory
ceremony.
On November 1, 1985, the Universi
ty of Kentucky music library collection was
named in honor of A delle G ensem er
D ailey x ’3 7 . Adelle returned to the
University of Kentucky, her alma mater, in
1960 to take a position as record librarian
in the music department. After receiving
her M.A. degree in library science in 1967,
she was offered a position as cataloger at
the university and eventually became the
music librarian.
When, in 1972, the university decided
to separate the music and art collections of
the Fine Arts Library, Adelle became the
first music librarian. Under her leadership
the music library became one of the two
most complete music libraries in the
Southeast. Currently, the collection is com
prised of approximately 60,000 volumes,
recordings and microforms. Her interest in
the music department and library did not
end with her retirement in 1981. She
continues to support the music library with
financial contributions and concern.
The Adelle G. Dailey Music Library
is a fitting tribute to the woman who served
the library for over twenty years.

A nice letter from our president and vicepresident, Jerry and Alice Coltman Mayer,
reports on a trip they took to China in
September and October for twenty-three days.
They were much impressed “with friendly
Chinese people.” Other highlights were the
Great Wall, the six to eight thousand terra
cotta figures of Emperor Chim, and the rivers
and mountains.
Dave Robertson, our immediate past
president, wrote to the Mayers that he was
stymied by the strike of United Air Lines, his
old employer, and sadly couldn’t make our
50th. He had just (in November) returned home
after arterial surgery, and was recovering
normally. His present address, 2040 Springbrook Lane, Boise, ID 83706, is different from
the one in the current Alumni Directory.
A short illness caused Midge Hauenstein to miss spending the month of February
in Spain, the same area where Tom and Betty
Stanton Chamberlain have spent winter
months for a number of years.
Helen Hieber Garvin and husband Ed
will be in Bartow, FL, for parts of February
and March, visiting her daughter, Pat, en
route.
Fran Lean Ferris and George had a
short visit with Bob Youngs and Adele
(Buckwalter ’36) in Lakeland. Bob has an
interim pastorate there till Nov. 1986, and is
happily very busy.
Secretaries: Frances Lean Ferris, 569
Bloomington Ave., Wooster, Oh 44691; Jack
Pancoast RR. 6, Box 307, Mooresville, NC
28115.
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Mildred Lobban Robson Seaton sends
a delightful account of her activities in recent
years, which includes (hold your hats!) journeys
to Morocco, China, Puerto Rico, Rio, Algeria,
and Nigeria, to name a few; plus most of the
United States, some of which she visited in
Elderhostel Programs. The Seatons had a visit
last year with Fern Glasgow Dunlap and her
husband in Oakland, CA, and with Mildred’s
son, Dr. Carl Robson ’62, in Cleveland. His
daughter Sally Ann is a freshman at Wooster.

(What a great example Millie sets for sending
news! Please note — all class members!)
Olivee Allardice Smith writes of a
wonderful experience this past summer —
“Theatre in England.” Under the direction of
the faculty of the U of California in Santa
Barbara, they met with actors, studied and saw
a variety of plays, and criticized them later in
class, plus sightseeing in London. A retired
English teacher, Olivee keeps busy with family,
and does aerobics.
From Minnesota, Betty Eastman
Mergler writes that her husband Phil retired
from the Lawson Church, after a prolonged,
temporary interim pastorate. The snow has
been “unreal” — 28 inches up to Christmas
time, she says.
Bess Mackintosh Knowles has had an
“at home” year, doing a variety of activities —
at the Safe Place and Rape Crisis Center, at
the Church of the Palms, as church treasurer,
at the Synodical of the South. Using her
“dancing feet,” courtesy of Fred Astaire, she
has won several first and second places in
waltz, mmba, cha cha and swing competitions.
I wonder that she is “at home” at all!
Following up on Grace and Joseph
Allen’s last travelogue letter: they did tour
Brazil with Grace’s Arlington Memorial Chorus
(not with the New York Ave. Church, as
previously reported by Miss Information). The
trip was fabulous and strenuous, covering
fifteen thousand flying miles plus train and bus,
with wildly enthusiastic ovations for the chorus!
Kay Hunter Lanz has become the
president of the San Diego chapter of The
Friendship Force, a world wide organization
whose purpose is to promote peace through
international home-hosted hospitality. San Diego
will host forty Koreans in June and will be
sending their club members to host com
munities in England and China. There are
eighty-eight clubs in the U.S. and 120 in
foreign countries. Kay, you might be interested
to read the note in the 1937 column about
Charlotte Fader Bodley’s Friendship Force
mission.
Secretary: Helen Hayward, 1722 Larch Ave.,
Apt. 414, Cincinnati, OH 45224.
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Many thanks for the Christmas cards and
notes which brought news as well as greetings.
Sad news has come of losses suffered by
three of our classmates. On December 10,
1985, Ethel McCullough Schmidt’s son,
Robert (better known as Skip), was killed in an
industrial accident in connection with his work.
In late January Grace McCabe’s sister, Mary
’29, died. A few days later Gretchen
Widmann Dilley’s husband, Charles ’30, died
after a long period of declining health. Our
sympathy is with each of our friends in their
sorrow.
Sara McCarrell Campbell and her
husband, Don, have been alternating sunshine
and clouds. The sunshine came in the way of
both Easter and Christmas with their children
in England. The clouds came when Sally
suffered a compound fracture of a lumbar
vertebra and was confined to bed for eight
weeks in August and September. By Christmas
she was A-OK. Don’s cloud came in the form
of jaw surgery, followed by eight weeks of
having his jaw wired shut in January and
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February. May the rest of 1986 be sunny for
them!
Retirement for George Harris and Judy
(Elliott ’31) is a busy and active period of life.
The first eight months of 1985 were spent at
the First Christian Church, Fort Madison, IA,
helping to prepare for the coming of a new
minister, and the rest of the year at Central
Christian Church, Anderson, IN, whose
minister had to resign because of serious
illness. Side benefits have included renewing
des with family and friends in both places.
Beryl Barber Wertz and her husband,
Emerson, had a great year of travel using their
Eastern Airlines senior citizens pass. They
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
(August 22) by spending a week with all their
family at Lake Tahoe. On one of their trips
diey stopped to see Elma Sage Morrison and
teport that Elma is “just as sweet as ever.”
The Christmas letter from Richardson
and Agnes Carson Rice says that 1985 was
an “almost total stay-at-home” year for them.
Nevertheless they did get to New York,
Washington, and Hilton Head and saw
numerous friends and members of their family.
Dick says that “all is well now” after his chest
operation, removing a piece that was malignant.
Evidence that all is indeed well is the fact that
Aggie and Dick are planning “a motor trip to
our own Southwest and a sentimental return to
Europe” for 1986. Both of them continue to be
busy with community interests.
Henry Welch retired as director,
Institute of Gerontology, U of Denver, in 1980
jmd has since been involved with a number of
boards, most of them concerned with aging.
These include being secretary of the board of
me Colorado Gerontological Society and
membership on the board of the Older Adult
Service and Information System. He sings bass
m the choir at Park Hill United Methodist
Church, travels, and works on his prize-winning
collection of postal history of Charlestown, SC,
(his old home town). In 1985 he garnered a
Vermeil Medal at an exhibition in Tuscon, AZ,
and a gold medal at the 50th anniversary of the
Confederate Stamp Alliance, Richmond, VA.
Congratulations on a fine use of retirement
hme, Harry.
A chance encounter with Eleanor
Frunkey Miller, who lives almost within
shouting distance of Wooster, resulted in
earning that she is healthy, happy, and
enjoying her grandchildren. She continues to be
busy with community activities.
Martha Scott Kirk, who lives in Napa,
A, was one of the lucky residents of that
community whose home was far enough from
me river so that the flood waters did not
jnvade it in February. It was so good to hear
er voice and to know that she was safe and
Laura Lang Cameron had big news for
er Christmas letter — the arrival of her
ccond grandchild. Laura traveled to Arizona,
. °rida, Connecticut, and various other points
b the U.S. during 1985, but the big trip was a
°nth in Sweden with her son’s family. This
ear the family will be coming to the U.S. so
not be going to Sweden. Church
^cavities, clubs, bridge, and gardening keep her
^Usy to the point that she welcomes time at
fo1116 3S a diversion. The gardening yielded
b
quarts of blueberries, four-plus
shels of grapes, apples and pears in
tmdance in 1985. Sounds like a big garden.
The latest trip of Virginia Emch
,
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Lindman was a month-long tour of the Orient.
She writes, “Ethel McCullough Schmidt,
Naomi Allen Blazer, Marjorie Below Au

and I meet several times a year for lunch and
some catching up.”
In Nov., 1985, Mary Clark Gash and
her husband attended an Alumni reception in
San Francisco where “we heard Erie Mills 75
sing — wonderful! And renewed our acquain
tance with Dr. Copeland.” The Gashes had just
returned from seven weeks in England,
Portugal, and Spain.
Horace E. Hamilton writes “Returned
from a second sojourn with Jilin U, Changchun,
China, in late October. Reestablishing a bond
with the country in which I grew up has been
exhilarating. May go back in Sept. — this time
to Da-lian, in Liaoning province. For the time
being, good to be back in the old homestead. ’
Your Class News Editor would like to
add a note of congratulations to your class
secretary. The Wayne County Bar Association
presented Alberta Colclaser a plaque in
recognition of her fifty years as a member of
the bar.
Secretary: H. Alberta Colclaser, 361 Holmes
Blvd., Wooster, OH 44691.

19 3 2
Your secretaries were delighted to
receive many greetings from 32 members.
Would love to receive many more.
Dorothy Simpson Schlossnagel’s

statement that their Holiday Herald ^ sounds
like excerpts from a medical journal echoes
the diary of many members of ’32. Dorothy’s
husband has had health problems since last
summer and has had several hospital ex
periences since that time. 1985 was not their
year. Not only has Carl been ill, but Dorothy
had a broken bone in her left foot, which
required a soft cast. To add to their woes a
New Jersey driver hit their car broadside as
they were driving to the doctor s office, no
personal injury but much inconvenience and
many more forms to fill out. Medicare forms
alone are enough.
In light of all this it is not surprising that
by this time next year, the Schlossnagels
expect to be relocated in a full service
retirement community now under construction
in Charlotte County, FL, called South Fort
Square.
Eleanor Stephens Swaney’s heart has
been giving her problems — enough so that her
doctor has forbidden her living in her split-level
home She is presently with her daughter until
she can find a suitable location. Eleanor also
suffers from severe neck pains from which she
has been unable to get relief. All of this caused
her to cancel her usual winter m Naples, rL.
George and Ginny Anderson Crowl
; made good comebacks from their health
ilems, “Gin gets around with only a limp
George is getting along well with his heart
e’d better - it’s difficult to trade one in,
eports. They are presently off to Burma
Thailand “to see things we missed thirty
s ago.” Last summer they celebrated their
wedding anniversary with family in New
:ico and then again on the actual date, Oct.
when they were honored at a reception in
’ Delaware, OH, church. They took two
to Pennsylvania last year for glacial
onH Vircrinia has gotten her plant

glossary to the point that it is now “taking
shape.” Sounds as if the Crowls are “with it.”
A telephone visit with Harriet Painter
Hopkins found the Hopkins in good health and
active as usual. Dean is not retired but
“tapering off.” During the past year they
visited two of the trouble spots in our world,
Nicaragua and the Mid-East.
Your women’s secretary is now sporting
two very efficient intraocular lens transplants
and can boast of the vision of a “teenager.”
How lucky she is! Ernie continues in speech
therapy and convalescence from his summer
surgery.
Virginia Burkhardt Thompson’s

husband, Arthur, died of Alzheimer’s Disease,
April 13, 1985. She is trying to make the
adjustment to being alone. During the many
years of his illness, Virginia cared for him at
home.
Betty Dilger ToUe has reason to be
proud of her children. Her daughter’s (Joanne
Toepfer Wright) Day Care Center received an
award for being the best in Martin County, FL.
Son, James Toepfer is a full professor of
biological sciences at Youngstown State
University.
Secretaries: Ernest & Helen Shields
Harrison, 111 Bostey Springs Rd., 901 Imperial
House, Nashvilk, TN 37205.

19 3 1
Hello ’31 members — are you there?
Your men’s secretary would like to hear from
you. How do you expect to make the pre-obits
if you don’t write?
Received an account from Bill
Longbrake of his (their) big 50th wedding
anniversary celebration. The pix make them
look like fifty years old — anyhow, the
wrinkles didn’t show. Best wishes to them!
Ralph Buehler corfiplained that I wasn’t
sending him any mail. This is a real switch.
Ralph, I’m supposed to get news from you for
this column. Ralph reports his plumbing is all
reconnected and functioning 100 percent. At
our age this is a real plus! The Buehlers have
joined the Florida snowbird crowd.
Hal and Callie Wilson Bowman, Ralph
and Flo Buehler planned to visit with Marty
Morley in Siesta Key, Sarasota in February.
Del and I (Trevor) were invited, but 3600
miles seemed excessive to attend a dinner
party.
Heard from Bill and Lillian Gallagher, a
real class act. They are wearing out the winter
in K.C. For you easterners, K.C. is Kansas
City — culture on the prairie. Lil is a super
secretary.
Charlie Moke has the temerity to invite
classmates and friends to drop by his tepee in
Sun City when in the area. I’m not encouraging
this sort of thing for our 144 Ranch as we
can’t handle large parties anymore. For you,
Tony, we would make an exception. P.S. 144
Ranch? Well, 144 = 12 dozen = 1 Gross! Of
course!
Del and I (Trevor) celebrated our 49th
wedding anniversary Dec. 26. It was quiet and
peaceful until I was ejected from the beer joint.
Drunkeness, no! Arguments, Si! It was all
because the barkeep wanted to place Harry
Truman above Abraham Lincoln. Redundant!
From your women’s secretary: Lois
Black Bing was chairman of the School for
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A Rare P hysician

It is not often that anyone has a
sixteen-story biosciences building on the
Harvard Medical Area campus in Boston
namecTTor him. On Feb. 3, 1986, George W.
T h o rn x ’2 7 received such an honor. The
George W. Thorn Building for Medical Re
search is owned jointly by the three institu
tions to which Dr. Thorn dedicated his career:
Harvard Medical School, Brigham and
Women’s Hospital, and the Hughes Institute
(HHMI).
Dr. Thorn made major contributions to
the treatment of diseases in his special area of
endocrinology research. Early in his career he
helped devise a treatment for Addison’s
disease. He is credited by his colleagues with
having great imagination, intuition, skill and
daring, both as a practitioner and a researcher.
The new technology of kidney dialysis was
begun in 1948 at the Peter Bent Brigham
Hospital in a program started with Dr. Thorn’s
encouragement.
In 1953 Dr. Thom and several others
were asked to give counsel to Howard Hughes
who wished to provide support for medical
research. They suggested an ‘Institute without
Walls,’ and the Howard Hughes Medical Insti
tute was founded.
From 1956-1978 Dr. Thom served as
director of medical research for HHMI and,
from 1975-1985, he served as chairman of the
medical advisory board of that institution. He
remains chairman of the board of trustees of
HHMI, and continues an active professional
life with colleagues at the Hospital and
Medical School.
At the Harvard Medical School, Dr.
Thorn was the Hersey Professor of the Theory
and Practice of Physic, the oldest, endowed
medical chair at Harvard. He was also one of
the founding authors of a classic textbook in
medical education, Harrison’s Principles of
Internal Medicine and was editor-in-chief of
that text’s eighth edition. The Harvard
Medical School Dean said of Dr. Thorn, “He
is that rare physician, who has made signifi
cant contributions in each of the career paths
in medicine — teaching, research and patient
care.”
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Vision Forum for the 36th year. Her son James
was in charge of exhibits.
Another one of our feisty females, Betty
Francis Spahn, retired last September from
thirteen years of teaching in Cleveland. She
doesn’t miss work but enjoys “relaxing and
reading the paper til noon.” Her relaxing has
included Elderhostel at Cornell in June, a trip
to the Low Countries, plus travels to visit her
sons: David in Boston, Ron in Big Horn, WY,
and Gary in Chicago, six grandchildren give her
incentive to use her VSP Airfare pass to
continue her “relaxing.”
Anabel Clouse Willour has a new
pacemaker which is increasing her enjoyment
of Florida.
Greenview Circle, 3635, Canton, OH, is
where Jean McCuskey found a new apart
ment before she joined Dorothy to go West for
warmth.
Longbrake’s letter went to both
secretaries so I’ll detail news for the ladies.
Celebration for the golden was rigged by the
four children, the church, and special friends.
Part of it was a trip on the Delta Queen and
then visits during the summer with family.
Their oldest grandchild is now a nurse; the
youngest a pre-school bouncer.
The Ed A m s are in Australia where the
sun shines but they’ll return sometime in
March. Brrr.
Ruth and Don McGarrah write, “We
have both had some ups and downs healthwise
this past year, but we have still been able to
enjoy the eating and fellowship immensely, and
all-in-all we have had a fine year. We look
forward expectantly now to our 50th year
together and to our 50th wedding anniversary
late next December.” Don reports that progress
continues in rejuvenating the inner city South
Side Presbyterian Church. “At one cent per
aluminum can or two glass bottles for
recycling, we have been able to help get food,
shoes, and other assistance for some of the
unemployed. Of course that did require cans
and bottles by the thousands.”
Hal Bowman, our class president, came
to the Wooster Inn where Fern Patterson,
Sally Moore, and I (Katherine) helped him
plan publicity for our 55th in June. We did a
good bit of hassling over the houses to be
visited, but you’ll get the news in Hal’s letter.
Save your strength for the June fete.
Secretaries: Trevor Gross, 14967 Rolling Hills
Dr., Montrose, CO 81401; Katherine Schantz,
616 S. Main St., Orrville, OH 44667.

19 3 0
A letter from Dick Crain was received
from Florida, where he is living “in part,” to
escape Wisconsin winters. He had lived in
Wisconsin for all but three of forty-eight years
where he worked in various paper industry and
pollution control jobs. His address: 1500
College Parkway, 10A, Hidden Gardens, Fort
Myers, FL 33907. He and his wife, Ida, have
three children and eight grandchildren. Dick
regrets that he has not been back to Wooster
in many years, but would be glad to hear from
classmates or, if they are in Florida, to see
them.
John and Sarah Park Anderson have
been celebrating their 50th since June with
visits to family and friends across the land —
but not to Scotland.

Sigrid Peterson Gould sends greetings
to the class. Her works have appeared in two
invitational shows this year at the Lawrence
Gallery, the largest and finest gallery in which
to exhibit. For many years her pottery was
exhibited there, but now her work is in fibre
arts. “Glad to say my health is fine and days
very productive.”
Sympathy of the class is extended to
George ’29 and Ruth Kinney Crothers,
whose son, Joel, died in November. Like his
father, Joel became involved in television. He
played parts in prime time shows and was in
the cast of various soap operas. His role as the
doctor on The Edge of Night was well-known.
Our courageous classmate, Charles
Dilley, died Jan. 27, 1986. We extend our
sympathy to his wife, Gretchen Widmann
Dilley ’33, and her family.
As they did last year, Malcolm and
Mary Flo Blackburn Stewart have spent the
winter in Tucson, AZ, and have thoroughly
enjoyed the sunshine, desert, and mountains.
Anna Snively Wainger lives in Tucson, and
the Stewarts have greatly appreciated their
association with her while in Arizona.
Secretaries: Malcolm Stewart 1038 W. State
St., Apt. 5, Jacksonville, IL 62650; Gladys
Wentworth Beeler, 581A Williamsburg
Court, Wooster, OH 44691.

19 2 9
A most welcome and newsy letter was
received from Eloween Dowd Hartsough in
Vallejo, CA. She gave a capsule sketch of her
interesting and full life from Wooster days to
the present. Eloween has thoroughly enjoyed
her profession as a registered nurse. She began
working in a doctor’s office in her hometown,
Seville, OH, and continued until her family
came along — two sons and a daughter. In
1954 Eloween and her husband, Lloyd, and two
of their children moved to Vallejo, a lovely city
just north of San Francisco. Their eldest son,
Donald ’55, stayed in Ohio to attend Wooster
and went on to earn his M.A. and Ph.D. Their
second son, Larry, received his Ph.D. in
engineering from the U of California at
Berkeley, and daughter Jeanne received an
M.A. in social studies at the same university.
Eloween retired from private duty
nursing at age sixty-five to enjoy the beautiful
home her husband, a real estate broker, had
built for her. In 1973 they bought an Airstream, joined the International Airstreamers’
Club, and began ten years of travel — Eastern
Canada, Nova Scotia, Mexico, and the Yucatan
— all in one year! They continued with treks
all over the U.S. and to Alaska via the Cana
dian Highway.
In Dec., 1984, Eloween’s husband died.
She treasures the very happy years they had
together. She reports that she is in good health
and was planning a lively Christmas with son
Donald and family, then was heading for
Florida for a few weeks.
Christmas news from Ruth March
Turner. She and Dewey were already settled
and ready for their first Christmas in the
beautiful, new retirement home, Porter Place,
Denver, CO. They are both still working hard
on their individual family histories. The
Turners volunteered t» work in the Porter
Place library which is growing rapidly. Ruth’s
task is to separate and categorize the more
than 2000 books, and there are more coming.
Besides writing, playing bridge, and working ip
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the library, Ruth belongs to an exercise class
which meets several times a week. You are
incredible, Ruth! Aren’t you ever going to slow
down?
A cheery Christmas greeting and news
from Ruth Hensel Mumaw was received. She
and her husband, Wilson, have put globe
trotting on the shelf for the time being and
have truly enjoyed a great year at home. Ruth
has kept busy with “put-off” house chores,
much sewing, and doing all the little “homey”
things that give her pleasure. Add to that, her
very active involvement with her church work.
Wilson has had time this year to work at his
creative hobby — making grandfather clocks.
And when the weather permitted, he was
giving a helping hand to his farming neighbors.
Plaudits to the Mumaws.
The good news from Ted Fetter is
better health. Cataracts were removed from
both eyes, and he has some relief from heart
Problems. With assistance from their four
children, there was a real celebration on Aug.
^1 for the Fetters’ 50th anniversary. A new
electric typewriter in honor of Ted’s seventyeighth birthday is making correspondence much
easier.
Greetings from the Maitlands tell of a
very active year highlighted by a marvelous
sixteen day visit to the European low countries
with the Art and Heritage Tour for Wooster
and Oberlin alumni.
Bert Moses sends greetings to all from
a new address: 2001 Rocky Dells Dr., Prescott,
AZ 86301, and announced his marriage in June
to Caroline Chambers. He keeps busy as
President of the Yavapai Shrine Club, secretary
°f the HI 12 Club, and as a “ham” operator.
He is feeling well and relieved that nearly five
years have passed since his cancer operation
ar>d subsequent treatments.
Herman Beatty reports no great
changes in Chambersburg. He has retired from
choir singing and operation of a book store, but
shU has two years to go on his six year term
as township auditor.
The class extends sympathy to George
and Ruth (Kinney ’30) Crothers, whose son,
l°el, died Nov. 6, 1985, of cancer.
Fred Christian has just returned from
alifomia where he visited daughter Maureen
and children, and attended the winter meeting
?t the Princeton Seminary trustees held in San
lego. On Feb. 2, he began serving as interim
Pastor of the Brynn Mawr Presbyterian
hurch, the twelfth such assignment since
retirement in 1974 from Westfield, NJ,
Tesbyterian (and keeping Red Bourns in
J?e)- Later, he will attend a sale by the
hristian International Gift Shop, this time in
aples, FL. He expects to be in Wooster for
0ur 60th.
all

^ our secretar'es say, thanks, thanks to
of you who have answered our pleas for
eWs. And please, please, to all who did not.
ecretaries: Hugh Johnston, 14421 St.
jrm aine Dr., Centreville, VA 22020; Lillie
4864 Edge, 228 W Nek°n St- Mldland’ MI

19 2 8
Ad •
to report that Vonna Hicks
he] T*n 'S ma*5’ng good progress following six
a P oss months with a shattered vertebra. She
cir vpfband Arthur are back on the “travel
again. While in Kansas for a family
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reunion at Thanksgiving time, Arthur was
honored by a luncheon and a Distinguished
Alumnus Citation from Emporia State U. In
March and April they hope to visit southern
England and spend Easter among the palm
trees in a sheltered cove on Cornwall’s south
shore. In Vonna’s own words, “Once we’re
home again we’ll resume the old read, write,
cook, and garden routine.”
A recent letter from Jerry Miller Morse
included a clipping from the Phoenix
newspaper reporting the death of Helen
McFarland Sheely of Sun City on Nov. 18,
1985. Jerry remembered Helen from Hoover
Cottage days when they both lived on the top
floor. The class extends sympathy to Helen’s
husband, Richard Sheely ’27, and the family.
It is not too early to start making plans
to attend our 60th reunion which is just two
years away. Why not begin to contact friends
you would like to see at the reunion?
Secretaries: Floyd Maurer, 702 Oakmont Ct,
Wooster, OH 44691; Betty Bunn McCullough,
17205 Lake Ave., Lakewood, OH 44107.

19 2 7
From now on it seems inevitable that we
must report each time the deaths of classmates.
Bob Jameson died in January, after a long
illness. Betty Dew Carnes died in November,
in Alexandria, VA. Edna Fetzer Weiss died
in November, at the Copeland Oaks Methodist
Home in Sebring, OH, where she and her
husband had lived for some years. To these
families we extend our sympathy.
“Bunny” Roper Miner, in sending us
the information concerning Betty Cames, added
that there were still seven from the old
Colonial group who continue to keep in touch
thru a Round Robin letter: Mary Kohr, Helen
Fretz Jarrett, Dorothy Franz Fudge, Betty
Fox Erb, Emma Skinner, Rebecca Hamer
Helm and herself. She thinks they have set a

record and we certainly agree. She sends us a
new address for Becky who is now living with
her daughter in Jakarta, Indonesia. Bunny has
“just had the excitement of our first grandchild
to be married, a lovely occasion with lots of
love and happiness.”
Your Chirstmas notes were most
welcome as we strive to keep this column
going and interesting. We’re sorry we cannot
print them in full.
Mary Shields Rosnagle had a delightful
visit in Albuquerque with son Robert and his
family. She timed her visit to enjoy the Balloon
Festival. Some 476 hot air balloons from all
over the world made a spectacular sight.
Marjorie Burtsfield Pelton is now a
great-grandmother. She and husband Horace
celebrated their 50th anniversary by going to
Los Angeles to see a grandson graduate from
high school. On their return flight tiiey found
our College relations director, Marjorie Kramer,
a passenger on the plane. The last two weeks
of August they flew to Amsterdam and then to
Vienna to start a tour thru Hungary, Romania
and Yugoslavia, arriving home on Labor Day.
“It was different, exciting and informative.”
Now they are off to Florida.
Mary Park Henke continues to live in
her home on Lake Lanier at Flowery Branch in
Georgia. She planned to spend both Thanks
giving and Christmas with members of her
family.

Martha Napier Nolan of Washington
State reported how the “rain” belt got frozen
up for a change. The big blizzard of November
wiped out all the family plans for Thanks
giving. She says, “You wouldn’t believe the
roads. We were housebound for two weeks. I
couldn’t even walk across the street.” Martha
has been traveling too this year. She spent two
weeks in Paris where she saw her daughter,
spent Mother’s Day in Kentucky, and attended
an Elderhostel in Oregon. She did stay home
long enough to harvest her “bean crop.”
Mary Kohr’s message leaves one a bit
breathless. Her gardening, canning and freezing
took care of 800 tomatoes, 46 acorn squash,
not to mention the peas, beans, onions,
cabbages, broccoli, cauliflower, and twelve
peppers on a single plant. She had no time to
get bored, and I dare say few of us could
compete with this production line. She and
sister Helen ’22 did take time to go up to
Seattle for a College of Wooster reunion.
Weather also took its toll in their area with a
ten foot snowfall making the scenery incredibly
beautiful and the driving hazardous. Mary took
a spin on a sheet of ice completing a circle into
a snow bank near a duck pond. For a second
she had visions of joining the ducks, but was
rescued. She really prefers to enjoy winter in
the cozy comfort of her cheerful home.
Lowell and Mary Courtney Bourns
are comfortable in their new residence and
have had a visit with Dr. George Thom.
George’s wife died several years ago, and he
was married again last December. Mary and
Lowell attended a lovely brunch, at a private
club in Boston, given to honor them. Mary
adds that George is one of the most outstand
ing M.D.s in the world - Director of the
Howard Hughes Medical Foundation, the
largest foundation in the world.
Emma Skinner took time out this year
for cataract surgery on both eyes followed by
lens implants. Both operations were successful,
she is happy to say. In May she traveled East’
to attend the wedding of a niece near
Philadelphia and then took a side trip to visit
her college roommate, Helen Fretz Jarrett, in
Washington D.C. For the Christmas holiday she
took a bus trip to the scenic area around
Monterey and Carmel.
Mildred Cabut Landis has journeyed
far and wide this year. She joined an Elderhostel study tour of three weeks in Australia
and then toured New Zealand for two weeks.
They studied the Great Barrier Reef in glass
bottom boats and went to Sidney and New
South Wales and S.W. of Sidney to Wagga
Wagga. The group visited auctions and then
went on to the northern island of New Zealand.
Home again in November, Mildred went out to
Scottsdale, AZ, and on to Hawaii for a week
with Norman Vincent Peak’s Thanksgiving
reunion. Our congratulations to Mildred for be
ing able to manage all that in one short year.
After some cold and breezy days Mary
Jean Buccalo was glad to have the weather in
Santa Barbara take on a more normal trend.
Back to warm days and lots of sunshine was a
distinct improvement. She was enrolled in an
adult education program with a course in “The
World in Film — Great Britain” with an
excellent prof.
Dorothy Yocum Miller and her
husband are now located in La Crosse, WI.
Their son Dr. David Miller is with the
Gundersen Clinic there, so they are glad to be
near by, and close enough to enjoy the three
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grandchildren. Their daughter and her family
live in Westfield, NJ. With a son-in-law with
the F.B.I. New York office, a son in the
medical profession, and six grandchildren, their
life is interesting and stimulating.
Your men’s secretary now has a
pacemaker. Our last report was that he was
making satisfactory progress.
We have been reminded lately that Dr.
Lowry began his teaching career with our
Freshman class in the fall of 1923. Some
emphasis will be put on this at our 60th in
1987. Those of us who had him in English that
year vividly remember his return from New
York after seeing Cyrano de Bergerac. For some
days thereafter we were entertained by a
complete reinactment of that famous production
on the New York stage.
Secretaries: Don Raley, 3305 Enfield Rd., NW,
Canton, OH 44708; Florence Painter Griffith,
1577 Cleveland Rd., Wooster, OH 44691.

19 2 6
Christmas mail from Mary Shields
Rosnagle ’27 in Ohio, Frank and Fran Kerby
Kille in Florida and Betty Irons in Connecti
cut was warm in praise of their locations in
retirement residences. From George ’24 and
Loretta Crawford McClure came the news of
their evacuation from St. Petersburg to inland
shelter during Elena, though it didn’t last long.
This brought back to me the devastation of the
’36 and ’37 floods along the Ohio River.
February 28 through March 2, Addison
and I, (Ruth) joined a group from The U of
Pittsburgh that went to Washington, D.C. to
see the unusual and large collection of
“Treasures from British Homes.” When we
have been in England we have gone to the
theater and had a trip or two around London
and seen friends but never had time for
galleries. This collection is better than several
galleries because it has been gathered from so
many sources with great diversity of subject
and artists. If the terrorist problem subsides,
we hope to go to England and Scotland in the
summer.
The class of ’25 had twenty-six come
back for their 60th and they called it a record!
Surely the class of '26 can have twenty-seven
return or maybe thirty?
Secretary: Ruth McCabe Jones, 620 East Beau
St., Washington, PA 15301.

19 2 5
Material which Bernice Roper Miner ’27
kindly sent illustrates the richness and
usefulness of her and Elwood’s lives. She
writes: “Beyond his employment he was always
involved in church activities, superintendent of
the church school, elder, and soloist in the
choir. This was a continuing interest, as he
sang also with two local groups, San Diego
Symphonic Chorale and the Pacificaires. Even
in the convalescent hospital, attendants and
patients enjoyed his singing. All who remember
him know what a beautiful voice he had.
Travel was an interest that took us to almost
every country in the world. A ten week bus
trip from London to Katmandu took us through
countries of the Middle East no longer traveled
by tourists. Two trips to Russia allowed us to
meet people of that country in an intimate way.
On the first, we cruised down the Volga for
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ten days under sponsorship of the Citzens
Exchange Corps. The second time, under the
Smithsonian, we traveled on the Trans-Siberian
railroad from the Pacific and west to Moscow.
Africa we have experienced quite a bit too.”
What a story!
Pearle Sober regretted not being able to
attend our 60th, but says she truly enjoyed the
news about it in the Magazine and is happy
that so many of us were able to be on hand.
Another regretful non-attender was Jane
Whiteman Moore, who writes that neither
she nor husband Frank can travel any more.
Frank, who has had heart surgery three times,
does remarkably well, although he cannot leave
the house. All three of their grandsons are in
Dallas, TX, and their granddaughter is in her
third year of medical school. Jane says
thankfully, “We have lived to enjoy all that.”
It was good to hear from three classmates who
have been silent for some time: Gertrude
Meckel Connelly writes, “How to condense
sixty years on one postcard? The Connellys
(Don, Gertrude and three sons, Robert, David,
and Alan) moved from Wooster to Shelby in
1944. All three boys were in the service.
Robert is associated with a new FM radio
station in Cincinnati, David is a plastic surgeon
in Montgomery, AL, Alan, an attorney in
Canton. Our adopted son, from Peru, is
presently assigned as chief of an international
project in Venezuela. Don died in 1981 at
eighty-two, a long, happy life with much travel
since retirement in 1966. I’m grounded with
partial paralysis, but can live alone. Much to be
thankful for.”
Helen McCague Taggart wrongly
supposes that few of the class would remember
her as she was older than us, and came in her
junior year. She has good memories of quite a
few who were kind to the “outsider.” She adds
that she has had a full and happy life and looks
forward to more of the same in Tucson, AZ,
where she has lived for twenty years.
Alice Kissell Hoffman reports that she
and husband Don are making their winter
home in Venice, FL, and still have their home
in Ohio. She had the misfortune to break her
hip a year ago, but has recovered well, and is
able to drive a car. They attend the
Presbyterian church in Venice where her
brother-in-law Chester Armentrout( husband of
Edith Kissell Armentrout ’36) is visitation
minister. Alice’s hobby is bridge. She sends
greetings to all the class.
Your men’s secretary received a
Christmas card from William Hilliker. He
reported that “all is quiet along the Mississippi
Gulf Coast at the holiday season.” Bill was
sorry he couldn’t make our 60th reunion.
Paul Hawk is most appreciative for the
excellent help he received from the “local
preparation committee” for the 60th reunion
last June. Eddie Kienzle Comin was
especially helpful as his local “liaison officer”
with the Alumni office. Paul and Ikey (McGrew
’26) had a visit from Paul’s brother, Walter ’26,
who lives in Berkeley, CA. Dr. Walter recently
retired as chief of student health services at the
U of California.
The class extends sympathy to the family
of Keith Custis who died Dec. 13, 1985.
Secretaries: Alice Robertson Swager, 329
Village Park Dr., Williamsville, N Y 14221;
Earl Dennis, 4838 Butterworth PI. NW,
Washington, DC.

19 2 4
From Ken and Lucile Esely Shafer
comes news that Ken is now retired. Their
son, Kenneth, Jr, ’51, is pastor of Westminster
Presbyterian Church in Cincinnati and the
Shafers were there for his installation and to
hear him preach the sermon in September.
Another third generation is now at Wooster:
Stephen Loehlin Shafer, son of Biyon ’60 and
Margaret (Loehlin ’60) Shafer, is a freshman.
Mim Dickason had two delightful weeks
with a friend at Chautauqua and, on her return
journey to California, visited her brother,
Frederick ’26, and his wife in Friendship
Village, Kalamazoo, MI.
Two 1924 members who can get
together in Clearwater, FL, are Harold
Gwynne and John Talbot. Clearwater is
Harold’s permanent address, while John is
there from October to May and lives in
Washington, PA for the rest of the year. These
two retired Presbyterian ministers enjoy
listening to Dr. James Kennedy of Ft.
Lauderdale, on the T.V.
Florence Powell received her B.A. and
M.A. degrees from Ohio State and taught
speech, drama, and radio. She is now living in
Otterbein Retirement Village, near Lebanon,
OH. For eight years she was director of Little
Theater there, putting on plays and pageants
with the residents. She had retired, but no one
took her place, so she again is putting on short
plays and is also in a creative writing group.
Secretary: Elizabeth Hower, 437 Trumbull
Ave., SE, Warren, OH 44483.

B I R T H S
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To Janet Winner and Richard
Boutwell, son R. Casey, Oct. 27, 1985.
To John and Eva McQueen Hurst,
daughter Julia McQueen Hurst, Jan.
23, 1986, joining brother Gregory, 4.
To Elizabeth Knepp and Timothy
Van Fleet, daughter Abigail Elizabeth
Van Fleet, Dec. 19, 1985.
To Andrew and Hester Barlow
McCarthy, son Brendan Irvin, June 3,
1985.
To Jim and Roxanne Nay Semon,
daughter Abigail Joy, Feb. 9, 1986.
To Peter and Elaine Mulligan
Logan, daughter Molly Inman, Jan. 8,
1986, joining brothers, Robert, 4, and
Benjamin, 2.
To Joanne Cox and George Dallos,
son Matthew Cox Dallos, June 30,
1985.
To Melanie and David Beane,
daughter Amy Ruth, Dec. 21, 1985,
joining Beth, 5, and Michael, 3.
To Robert ‘75 and Beth Ballard
Crawford, son Jonathan Moss, Nov.
20, 1985.
To Kevin and Joan Blanchard
Mosher, daughter Lauren Blanchard
Mosher, Dec. 29, 1985.
To Doug and Lynn McElree Portz,
daughter Bethany Lynn, Jan. 9, 1986.
To Louis and Evonne Howell
Valentic, second child, Scott Louis,
Sept. 3, 1985, joining sister Trisha, 3.
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O B I T U A R I E S
x 15 Wilfred Schaffner, Jan. 29, 1986, in St.
Petersburg, FL. He graduated from Eastman
School of Finance in Poughkeepsie, NY, and
during W.W. I served four years with the
Army Ordnance. He served as treasurer and
President of the H. Schaffner, Co., Marion,
Ohio’s oldest retail business, established in
1866 by his grandfather.
Mr. Schaffner was active in Boy Scouts
°f America and served on its executive
committee. He was the first recipient in Marion
of the Silver Beaver Award, one of B.S.A.’s
highest honors. While in Marion, he was active
ln community organizations. Predeceased by his
wife, Mr. Schaffner is survived by a daughter,
a son, four grandchildren, and two great
grandchildren.
16 Ralph S. Alexander, Oct. 25, 1985, in
'iightstown, NJ. He received his Ph.D. degree
ln economics from U of Chicago and in 1953,
an L.L.D. degree from The College of
Wooster. Mr. Alexander, the Philip Young Prolessor Emeritus of Business Administration,
laught at the Columbia U Business School for
torty years, before his retirement in 1961. A
funding member of the American Marketing
Association, he served as the association’s
Rector from 1940-42 and from 1958-60.
yUring W.W. II, he was a consultant to the
ederal War Production Board from 1942-44,
and was director of its Wholesale and Retail
1fade Division from 1944-45.
After his retirement, Mr. Alexander held
•siting professorships at the Massachusetts
Pstitute of Technology, Miami (Ohio), Seton
all and Rutgers. His publications include
everal books on business and marketing
anagement and numerous articles in profes®nal journals. Mr. Alexander had served the
°Uege as president of his class and as
President of the Alumni Association. Surviving
fe 3 son a™* daughter, and three grand'-nildren.
w*’ Harry C. Hostetter, Jan. 5, 1986, of
jj. *veme, NY. “Hossy,” as he was known by
*s classmates, received an M.A. degree from
0,Umbia U. He taught high school in Alliance,
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OH, and was superintendent of Uniontown,
OH, schools before entering the Navy where he
taught navigation at the Officer’s Training
School and, as an Ensign, served on an oil
tanker during W.W. I. Mr. Hostetter joined the
faculty of Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, NY, in
1920 as an instructor in the physics and
mathematics department. He organized the
alumni department and under his direction the
first Alumni Catalog of the engineering school
was printed. His participation and interest in
athletics led to his appointment in 1944 as
athletic director, a position he held for twentytwo years. The last three years of his fifty
years of service at Pratt was spent as director
of athletic publicity. Mr. Hostetter was an
active member of his church and served the
College as class secretary and treasurer. He is
survived by his wife, Tulhs, two sons, two
step-children, and six grandchildren.
x ’19 Margaret M. Bingham, April, 1985, in
Tuscon, AZ. She received her B.S. degree from
Kent State U. During her forty-five years in
education, her teaching experience ranged from
elementary through college levels. In 1961,
Miss Bingham retired as supervisor of
Youngstown Public Schools and moved to
Arizona. There are no known survivors.
x ’19 John McClelland, of Ames, LA, Dec. 20,
1985. He received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D.
degrees from Ohio State U. During W.W. I he
served with the Army engineers in France. A
teacher of vocational agriculture for many
years, Mr. McClelland also served as assistant
state supervisor of agricultural education, and
as director of the Ohio Adult Education Pro
gram. He was an assistant professor of
agricultural education at Ohio State U and
served as specialist in that field with the U.S.
Office of Education. In 1940 he joined the
agricultural staff at Iowa State U, retiring in
1966.
Mr. McClelland was a member of the
vocational education mission to Iraq in 1952, a
vo-ed project team leader in the Philippines
from 1957-60 and was agriculture and vo-ed
advisor for the U of Chicago Ford Foundation
Education Project in East Pakistan from
1960-64. Surviving are his wife, Dorothea
(Bryan 19); two daughters; two sisters,
Catharine Wedge ’26, and Ruth Dreibelbis ’28;
two brothers, J. Craig ’23, and William 21,
seven granchildren and four great-grand
children.
x ’20 Cyrus O. Stingel, Jan. 9, 1986, after a
long illness. A retired teacher, Mr. Stingel
taught in Tuscarawas and Holmes Counties for
thirty-six years. He was a farmer and a
member of Sugarcreek American Legion and
Sugarcreek First Presbyterian Church of Christ.
Mr. Stingel served in the Navy during W.W. I.
Surviving are his wife, Alice; daughter Esther
’54 (Mrs. Charles Crilow); three granchildren.
’22 Helen Clarke Young, May 18, 1985, of
leukemia in Princeton, NJ. After teaching for
two years, Mrs. Young went to Resht, Iran,
where she taught English in The Presbyterian
Mission School. It was in Resht that she
became re-acquainted with her classmate, T.
Cuyler Young, also a missionary. They were
married in 1933 and returned to the States in
1936. Throughout her husband’s career, she
was always an important part of the team. She
was in constant demand as a speaker and
distinguished herself in many ways in the
academic communities of The U of Toronto
where her husband taught until 1947 and at
Princeton U where he was chairman of the

department of Oriental Studies and Director of
the Near Eastern Program.
Mrs. Young is survived by her son, T.
Cuyler Young, Jr., a distinguished archaeologist
and director of the Royal Ontario Museum,
Toronto; several grandchildren; brother-in-law,
W. Wylie Young ’21 and sister-in-law, Mrs.
Donald H. Mills ’37.
x ’24 Radna Staver Killinger, Dec. 14, 1985.
She graduated from Akron U and taught in
Hamilton, OH. Mrs. Killinger is survived by
her husband, Merl, and daughter, Merlyn Sue,
and several grandchildren.
x ’2 4 Willis W. Miller, March 18, 1985, after
a long illness. An executive with the YMCA
for forty years, Mr. Miller was director of
youth work and camping in Baltimore, MD,
from 1958 until his retirement in 1967. He ’
wrote several books on camping.
Mr. Miller, a member of Faith
Presbyterian Church for twenty-six years,
served as an elder, vice-president of the board
of trustees, and as business administrator. He
was active in and served as vice-president of
the International Association of YMCA Retired
Directors. Mr. Miller was strong in his support
of the College and served as a former vicepresident and president of the Baltimore
Chapter of the Wooster Alumni Association.
Surviving are his wife Mildred; daughters,
Marilyn Beach, and Wendy ’70; son Jeffrey
x’70; and three grandchildren.
’25 W. Keith Custis, Dec. 13, 1985, at Sibley
Memorial Hospital in Washington. A graduate
of Princeton Theological Seminary, he served
as pastor of the Riverdale Presbyterian Church
from 1928 until his retirement in 1969. After
retirement, Mr. Custis served as interim pastor
at Wheaton Presbyterian Church, and St. Paul
Presbyterian Church in Cottage City. In 1975
he and his wife, Pearle, were instrumental in
founding Hope Presbyterian Church in
Mitchellville. Preceded in death by his wife,
Mr. Custis is survived by two sons, David ’55
and Donald ’58; eleven grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren.
x ’26 Dorothy Benton Demarais, a retired
teacher and librarian, Dec. 20, 1985. She
received a B.A. degree from Cornell U and a
B.S. degree in library science from Syracuse U.
She was an active member of her church and
AAUW. Mrs. Demarais was preceded in death
by her husband.
x ’2 6 Merle Gerber, Dec. 10, 1985, in
Wooster OH, after a long illness. During W.W.
II he served three years in the Army. He
received his B.S. degree from Bluffton College
and an M.A. degree from Kent State U. Mr.
Gerber taught school and had been a principal
in the Wayne County School system for fortythree years, last serving as principal in
Marshallville, OH. Surviving are his wife,
Mary; two brothers; and two sisters.
’27 Mary Elizabeth Dew Carnes, Nov. 20,
1985, in Alexandria VA. She graduated from'
Columbia Presbyterian School of Nursing and
was a medical record librarian for various
hospitals until her retirement in 1971. Mrs.
Carnes was preceded in death by her husband.
Three sons, six grandchildren, and two great
grandchildren survive.
'27 Robert B. Jameson, Jan. 25, 1986,
after a long illness. He began his coaching
career at Hillsboro in 1927, and returned to
Wooster, OH, in 1930 to coach football and
basketball at Wooster High School. Six years
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later he became athletic director for the city
system. His 1931 football team won the
North East Ohio League championship and
his baseball teams made it to state level three
times. A number of outstanding swimmers
developed under his tutelage. During this
period he also supervised the summer recrea
tional program for the City of Wooster.
His interest in sports led him to
organize Hot Stove leagues in Wooster,
Wayne County and the state, and he was the
first president of each of these leagues. A
member of the National Hot Stove League
board, Mr. Jameson was presented with the
“Cy” Butler Memorial Award for outstanding
service to the youth in Hot Stove baseball.
He was inducted into the Wayne County
Sports Hall of Fame in 1982.
Since 1944, Mr. Jameson had worked
in the insurance business and as a Penn
Mutual Life Insurance agent. He was a
former president of Apple Creek Banking
Company, and a member of that bank’s board
of directors and the Salvation Army board.
An active church member, Mr. Jame
son was moderator of the Wooster Presby
tery and, later, the first layman to hold the
post of moderator of the Presbyterian Synod
of Ohio. In 1960 he was president of the Ohio
Synod’s Council of United Presbyterian Men.
He was instrumental in the acquisition and
development of the Presbyterian recreational
camp and retreat at Pleasant Hill Lake. For
fifty-seven years, he was a member of First
Presbyterian Church, Kiwanis Club and
Ebenezer Lodge no. 33 F&AM. Surviving are
three sons, Mark, John ’62, and Philip; eight
grandchildren.
’27 Margaret El-Dora Smith died Feb. 6,
1986. She taught history for thirty-two years in
the Bellaire, OH, high school. For the past few
years, she and her sister Esther Smith ’31 have
lived in St. Petersburg, FL. Classmates can
write to Esther at: Jaylene Manor, 896 73rd
Ave., North, St. Petersburg, FL 33702.
x ’28 Daniel W. McNutt, of Wooster, OH,
Feb. 21, 1986, following a four-week illness. He
received his B.S. degree from the U of
Michigan. Mr. McNutt was one of the founders
of the McNutt Dairy of Wooster. After
retirement as an engineer at Goodyear
Aerospace, he was a self-employed consultant.
Mr. McNutt was a member of the National
Weight Engineering Society. Surviving are his
wife, Leah (Hart ’26); a daughter; two sons,
Thomas and Don ’57; seven grandchildren.
’28 Helen Watson Sheely, of Sun City, AZ,
Nov. 18, 1985. A homemaker, Mrs. Sheely and
her husband Richard ’27 moved to Arizona in
1973. She was a member of the First
Presbyterian Church in Sun City. Survivors
include her husband, a grandchild, and a
great-grandchild.
’29 Margaret Wigham Barker, Nov. 10,
1984, at Riverside Hospital in Columbus, OH.
A retired public school librarian, Mrs. Barker
completed an M.A. degree in library science at
Kent State U. She and her husband, Willard
(Bud) ’32 first lived in Canfield, OH, where he
was superintendent of schools. They were
active in the Presbyterian Church and Mrs.
Barker was the church organist. In 1949 they
moved to Athens, OH, and she continued her
work as church organist. After the death of her
husband in 1956, Mrs. Barker moved to
Barberton, OH, to teach, and later become
librarian at a junior high school in Brookpark,
OH.
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At the time of her death Mrs. Barker
was a member of the Barber Roselea Center
where she often lectured; the Clintonville
Women’s Club; The Ohio Association of School
Librarians; the Ohio Education Association; the
National Education Association; the American
Association of University Women; and attended
the Worthington United Methodist Church. She
is survived by a daughter, a son, five grand
children, and two sisters.

$200,000 for the College, and it was typical
that he was not much pleased with the record
as with the example, and the hope that
succeeding classes would do better, which they
have. In 1961, the first year that Distinguished
Alumni Awards were presented, Charles Dilley
was one of the recipients.
From the time he came to Cleveland in
1930 to work for Chandler & Price Company,
Mr. Dilley was identified with institutions and
causes in Cleveland. He joined the staff of
Fenn College in 1933, where he was admis
sions director, assistant to the president and
college secretary. In 1941, he became educa
tional director for Cleveland Graphite Bronze,
later Clevite. He was corporate secretary of
Clevite in 1955, when the water-skiing accident
occured which left him a quadriplegic. Mr.
Dilley was the executive director of the Clevite
Foundation until his retirement in 1973. His
imagination was the source of the Fair Share
Plan of the Cleveland Community Fund which
is now used in United Fund campaigns across
the nation.
He is survived by a son who is a lawyer
in Brussells and a daughter who is a publisher
in Montreal, and Gretchen Widmann Dilley ’33,
his wife of fifty years. Charles Dilley was a
person of enthusiasm, commitment, and cour
age. He and Gretchen are two of my heroes.
by Dean Hopkins 30

’30 Charles A. Dilley, of Sarasota, FL, Jan.
27, 1986. He was bom in Peking, China, where
his parents were Presbyterian missionaries.
After graduating from China Inland Mission
Boys’ School in 1926, he came to this country
where he received his B.A. degree from the
College and his M.A. degree from the U of
Chicago.
In writing about his classmate and friend,
Dean Hopkins ’30 expressed the following:
Probably no Wooster alumnus combined more
fully enthusiasm for the College and its ideals
with service to it in leadership, action, and
inspiration to others.
Charles Dilley was an alumni trustee
from 1954 to 1957 and again a trustee from
1962 to 1982 when he became emeritus, and
he was active in that capacity until recently. As
a trustee he was especially effective as chair
man of the development committee. He used
his talent for organizing and raising money
because he believed strongly in education of
Wooster’s type; but he was interested in every
aspect of student life. A conservative in the
best sense, he was concerned with values, and
he rejected the flirtation theory of education —
entertaining all ideas and taking none of them
seriously.
In 1955 the Class of 1930 in celebration
of its 25th anniversary gave the College
$25,000, then a sizable sum and a new
precedent. The idea was Chuck’s and he led
the campaign; but it was completed by his
classmates as a tribute to him after his tragic
water-skiing accident early in 1955. With heroic
struggle, he recovered the essential self, “the
part above the collar button,” as he expressed
it; and he graduated to the wheelchair which
became familiar to his many friends during the
following forty years. He was the key in the
50th reunion success when his class raised

’30 Robert W. Evans, Sept. 5, 1985, of
Newark, OH. He was a chemist at Pure Oil
Company and later Union Oil, until his
retirement in 1972. Mr. Evans was a member
of First Presbyterian Church of Newark.
Predeceased by his wife, Louise, he is survived
by one son, Robert; two daughters, Margaret
Chism and Coral Lozier; six grandchildren.
’31 Dorothea Danforth Tooker, Jan. 25,
1986, of cancer. Mrs. Tooker, the daughter of
medical missionaires, was bom in Shanghai.
She received an M.A. degree from Columbia
U. Mrs. Tooker owned and operated the
Sudbury Book Shop in Sudbury, MA. for
thirty-five years. She was a member of the
board of the Sudbury Visiting Nurse Associa
tion and a founder of that city’s League of
Women Voters. Surviving are her son, Peter;
daughter, Mary Kay Dodds; three sisters,
Marjorie Whittlesey, Delmer Tooker ’39, Alice
Tooker ’35; brother, Frederick ’38; and three
grandchildren.
x ’32 Clare Alice Hunter, March 22, 1984, of
Pittsburgh, PA. She graduated from the
Cleveland Institute of Art and received her B.S.
degree from Western Reserve U. For many
years Miss Hunter was the director of
occupational therapy at Mayview State
Hospital, Bridgeville, PA, retiring in 1978. Dur
ing retirement she continued her art work
mostly in the charcoal, pastel, pen and ink
mediums. Miss Hunter was secretary of the
board of trustees for the Jung Educational
Center of Pittsburgh. She is survived by her
sister, Catherine (Mrs. C.W. King), and several
nieces and nephews.
x ’33 James J. Gallagher, Dec. 30, 1985, of
a heart attack. He had been retired from the
Blawnox Company for several years. In his
retirement, Mr. Gallagher dedicated his service
to the Meals on Wheels program. He is
survived by his wife, Ruth; brother, William
'31; two sisters, Margaret G. Coghill ’34, and
Elizabeth G. Martin.
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x ’34 Nathaniel Tooker, Sr., of Inglis, FL,
Jan. 14, 1986. A retired pilot, Mr. Tooker
graduated from Parks Air College in Illinois.
He was a member of the Lions Club, Society
for the Preservation and Encouragement of
Barbershop Quartet Singing in America, and
German Shepherd Dog Club of America.
Surviving are two sons, Nathaniel, Jr., ’57, and
David; two daughters, Susan Setzler ’60, and
Lynn Jones; brother, Frederick ’38; sisters,
Marjorie Whittlesey, Delmer Tooker ’39, Alice
Tooker ’35; four grandchildren.
x ’35 George W. Blake, Jan. 20, 1986, at his
home near Carefree, AZ. He was a sculptor
and former executive secretary of the Arizona
State Fair Commission. Before moving to
Arizona in 1946, Mr. Blake was president of
Wooster Aeronautical Corporation in the 1930s.
He barnstormed with airplane and automobile
shows and worked as a pilot for Pan American
in Miami. During W.W. II he was a Captain in
the Army Air Force. He was twice awarded
the Distinguished Flying Cross with Oak Leaf
Cluster and two air medals for flying “The
Hump” over the Himalaya
Mountains. After resigning from the Fair
Commission in 1955, Mr. Blake became
director of Turf Paradise. His sculpture has
sold recently in Arizona and California.
Surviving are his wife Betty; three sons; a
grandson; brother, Frank ’42.
’35 Frederic H. Roth, Jan. 28, 1986, of a
heart attack. An accounting executive, he
received an M.B.A. degree from Harvard
Business School. In 1939, he started working
for Scovell, Wellington, and Company, which
later merged into Coopers and Lybrand. Mr.
Roth retired in 1975 as a partner of Coopers
and Lybrand, an international public accounting
firm.
He was a member and officer of
numerous professional organizations including
The Ohio Society of Certified Public Account
ants. Mr. Roth served on the council of the
American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants and was a director of Magnetics Interna
tional. After retirement he became interested in
genealogy, tracing his ancestry back to Captain
Miles Standish of the Mayflower. Mr. Roth
Was a member of hereditary organizations, a
fornier commodore of the Cleveland Yachting
Club, and international president, in 1980, of
the Order of the Blue Gavel, a club of former
commodores. Community organizations to
which he belonged included: the Union Club,
Past treasurer of Rotary Club of Cleveland and
°f the Cleveland Playhouse. Surviving are his
Wife, Emmy; son, Frederic; and three grand
children.

36 Daniel A. Stout, suddenly, Dec. 27, 1985.
Ror thirty-two years he was a cost accountant
at Great Lakes Steel. Early in his career he
Worked for the National Bank of Detroit and
during W.W. II was a welding inspector with
ute government ordnance department.
Surviving are his wife, Rosemary (Crowell ’35);
two daughters; eight grandchildren, and two
^teat-grandchildren.
36 James G. Wolfe, of Akron, OH, Jan. 11,
~“85. After thirty-five years of service, Mr.
tyolfe retired from Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company in 1978. He was a member of St.
Matthew’s Catholic Church, Holy Name
^ociety, Knights of Columbus, Users Club,
^°ns of Herman, and the Goodyear 25-Year
Club. Surviving are his son and daughter-inlaw, James V. and Diane; two grandchildren,
^ud one sister.
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’3 7 Carl E. Mathis, of Wooster OH, Dec. 23,
1985, following a sudden illness. He had been a
production manager for twelve years at Regal
Ware, retiring in 1980. An avid golfer,
Mr. Mathis was the first Scot super star on the
golf links, having won the initial Ohio Con
ference championship during his senior year in
college. Mr. Mathis was inducted into the “W”
Association in 1983. In area amateur competi
tion he won the first Wooster Country Club
championship in 1936, and his eighteenth
thirty-one years later. In honor of Mr. Mathis,
the Wooster Country Club has named their golf
tournament “The Carl Mathis Club Champion
ship.” Surviving are his wife, Elizabeth Howard
Mathis ’40; two sons, Fred and Andrew
Mathis; and two grandchildren.
’38 Jane Cassel Paulus, Dec. 15, 1985, of a
heart attack. From 1938-40 she taught in the
biology department at the College. A resident
of Marco Island, FL, since 1971, Mrs. Paulus
was a twelve-year member of the Collier
County School Board and, at the time of her
death, was vice-chairman of the board. A
dedicated and tireless worker in the cause of
education, she served with the Florida School
Board Association as a member of its board of
directors. Mrs. Paulus was appointed by the
Florida Department of Education to serve on
its Migrant Education Committee and the
Discipline and Attendance Committee.
She was a member of the Marco Island
Art League, AAUW, past president of Marco
Island Women’s Club, and past chairman of the
board of trustees of Marco Island United
Church of Christ. Mrs. Paulus also served on
the board of directors for the Collier County
Humane Society, David Lawrence Mental
Health Center, and the Forum Club. In her
honor, the Jane C. Paulus Memorial Scholar
ship Fund has been established at the First
Florida Bank on Marco Island. Surviving are
her husband, Nathan; two daughters, Lynne
Cox ’63, Sally Mowry; son, Thomas Mowry;
step-daughter, Theodora Thomas; eight
grandchildren.
’40 Clarence E. Plessinger, of Greenville,
OH, Jan. 22, 1986. A teacher, Mr. Plessinger
retired in 1981 from the Darke County School
system. He was a graduate of the Professional
School of Boy Scouting of New Jersey.
Memberships included the Darke County
Umpire Association, the National Federation of
Interscholastics, the Ohio Retired Teachers
Association, and Twin Valley Track Associa
tion. Mr. Plessinger served as elder and deacon
of the First Presbyterian Church of Greenville.
Surviving are his wife, Anna Lou (Craig ’40);
two daughters; three sons; eight grandchildren.
’41 L. Hunt Myers, of Westport, CT, died
suddenly on Oct. 15, 1985. At the time of his
death, Mr. Myers was director of marketing
for Stauffer Chemical Company of Westport.
He had been with the company for thirty-five
years. Surviving are his wife, Bettie; daughter,
Jessica and son, J. Rodman; and brother,
William.
’48 Robert L. Tucker, of Port Arthur, TX,
Aug. 13, 1985. During his radio broadcasting
career, Mr. Tucker was affiliated with station
WRFD in Worthington, OH; station KRIC in
Beaumont, TX; and for many years was
program director for station KOLE in Port
Arthur. There are no known survivors.

’50 Donnie Anne MacMahon, unexpectedly,
Sept. 9, 1985, of hemochromatosis. She
received her B.A. degree in art and continued
her interest in art after leaving college. Miss
MacMahon was a member of the Art League
of Northern Virginia and was successful in
selling several water colors. During her career
she held several secretarial, bookkeeping and
accounting positions in the Washington, D.C.
area, before her retirement in 1984. She was a
member of the Falls Church Players after
graduation from college. Other memberships
included the Washington Ski Club and the
American Youth Hostel. Her brother survives.
’51 Jean McCleave Bisco, a psychiatrist,
August, 1985. She received her M.D. degree
from Western Reserve U Medical School and
completed training in psychoanalysis at the
Baltimore Psychoanalytic Institute. Survivors in
clude two daughters and one son.
’63 Brenda Saule Blaich, Jan. 10, 1986,
following a short illness. Mrs. Blaich had ’
taught science in the Wooster City School
system from 1963-65. She had previously
taught junior high school in Painesville, OH.
Surviving are her husband, H. Walter ’65; two
daughters, Tanya and Monica; her father and a
brother.
’65 Thomas M. Harris, Jan. 14, 1986,
suddenly, in Rochester, NY. After Wooster,
Mr. Harris studied at the U of Chicago and
pursued historical research for a theoretical
work on historiography. He is survived by his
daughter Kimberly.
H’66 William E. Krauss, Sept. 1, 1985, in
Akron City Hospital following a sudden illness.
He received his Ph.D. in dairy science from
Cornell U and joined the Ohio Agricultural
Research Development Center (OARDC) in
1926. He became associate director of OARDC
in 1948 and held that post until his retirement
in 1969. Dr. Krauss then became an unofficial
archivist and historian of the OARDC until his
death. Surviving are his wife Margaret; two
sons, Roscoe and William x’50; and four
grandchildren.

’69 David Fortier, Mayor of Olmsted Falls,
OH, Feb. 21, 1986, in an automobile accident.
Besides his mayoral duties, Mr. Fortier taught
chemistry at Brunswick High School. Earlier in
his career he had taught for three years at an
American school in South America and made
several academic exploration trips to that
continent. An avid bicyclist, he led tours
around Lake Erie with the Lake Erie Wheelers,
a club he helped found in 1977. Mr. Fortier
was a member of Kiwanis and St. Thomas
Episcopal Church, Berea. Surviving are his
mother and sister.
We have received word of the following
deaths but have no further information:
’14

Clementine Taggart Barnett, Oct

x ’26
’2 8
x ’30
’32
x ’36
’37
’4 8
x ’6 9

Helen Case Bacon, July 18, 1985.
Donald G. Persohn.
Melvin I. Reed, Jan. 8, 1981.
Virginia Burkhardt Thompson.
Lionel C. Johnson, Feb. 12, 1975.
Lois Potter Kimball.
Lois Zaun Power, Oct. 14, 1985.
David L. Hite Jr., Dec. 12, 1984.

1985.

The following obituaries will appear in the
Summer issue:
’14 H. William Taeusch, April 13, 1986.
’52 Jane Leber Hendrickson, Feb 9
1986.
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Whose Office?
A Contest
dentify the occupants of these two
offices and be recognized for your
memory and/or inferential perspicacity
in a future issue of the Magazine. The
occupant of Office A joined the Wooster
faculty in 1968, of Office B in 1972. Both are
scientists, and both have significant long-term
research programs.
Send entries by June 20 to the Editor,
Alumni Magazine, The College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio 44691. Please give reasons for
your identifications. Sorry, but current
students, faculty and staff are not eligible to
participate.

I

Office B

Office A

^"Jioduclory College Chemistry II
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